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In this thesis, I will present the research achievement and progress in synthesis and architecture-
controlled assembly of functional nanomaterials, especially graphene-based nanocomposites hybridized 
with various nanomaterials such as carbon nanomaterials, polymers, and inorganic nanoparticles for 
energy conversion and storage applications. 
Two-dimensional (2D) graphene sheets have become a versatile platform for the fabrication of 
innovative hybrid materials with various functions due to their unique electrical, optical, thermal, and 
mechanical properties. The preparation of graphene-based composites with nanoscale precision is 
highly important for reproducible and controllable performance through the analysis of interplay 
between each component. In particular, the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly technique is known as a 
simple, inexpensive, and versatile process for the fabrication of highly ordered multilayer film 
structures from various types of materials. The LbL structures capable of controlling nanoscale 
composition and architectures are achieved through the sequential adsorption of oppositely charged 
components by attractive forces such as electrostatic interactions. Multilayered graphene 
nanocomposites exhibit improved physical/chemical properties and superior performance compared 
with the individual components due to the synergistic effects in various applications including electric 
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Figure 5.1.7. A photograph showing the structural disruption of the electrospun mat after the mat was 
immersed in a liquid electrolyte (1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC = 1/1 (v/v)): (a) PVP electrospun mat and 
(b) PVP/PAN electrospun mat. 
Figure 5.1.8. Variation in the XPS spectra (characteristic peak of nitrogen atoms) of PVP/PAN or 
PAN films after the films were swelled in a liquid electrolyte (1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC = 1/1 v/v) 
containing dissolved HF (100 ppm): (a) PVP/PAN film and (b) PAN film. 
Figure 5.1.9. Characterization of the separator properties. (a) Linear sweep voltammograms. (b) 
Electrolyte wettability. (c) Effect of polar electrolyte (here, 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/PC = 1/1 (v/v)) on 
wettability of separators and charge/discharge profiles of cells incorporating PP/PE/PP separator and 
c-mat separator. (d) Thermal shrinkage after exposure to 150 ºC/0.5 h. 
Figure 5.1.10. Comparison of the cell performance (at room temperature) of the c-mat and PP/PE/PP 
separators: (a) Discharge rate capability (LMO cathode/Li metal anode), (b) Discharge rate capability 
(LCO cathode/natural graphite anode), and (c) Cycling performance (LMO cathode/Li metal anode). 
Figure 5.1.11. Cell performance of the c-mat and PP/PE/PP separators. (a) Charge/discharge profiles 
with cycling (100 cycles) at 60 °C. (b) High-temperature (60 °C) capacity retention as a function of 
cycle number. (c) AC impedance spectra after 100 cycles at 60 °C. (d) Amount of Mn2+ ions captured 
by separators and deposited on the Li metal anode (estimated from ICP-MS analysis). FT-IR spectra 
of the (e) TPY-CNF side and (f) PVP/PAN side of the c-mat separator after 100 cycles at 60 °C. 
Figure 5.1.12. (a) Impedance spectra and (b) summary of the fitting results for the c-mat and 
PP/PE/PP separators after cycling (at 60 ºC). The inset in part (a) represents the equivalent circuit. 
Units of Rb, Rsf and Rct are in ohms. Rb is the bulk resistance, Rsf is the surface resistance, and Rct is 
the charge transfer resistance. CPEsf and CPEct are the constant phase elements at high and low 
frequencies, respectively. 
Figure 5.1.13. SEM images showing the long-term structural stability (after 100 charge/discharge 
cycles at 60 ºC) of the c-mat separator: (a) TPY-CNF top layer and (b) PVP/PAN support layer. 
Figure 5.1.14. Comparison of high-temperature (60 ºC) cycling performance between the cell (I) and 
cell (II), in which the TPY-CNF top layer was in contact with the LMO cathode (for cell (I)) and 
positioned toward the Li metal anode (for cell (II)). 
Figure 5.2.1. Schematic representation of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled (PAH/PAA)n multilayer 
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coated PE separator for inhibiting the shuttle effect of polysulfide across the separator in a Li-S battery. 
Figure 5.2.2. a) Thickness growth curve of the (PAH/PAA)n multilayer thin films on a silicon wafer 
with respect to the assembly pH conditions and b) schematic representation of the internal structure 
of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer thin films assembled at different pH conditions. Thickness was measured 
in five independent measurements with ellipsometry. 
Figure 5.2.3. Contact angle and SEM images of a) bare PE and b) O2-plasma treated PE separator. 
Figure 5.2.4. ATR-IR spectra of (PAH/PAA)5 multilayer coated PE-separator at each assembly pH. 
Figure 5.2.5. SEM images of PAH/PAA 1, 3, and 5 bilayer (BL) coated on separator by LbL assembly 
at a) pH 3/3, b) pH 6/3 and c) pH 8.5/8.5. The scale bar of each image is 1 μm. 
Figure 5.2.6. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer of pH 3/3 coated on ITO glass 
by LbL assembly in an aqueous 0.50 M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution containing 5.0 mM of a) 
Ru(NH3)63+ as the cationic and b) Fe(CN)63- as the anionic probes, respectively. Inset image shows 
the schematic representation of the cation exchange property of LbL thin films. c) The comparison of 
anodic peak current density of each ion species. d) Calculated permselectivity, P+, (selectivity ratio 
of cation to anion) with different numbers of bilayers and pH conditions. 
Figure 5.2.7. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer of (a-b) pH 6/3 and (d-e) pH 
8.5/8.5 coated on ITO glass by LbL assembly in aqueous 0.5 M Na2SO4 neutral electrolyte solution 
containing 5.0 mM of (a, d) Ru(NH3)63+ as the cationic and (b, e) Fe(CN)63- as the anionic probes, 
respectively. Comparison of the anodic peak current density of each ion species at c) pH 6/3 and f) 
pH 8.5/8.5. 
Figure 5.2.8. a) Cationic retention and b) anionic retention of 1, 3, 5 BL of (PAH/PAA)n assembled 
at pH 3/3, 6/3, and 8.5/8.5. 
Figure 5.2.9. Voltage profiles of the a) bare PE separator and b) (PAH/PAA)5 coated PE separator at 
pH 3/3. c) Cycle performance and d) Coulombic efficiency of the (PAH/PAA)5 coated separator at 
each pH and comparison to bare PE separator. 
Figure 5.2.10. Voltage versus specific discharge capacity profiles of the (PAH/PAA)5 at a) pH 6/3 
and b) pH 8.5/8.5. 
 
Chapter 6. 
Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration of GAP multilayer conductors. Composite-by-composite (CbC) 
assembly of polyurethane (PU)-based stretchable multilayer of high and low gradient conductors with 
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different concentration of Au NPs in stretchable layer. Photograph showing the resulting GAP 
multilayer conductor under 100% strain. 
Figure 6.2. (a) Schematic illustration and TEM image with a corresponding size distribution 
histogram of citrate-stabilized Au NPs. (b) Polymer structure of water-dispersed PU. 
Figure 6.3. Characterization of single layer. (a) Stress-strain curves and (b) Young’s modulus and 
rupture point for pure PU and single-layered AuPU nanocomposite films. (c) Normalized resistance 
of 90 wt% AuPU film as decreasing the bending radius and (d) bending durability test for 100 cycles 
at bending radius of 0.3 mm. Photograph showing the bending test of 90 wt% AuPU film. 
Figure 6.4. Resistance of single-layered AuPU and pure PU films. 
Figure 6.5. Architecture controlled GAP multilayer conductors. Schematic illustrations and 
representative cross-sectional SEM images with composed elemental mapping images of carbon and 
Au of (a) high and (b) low gradient multilayer conductors as increasing the number of layers. The 
scale bar in all SEM images is 20 μm.   
Figure 6.6. TGA of (a) high GAP, (b) low GAP conductors and (c) AuPU nanocomposite films. (d) 
The resulting content of Au in all electrode examined in this study.  
Figure 6.7. Mechanical and electrical properties of GAP multilayer conductors. (a) Stress-strain 
curves for all GAP multilayer conductors. (b, c) Young’s modulus and rupture point of low and high 
GAP multilayer conductors. (d) Normalized resistance on top-surface of high and low GAP multilayer 
conductors of 3 L and 9 L under different strain conditions. (e) Change of resistance on top-surface 
of high GAP multilayer conductors of 9 L under different strains during 1000 cycles. 
Figure 6.8. SEM of 9 L high GAP conductor under strain  
Figure 6.9. Cross-sectional SEM of 9 L high GAP conductor under strain. 
Figure 6.10. Finite element analysis (FEA) representing von Mises stress distribution of (a) 
horizontal and (b) vertical direction in 5 L and 9 L low GAP conductors under 50% strain. 
Figure 6.11. Calculation of Z-directional conductivity of low GAP conductors as increasing the 
number of layers.  
Figure 6.12. SAXS and simulation analysis for percolation network of Au NPs in PU matrix under 
strain. (a) Schematic illustration showing experimental setup of in situ SAXS measurement. (b) 2D 
SAXS patterns at selected uniaxial strains of 0%, 50%, and 100% for the pure PU and 50 wt% AuPU 
nanocomposite films. We summarized the behavior of the Au NPs in the matrix and change in 
electrical pathway under strain with corresponding schematic illustrations of the behaviour of Au NPs 
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(yellow sphere) and electrical pathway (red line) under strain through SAXS analysis. (c) Calculated 
Hermans orientation factor, f, under strain. 
Figure 6.13. Characterization of anode materials. (a) Chemical reaction for synthesis of PI. (b) SEM 
images of synthesized PI on CNT. (c) FT-IR spectra and (d) TGA of CNT and PI/CNT. 
Figure 6.14. Characterization of cathode materials. (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of 
synthesized LMO/CNT. (c) XRD of MnO2/CNT and LMO/CNT. (d) TGA of LMO/CNT. 
Figure 6.15. Electrochemical performance of stretchable aqueous rechargeable lithium-ion battery 
based on GAP multilayer conductor as a current collector. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles of GAP 
anode (PI/CNT) and GAP cathode (LMO/CNT) at various C-rates in three electrode systems with 1 
M Li2SO4 electrolyte. (b,c) Galvanotactic charge-discharge curves of GAP cathode and GAP anode, 
respectively. (d) Cycling performance of full battery at a rate of 15 C between 0.0 and 2.0 V in 1 M 
Li2SO4 for 1000 cycles. (e) Schematic illustration of the stretchable aqueous rechargeable lithium-
ion battery that was fabricated by using the GAP anode and cathode with coplanar layout. (f) Cycle 
performance of the stretchable full cell at a rate of 15 C under various strains from 0% to 30% for 
100 cycles.  
Figure 6.16. Cycling performance of (a) the cathode and (b) the anode of half cell at 100 C over 200 
cycles. 
Figure 6.17. Galvanostatic charge-discharge curve of the full cell at various C-rate  
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Chapter 1.  
Introduction of Graphene-based Multilayer Nanocomposites 
 
1.1 Graphene oxide 
Graphene, a two-dimensional single-layered carbon network, is an interesting platform material 
for the preparation of nanocomposites owing to its unique properties such as its large surface area (2600 
m2 g−1), high conductivity (electron mobility: 15 000 cm2 V−1 s−1), and excellent mechanical stability 
(Young’s modulus: 1100 GPa).1–3 These remarkable intrinsic properties have attracted widespread 
interest from diverse research fields.4–6 However, the preparation of pristine graphene is only possible 
through a limited number of methods, such as mechanical exfoliation7 and chemical vapor deposition,8,9 
and both result in poor yields. The discovery of graphene oxide (GO), a product of chemical oxidation 
and exfoliation of graphite,10–13 has opened an indirect pathway for utilizing the properties of graphene, 
albeit with some modified properties (Figure 1.1). Chemically exfoliated GO sheets are well dispersed 
in aqueous solution due to their charged functional groups such as carboxylic acids and alcohol groups. 
The carboxylic acids in GO can be also easily replaced with amine groups by the formation of amides 
using ethylenediamine, resulting in highly stable aqueous suspensions with high ζ-potential (Figure 
1.2). Moreover, their chemical stability and high conductivity in addition to their high surface area 
allows these 2D sheets to act as excellent substrates for hosting and growing functional nanomaterials, 
including other carbon allotropes, inorganic nanostructures, polyelectrolytes, and biomolecules. 
Although the intrinsic structural defects often lead to a deterioration of the material properties and 
performance compared with pristine graphene, GO can offer a versatile platform for innovative hybrid 
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Figure 1.1. Schematic illustration of the synthesis of graphene oxide from graphite through the 






Figure 1.2. (a) Synthetic procedure for GO and amine-functionalized GO. (b) ζ-potential under 






1.2 Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly 
The initial idea of LbL assembly was first presented by Iler in 1966, who demonstrated the 
deposition of oppositely charged silica and alumina particles.14 Decher and co-workers revived LbL 
assembly by making thin films via the alternate adsorption of oppositely charged polyelectrolytes 
(Figure 1.3a).15 Until recently, LbL approaches have attracted substantial attention due to the versatility 
of readily tailoring the size, composition, porosity, stability, and surface functionality of the resulting 
thin films by incorporating multiple functionalities using a facile and inexpensive process.  
LbL-assembled thin films are prepared via the sequential adsorption of different 
macromolecular components exhibiting attractive forces such as electrostatic interactions, hydrogen 
bonding, van der Waals forces, and charge transfer complexes.16 Graphene-based LbL assembly was 
first demonstrated by using non-exfoliated graphite oxide platelets and polyeletrolyte by Kotov et al. in 
1996.17 Three years later, a well-exfoliated individual graphite oxide sheet was used with cationic 
polymer for LbL growth by Mallouk and Kovtyukhova.18 A remarkable achievement on the physical 
properties of graphene sheets by Geim, Novoselov, and others renewed significant interests in graphene-
based layered materials.1 The essentials of this thesis are to show that the introduction of functional 
groups into graphene during the exfoliation process together with additional chemical modification 
enables graphene derivatives to be incorporated within LbL-assembled structure by electrostatic 
interactions, hydrogen bonding, and van der Waals interactions even without the aid of other 
heterogeneous materials, which is not possible in pristine graphene. Especially, we focus on graphene-
based LbL films prepared by the electrostatic attractions between negatively charged GO and positively 
charged materials (carbon nanomaterials, polymers, and inorganic nanomaterials). These thin film 
composites prepared by the hierarchical organization would be beneficial for reliable applications over 
other conventional methods such as vacuum-assisted filtration and Langmuir−Blodgett method. 
Vacuum-assisted filtration is advantageous to rapid and scale-up fabrication of layered films and has no 
limitation for selection of materials because the films can be manufactured through the physical trapping 
of materials using vacuum force.16,19 Langmuir−Blodgett film deposition is also preferable for achieving 
uniform and dense packing of monolayers.20,21 However, since the LbL assembly guarantees a nanoscale 
uniformity of composites and does not require relatively specialized skills and instrumentation, it is the 
most appropriate method to tunable hybrid architecture with a nanoscale precision.  
With the progress of LbL assembly, many efficient and commercially feasible deposition 
methods have been developed (Figure 1.3b). Beyond the most popular and traditional dipping method 
(Figure 1.4), spin- and spray-assisted LbL assemblies have been introduced as alternative methods.22-
25 These new assembly methods often result in well-defined multilayer films as well as a highly ordered 
internal structure within a very short deposition period. In both methods, besides the electrostatic 
interactions, various forces such as centrifugal forces, air-shear forces, and flow rate could affect the 
quality of the resulting LbL films. In particular, spray-assisted LbL deposition is a powerful tool for 
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preparing multilayer films not only on 2D but also on 3D substrates such as complex textile fabrics. 
The advancement in these different deposition methods has significantly accelerated the applications of 






Figure 1.3. (a) Schematic illustration of the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled multilayer films based on 







Figure 1.4. (a) Automated LbL assembly setup for graphene-based LbL assembly (nanoStrata). (b) 




1.3 Graphene-based hybrid composites 
Several studies have reported that graphene-based hybrid composites exhibit superior 
performance compared with the individual components because of the synergistic effects between each 
component. As a representative example, the addition of graphene into hybrid composites provides 2D 
conducting channels for charge transfer during the electrochemical reactions.26-28 Simultaneously, 
graphene employed as a large surface area support, which was easily exposed to the electrolyte and 
oxygen as well as effectively accelerating reactant, ion, and electron transport. Thus, the formation of 
graphene-based composites is greatly advantageous to the design of a new type of versatile material for 
high-performance TCFs, field-effect transistors (FETs), sensors, supercapacitors, solar cells, lithium ion 
batteries, electrodes, drug carriers, gas barriers, photocatalysts, and photoconductors. In many cases, 
however, graphene-based composites are highly disordered, leading to difficulties in demonstrating 
their reproducible performance and analyzing the contribution of each material to the device 
characteristics. One possible route to achieve nanoscale uniformity of these composites while 
preserving the unique characteristics of their constituents is to use layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. The 
LbL technique is achieved through the sequential adsorption of oppositely charged components by 
attractive forces such as electrostatic interactions, hydrogen bonding, etc. Thus, the highly ordered and 
multilayered architectures by LbL assembly can be manufactured reproducibly, allowing nanoscale-
level control of the thickness and composition of hybrid composite materials. Moreover, the graphene 
nanocomposites are complexed with the counterpart such as other carbon nanomaterials, polymers, and 
inorganic nanomaterials, in various device applications, including flexible electrodes, supercapacitor, 









Figure 1.5. Schematic illustration of graphene multilayered hybrid nanocomposites with the 





1.3.1 Carbon nanomaterials 
The hybridization of the unique electrical/chemical properties of carbon nanomaterials with the 
exceptional versatility of the nanoscale construction of multilayer LbL films has opened up wide 
research opportunities. In addition, various functionalities can be achieved by the carbon nanomaterials 
through a facile chemical modification, which makes it easy to host and grow the functional 
nanomaterials on the surface of carbon nanomaterials. This approach offers virtually unlimited 
opportunities for expanding the material selection for LbL deposition.29–31 Thus, the utilization of both 
advantages of the intrinsic properties of functionalized carbon nanomaterials and precise control of the 
LbL system offers a unique potential platform for advanced electronic, energy, and sensor applications. 
 
1.3.2 Polymers 
Polymeric materials have been widely used in LbL assembly due to their functional groups for 
electrostatic interactions or hydrogen bonding.32–35 In general, as-prepared GO is negatively charged in 
aqueous solution because of its functional groups, such as carboxylic acid and phenolic hydroxyl groups. 
Thus, positively charged polyelectrolytes have been selected for the counter component in 
graphene−polymer LbL assembly.18,36–40 In addition to the conventional electrostatic interaction in LbL 
assembly, hydrogen bonding can act as an attractive force between GO and the polymer due to abundant 
oxygen-functional groups in GO.19,41 Weak van der Waals interactions can also work in LbL assembly 
between GO and biopolymer and maximize its interactions along with other strong interactions, leading 
to the ultrarobust mechanical properties.42,43 The reduction of GO sheets in LbL film has been performed 
by thermal treatment, chemical reduction, and electrochemical reaction to restore the unique properties 
of graphene, while keeping the structure of polymer counterparts intact. Due to the outstanding 
mechanical properties of graphene, graphene–polymer nanocomposites have been widely studied for 
high performance materials by using graphene derivatives as nanofillers.  
 
1.3.3 Inorganic nanoparticles 
Even though many applicable nanoparticles exhibit superior electronic and catalytic properties 
as well as mechanically strong reinforcing effects, these nanoparticles often undergo a significant loss 
of intrinsic properties due to irreversible aggregation. Therefore, because graphene and nanoparticles 
can complement each other, graphene can be a favorable supporting material of nanoparticles. 
Furthermore, graphene/ nanoparticle multilayered composites synthesized by the nanometer-scale 
control of LbL assembly exhibited improved performance compared with simply mixed hybrids. Using 
metal and oxide-based nanoparticles, many studies have been performed to apply LbL-assembled 
graphene/nanoparticle composites to diverse energy-related fields such as catalysts,44–47 




1.4 Electrochemistry in LbL assembled electrode 
With various multi-dimensional (D) nanomaterials such as 2D graphene derivative, 1D 
polymer and carbon nanotube (CNT), and 0D metal nanoparticle, all of which can be composited with 
2D GO nanosheets as a basic building block to afford electroactive 2D planar ultrathin films. 
Furthermore, we can easily fabricate from the 2D planar ultrathin films to 3D nanoporous electrode as 
increasing the number of bilayers and layer sequence by using the LbL assembly (Figure 1.6). As some 
representative examples, Hammond and Shao-Horn groups demonstrated that LbL assembled all 
multiwalled CNT film-based electrodes show significantly high gravimetric energy with its high 
capacity and high electronic conductivity.29,31 With this CNT-based LbL electrode toward Li-ion battery, 
it was demonstrated that the LbL system can be not only used to design ideal electrochemical electrode 
such as supercapacitors, batteries and fuel cells, but also opened the possibility of bridging the 
performance gap between electrochemical double layer capacitor (i.e. governed by non-faradaic 
reaction) and Li-ion battery (i.e. governed by faradaic reaction).61 In addition, these two different 
electroactive materials which have faradaic and non-faradaic mechanism can be individually used as 
cationic and anionic materials in LbL system. For example, polyaniline (PANI) is one of most popular 
conducting polymer which has faradaic capacitance. As a result, the combination of PANI and CNT 
showed the better performance than all CNT multilayer films owing to faradaic capacitance of 
conducting PANI.62 Kim group also showed this feature of PANI with GO support, emphasizing the 
strengths of 2D graphene nanosheets.63 This paper indicated that although the overall capacitance 
increases with the number of bilayers, capacitance gradually decreases beyond 10 bilayers because the 
electron transfer from the electrode as well as the ionic transport from the electrolyte can be restricted 
in the thicker thickness. This phenomenon was also found in another works that are LbL assembled 
electrocatalyst using metal nanoparticles.44 Lutkenhaus group reported PANI/vanadium pentoxide 
assembled LbL electrode for Li-ion battery, in which they hypothesized that it is caused by a shift from 
a surface-confined process to a diffusion-limited process.64 
In this regard, it is very important to achieve high performance and understand such 
electrochemical behavior on LbL assembled 3D electrode by changing the number of bilayers and layer 
sequence. As a result, this electroactive LbL films sensitively affected to rate-determining step of whole 
electrochemical reaction on electrode. Therefore, LbL assembled electrode can be good study model of 















Figure 1.7. Electrochemical reaction based on mass and charge transfer within 3D LbL assembled 





1.5 Application of graphene-based multilayer nanocomposites 
Taking advantages of the versatility of LbL assembly, we can create multifunctional composite 
platforms by selecting the diverse counterpart materials and controlling the LbL engineering. This 
methodology is highly applicable to a wide range of energy conversion and storage fields such as 
electrocatalyst photocatalyst, battery and supercapacitor.16 We explored the various applications of LbL-
assembled graphene nanocomposites based on different combinations of graphene and functional 
materials and evaluated their performance as a function of the film thickness (i.e., number of BL). The 
optimum performance of each graphene nanocomposite is strongly correlated to the selection of 
materials and the film thickness. This finding indicates that precise control of the desired functionalities 
of multilayered films is necessary and possible by taking advantage of the LbL-based nanoscale 
engineering of the electrode. Although we mainly utilize the LbL-assembled graphene nanocomposites 
for energy applications, they have enormous potential in many fields of science and engineering owing 
to their tailorable architectures, compositions, and tunable properties. Considering the simplicity and 
versatility of this methodology, we anticipate that the LbL approach will emerge as the attractive 
platform technique for the design and fabrication of diverse hybrid nanocomposites with tailored 









Figure 1.8. Summary of the application of LbL assembled graphene multilayer and the key factors 





1.6 Overview of Thesis 
This thesis, comprised of 7 chapters, describes the importance of controlling the architecture in 
nanocomposites which are fabricated by various assembly techniques such as LbL assembly, vacuum 
filtration, and wet-spinning method for their potential application in energy conversion and storage 
systems. 
Chapter 1 introduces the general description of nanomaterials such as graphene, and its 
hierarchically assembled hybrid multilayer nanocomposites based on carbon nanomaterials, polymer, 
and inorganic nanoparticles with respect to electrochemistry.  
Chapter 2 presents an ultrathin supercapacitor electrode based on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) 
nanosheets functionalized with a conducting polymer that were assembled using a photo-cross-linkable 
polymer. Herein we study that the layer-dependence of the conversion of electrochemical operating 
principle from a surface-confined process to a diffusion-limited process as the film thickness was 
increased.  
Chapter 3 unravels the importance of controlled architecture in bimetallic graphene multilayer 
electrode toward efficient electrocatalyst with the positively charged Au and Pd nanoparticles. In 
addition, we further investigate highly tunable electrocatalytic activity of multilayer thin film electrode 
assembled with Pd nanoparticles and varying graphene nanosheets toward methanol oxidation as a 
model reaction. Specifically, a significantly tunable electrocatalytic effect of multilayer electrode with 
a given set of the materials was demonstrated owing to the controllable diffusion pathways for reactants 
into uniquely designed three-dimensional films as well as charge transfer by different chemical 
properties of graphene sheets. 
From chapter 4 to 6, we illustrate practical application of the architecture-controlled 
nanocomposites toward Li-ion battery systems, covering all components from electroactive materials, 
functional separators, and electrical conductors.  
In specific, chapter 4 presents a fabrication of double-locked coaxial core/shell silicon (Si)-
graphene fibers prepared by dual nozzle- induced wet-spinning assembly for high-performance Si anode 
by graphene nanocomposites. This core/shell graphene-based Si fibers not only alleviated large volume 
change, but also markedly improved the electrical conductivity of Si nanoparticles.  
Chapter 5 provides a heterolayered nanomat-based hierarchical/asymmetric porous separator 
for lithium-ion battery using lithium manganese oxide materials as cathode. This functional separator 
is composed of a thin nanoporous mat of terpyridine-functionalized cellulose as the top layer deposited 
on an electrospun thick macroporous mat as the support layer, resulting to exhibit synergistically 
coupled chemical functional activity. In addition, a novel ion-permselective functional separator to 
inhibit the shuttle effect of polysulfides in lithium–sulfur battery is demonstrated by taking advantage 
of the pH-responsive weak polyelectrolytes, benefiting from fine tuning of the internal charge density 
of the multilayer thin films.  
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Chapter 6 demonstrates a gradient assembled polyurethane-based stretchable multilayer 
conductor with fine-controlled internal architecture assembled with Au nanoparticles as a conductive 
filler. Herein we propose a new assembly protocol, denoted composite-by-composite (CbC) assembly, 
which integrates the advantages of both conventional vacuum-assisted filtration and layer-by-layer 
(LbL) assembly. 
Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the architecture-controlled nanocomposites in multilayer systems 
using diverse materials, regardless of the chemical compositions (e.g., organic, inorganic, carbon, and 
metal) and their dimensions (e.g., 0-, 1-, 2-, and 3D). We anticipate that fundamental electrochemical 
studies and design strategies for multilayered nanocomposites to be offered with new insights in the 
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Chapter 2.  
Ultrathin Supercapacitor Electrode Based on Reduced Graphene 
Oxide Nanosheets Assembled with Photo-Cross-Linkable Polymer: 
Conversion of Electrochemical Kinetics in Ultrathin Films 
 
2.1 Abstract 
An ultrathin supercapacitor electrode based on reduced graphene oxide (rGO) nanosheets is 
prepared using Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly. The rGO nanosheets functionalized with a conducting 
polymer, poly(3,4-ethylene dioxythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), were assembled 
using a photo-cross-linkable diazoresin (DR). The unique photo-cross-linking property of the DR 
polymer enabled the conversion of the ionic bonds in the LbL assembled film to covalent bonds upon 
UV irradiation, significantly enhancing the overall electrochemical activity of the resulting ultrathin 
supercapacitor electrode. In particular, electrochemical measurements suggested that a charge transfer 
process is facilitated after cross-linking, which resulted in a considerable increase in the volumetric 
capacitance. The hybrid thin film of the rGO supercapacitor exhibited a capacitance of 354 F/cm3 at a 
scan rate of 20 mV/s and maintained a capacitance of 300 F/cm3 even at a high scan rate of 200 mV/s, 
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Layer-by-Layer (LbL) assembly has been widely used as a simple yet versatile method of 
fabricating controlled nanostructures on a surface.1,2 In this method, a substrate is sequentially dipped 
into positively and negatively charged colloidal suspensions, which enables the creation of highly 
tunable, functional thin films with nanometer-level control of the structure, composition, and properties. 
With new advances in LbL assembly, a wide variety of materials other than simple polyelectrolytes, 
including polymeric micelles, biomolecules, carbon nanotubes, and graphene, have been explored for 
use as active building blocks.1,3−5 Incorporation of a broader range of nanomaterials using LbL assembly 
has expanded the potential applications of LbL structures in various fields ranging from energy and 
electrochemical devices to biological materials.4,6,7 Typically, LbL assemblies rely on electrostatic 
interactions, which are stronger than many other types of intermolecular interactions used, such as 
hydrogen bonding,8,9 charge-transfer interactions,10 and coordination bonding.11,12 Nevertheless, these 
interactions are weakened by high ionic strength, extreme pH, and strongly polar solvents, which 
consequently limit the applications of the assembled thin films in specific fields.  
Alternatively, the stability of LbL multilayer thin films can be greatly enhanced by the 
conversion of electrostatic interactions into covalent interactions. Kotov and co-workers employed the 
covalent cross-linking strategy to impart intrinsic strength to a polymer−single-walled carbon nanotube 
(SWNT) composite.13 They also found that the tensile strength of cross-linked composites was several 
times higher than that of a similar SWNT composite prepared by a simple mixing process. In this context, 
diazoresins (DRs), which are products of polycondensation of a diarylamine-4-diazonium salt or its 
derivatives with formaldehyde, are particularly attractive.14 Integration of positively charged DRs into 
multilayer thin films with other anionic polyelectrolytes has been demonstrated to yield films with high 
stability due to the conversion of ionic linkages into covalent bonds upon UV treatment.15  
Incorporation of active carbon nanomaterials such as graphene and carbon nanotubes into 
various hybrid materials is attracting significant interest because of their unique electrical, optical, and 
mechanical properties of such nanomaterials.16 In particular, a thin film supercapacitor composed of 
active carbon materials such as reduced graphene oxide (rGO) offers an intriguing opportunity for 
capacitive behavior because of its high electrical conductivity, mechanical stability, and large surface 
area.17−19 Furthermore, rGO can contribute to the enhancement of the electrochemical stability of 
pseudocapacitive materials, which generate electrochemical current through a direct redox reaction. 
Because pseudocapacitive materials are generally severely degraded with the number of 
pseudocapacitive cycles, rGO can provide a stable framework for such materials. Moreover, graphene 
itself shows capacitance because of the formation of an electric double layer, as it facilitates physical 
accumulation of charges on the solid−liquid interface because of its high electrical conductivity and 
large surface area.18,20 Despite these favorable features, the use of graphene and related carbon materials 
in supercapacitors is still limited due to their low capacitance (typically in the range of 10−102 F g−1), 
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as the electric double-layer capacitance (EDLC) is typically much lower than that of pseudocapacitance 
resulting from the faradaic redox reaction.21 Thus, hybrid materials that exhibit pseudocapacitance have 
been actively introduced to complement the performance of rGO. Much effort has been devoted to 
integrate rGO with other electrochemically active components such as metal oxides, metals, 
semiconductors, and nanoparticles, with the aim of exploiting both the EDLC and the 
pseudocapacitance.22−26 For example, a hybrid electrode consisting of an electric double-layer capacitor 
of graphene nanosheets and a pseudocapacitor of the conducting polymer polyaniline exhibits a 
synergistic effect with excellent electrochemical performance for flexible thin film supercapacitors. In 
these hybrid structures, pseudocapacitance is the major contributor to the total capacitance, although to 
the best of our knowledge, there has been no precise and quantitative analysis regarding this issue in 
the context of multilayers with graphene.27,28  
In this study, rGO nanosheets functionalized with a conducting polymer [poly(3,4-ethylene 
dioxythiophene):poly-(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS)] via noncovalent interactions (rGO-
PEDOT:PSS) were integrated into a multilayer film with a photo-cross-linkable DR (Figure 2.1). 
Because of the unique photo-cross-linking property of the DR polymer, the electrochemical activity of 
the resulting ultrathin supercapacitor electrode based on the rGO-PEDOT:PSS film was significantly 
enhanced. Furthermore, we investigated the transfer mechanisms upon photo-cross-linking with respect 












2.3.1 Synthesis of graphene oxide (GO) nanosheet.  
Graphite oxide was initially synthesized from graphite powder (Aldrich) by the modified Hum-
mers method and immersed in deionized water.29 Ultrasonication was subsequently performed to 
exfoliate the graphite oxide into a brown disper-sion of graphene oxide (GO). The concentration of the 
dispersion was set to 0.50 mg/mL. 
 
2.3.2 LbL assembly.  
The LbL thin film was assembled on a silicon wafer, quartz slide, ZnSe slide, or indium tin 
oxide (ITO)-coated glass slide. All substrates were cleaned extensively before the LbL deposition. Each 
substrate was first treated with O2 plasma for 2 min before use. The substrate was then dipped into a 
positively charged DR solution (0.50 mg/mL, pH 3.5) for 10 min, followed by three sequential rinsing 
steps with pH-adjusted water for 1 min each. Finally, the substrate was dipped into an rGO-PEDOT:PSS 
suspension (0.50 mg/mL, pH 4.5) for 10 min and subjected to the same rinsing steps as described above. 
This cycle provided a bilayer of DR and rGO-PEDOT:PSS; herein, the notation (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)1 will be used, where the numerical subscript indicates the number of bilayers. The dipping 
process was repeated until the desired number of bilayers was formed (n = 1 – 10). All fabrication 
processes were performed in the dark, and the prepared thin films were kept in the dark to prevent 
potential degradation of DR. Each sample was irradiated with UV light (at a wavelength of 365 nm) for 
10 min, using a 100 W black incandescent lamp (365 nm Blak-Ray B-100AP High Intensity UV Lamp, 
UVP) placed 20 cm from the sample.  
 
2.3.3 Characterization.  
The absorbance of the samples was measured by UV/vis spectroscopy (Cary 5000, Varian). The 
thickness of the samples on the silicon substrates was obtained by ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam Co. Inc., 
EC-400 and M-2000V). An LbL film on a ZnSe substrate was used to measure the IR spectra on an 
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) equipment (670-IR, Varian). Raman meas-urements (WITec 
alpha300R) were conducted with a 532 nm laser (1.0 mW). Surface morphology images were collected 
by a scanning electron microscope (SEM; Cold FE-SEM, Hitachi). All electrochemical measurements 
were performed with the potentiostat VSP from Bio-Logic Science Instruments, using a standard three-
electrode cell. For electrochemical measurement, 1.0 M H2SO4 solution and Ag/AgCl electrode were 




2.4 Results and Discussion 
2.4.1 Film Growth and Morphology Analysis 
DR was first synthesized according to previously published protocols.14,30 The rGO nanosheets 
were functionalized with the conventional conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS through noncovalent 
interactions as demonstrated in a previous report.31 Briefly, a GO nanosheet was chemically reduced to 
rGO by hydrazine treatment in the presence of PEDOT:PSS (weight ratio of 1:10) to give a stable 
suspension of rGO-PEDOT:PSS at a concentration of 0.50 mg/mL. The ζ-potential of the 
rGOPEDOT:PSS recorded −57 mV, suggesting successful formation of highly charged PSS layers 
surrounding the rGO nanosheets.  
Elemental analysis showed that the rGO nanosheet content in the rGO/PEDOT:PSS 
nanocomposite was around 30%. Given these two stable suspensions, multilayer films of (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)n (n = number of bilayers, BL) were assembled on a glass slide or silicon wafer by means 
of the electrostatic interactions between the positively charged DR (DR-N2+) and the negatively charged 
rGO-PEDOT:PSS, using LbL assembly.  
Figure 2.2a shows the UV/vis absorbance spectra of the assembled (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n 
with different numbers of bilayers. The absorbance of the multilayer film increased linearly with the 
number of bilayers. The absorbance at 380 nm was attributed to the π−π* transition of the diazonium 
group, whereas the absorbance at 270 nm corresponded to the conjugated backbone of the rGO 
nanosheets.31−33 This result indicated that the deposition was uniform and that a similar amount of DR 
was deposited in each layer. Moreover, a constant mass of rGO nanosheets was assembled, as evidenced 
by the linear increase in the absorbance at 270 nm with the number of bilayers. Ellipsometry 
measurements further yielded an average thickness of about 10.7 nm for the 10 BL film, that is, a 
thickness of about 1.07 nm per bilayer considering the linear growth profile of the (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)n multilayer film (Figure 2.2b). The control experiment performed on the multilayer film 
assembled without the rGO nanosheets, (DR/PEDOT:PSS)n, also demonstrated a linear growth profile 
with an average bilayer thickness of 0.82 nm, which was slightly smaller than that of the (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)n multilayer film.  
Independent from the growth of the multilayers, Raman spectroscopy was examined to verify 
that all of the components were integrated within the multilayer (Figure 2.3). For example, the rGO 
nanosheet exhibited D and G peaks at 1300 and 1600 cm−1, respectively, whereas Raman-inactive DR 
did not show any signals. PEDOT also displayed a characteristic Raman peak corresponding to the 
symmetric C=C vibration at ∼1475 cm−1, as previously reported.34 The surface morphology of the 
multilayers was observed in the SEM (Figure 2.4). rGO multilayers were visible with a large coverage 





Figure 2.2. (a) Growth curve of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n multi-layer thin film with different numbers 
of bilayers. The number on each curve represents the number of bilayers. Inset shows the linear 
relationship between the absorbance of the film at 380 nm and the number of bilayers. (b) The thickness 





Figure 2.3. Raman spectra of (DR/RGO-PEDOT:PSS)20 multilayer thin film (top) before, (bottom) after 









2.4.2 Electrochemical Analysis. 
The capacitive performance of the photo-cross-linked (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)10 thin film 
supercapacitor was evaluated using cyclic voltammetry (CV) at potential intervals from −0.2 to 1.0 V, 
using a Ag/AgCl electrode as the reference electrode and a platinum wire as the counter electrode. 
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where ν is the scan rate (V/s), ΔV is the potential range (V), A is the area (cm2), and t is the thickness 
(cm) obtained from ellipsometry measurements. The electrochemical performance of the 
(DR/PEDOT:PSS)10 control film was also investigated to understand the contribution of rGO to the 
capacitive behavior. The hybrid supercapacitor based on rGO nanosheets functionalized with the 
conducting polymer PEDOT:PSS exhibited broad redox peaks in the potential ranges investigated, 
indicating typical pseudocapacitive behavior (Figure 2.5a). Interestingly, UV irradiation resulted in a 
remarkable increase in the current density and the corresponding volumetric capacitance reaching 306 
F/cm3 by 54%, illustrating that photo-crosslinking between DR and PSS improved the capacitive 
performance (Figure 2.5b). On the other hand, the (DR/PEDOT:PSS)10 film showed a modest decrease 
of 27% from 119 to 87.3 F/cm3 in capacitance upon photo-crosslinking (Figure 2.5c). It is of note that 
the volumetric capacitance values were calculated throughout -0.2 – 0.8 V to exclude contribution of 
irreversible oxidation within 0.8 – 1.0 V to non-faradaic region. Taking these results together, we can 
account for the higher capacitance by the presence of the rigid rGO framework, which firmly protects 
the PEDOT:PSS structure during the redox reaction.  
Furthermore, we hypothesized that rGO prevents side reactions, especially not directional 
crosslinking between DR and PEDOT. Because the photo-crosslinking reaction is very fast such side 
reactions are inevitable. To prove this hypothesis, we separated the capacitance value into non-faradaic 
and faradaic components, which are the EDLC and pseudocapacitance, respectively (Figure 2.5b, c). 
The (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)10 set displayed a 160% increase in pseudocapacitance, whereas 
(DR/PEDOT:PSS)10 showed a 48% decrease in pseudocapacitance because of the damage to the 
PEDOT during the crosslinking process. On the other hand, PEDOT:PSS combined with rGO 
maintained the redox peak because of the alternative bonding of various functional groups in rGO with 
DR when the amount of PSS was insufficient. Note that the number of PSS groups is also important for 
photo-crosslinking, because a lack of PSS results in a similar degradation of the capacitance (Figure 
2.6). When a low proportion of PEDOT:PSS was used to prepare the rGO-PEDOT:PSS, for example, a 
1:1 weight ratio of rGO to PEDOT:PSS, the electrochemical activity was significantly degraded after 
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UV exposure. Moreover, the EDLC increased slightly by 30%, indicating that the formation of covalent 
bonds between rGO and DR contributes to the enhancement of the EDLC. Because the backbone of 
PEDOT:PSS is tightly bound to rGO by π=π interactions, degradation of the capacitance can be 
considerably prevented. As a result, owing to the formation of covalent bonds after UV treatment, the 
specific capacitance reached 354 F/cm3 at a scan rate of 20 mV/s, and a capacitance of 300 F/cm3 was 
observed even at a higher scan rate of 200 mV/s. On the other hand, the film without UV treatment 
showed severely degraded capacitance as the scan rate was increased (Figure 2.7). The capacitance 
values are comparable to previously determined values, indicating that the thin film prepared in the 
current study can be used in practical supercapacitors.15, 18, 35-37  
To further elucidate the transfer mechanisms in ultrathin film-based capacitive behavior, which 
is governed by two types of rate-determining steps: a diffusion limited mass transfer process and a 
surface-confined charge transfer process,38 CV curves of the (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n (n = 2–10) films 
were collected, and volumetric capacitances were extracted (Figure 2.5d, and Figure 2.8a). The 10 BL 
sample was found to have the maximum areal capacitance, whereas the 4 BL sample had the highest 
volumetric capacitance. This variance may be due, in part, to the increase in thickness. Under this 
nanoscale thickness where the mass transfer is negligible, a surface-confined system is established, and 
charge transfer becomes the main rate-determining step, called by charge-transfer-limited system. 
However, as the number of bilayers increases, diffusion of the electrolyte provides another source of 
resistance. As a result, the capacitive behavior of a thick film is governed mainly by diffusion-limited 
mass transfer processes. As indicated in Figure 2.5d, the diffusion-limited resistance is negligible in 
thin films (up to 4 BL), whereas it dramatically diminishes the volumetric capacitance of thicker (6 – 
10 BL) films. On the basis of these results, it can be inferred that the resistance from a mass transfer 
process significantly degrades the electrochemical activity as the thickness increases. Clearly, it is 





Figure 2.5. (a) Representative cyclic voltammogram curves of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)10 and 
(DR/PEDOT:PSS)10 at 100 mV/s before (dotted line) and after (solid line) UV treatment. Bare ITO-
glass substrate was included for comparison. (b,c) EDLC and pseudocapacitance portions of (DR/ rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)10 and (DR/PEDOT:PSS)10, respectively. To eliminate irreversible oxidation region, the 
capacitance values were calculated in the range from −0.2 to 0.8 V. (d) Volumetric and areal capacitance 






Figure 2.6. (a) Cyclic voltammogram curves of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)10 with respect to weight ratio 
of PEDOT:PSS to rGO (1 - 10) measured at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. rGO-PEDOT:PSS (1:10) was used 
for data in the manuscript. (b) Deconvoluted volumetric capacitance of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS(1:1))10 




Figure 2.7. Volumetric capacitance of 10 BL film versus scan rate before (dotted line) and after (solid 






Figure 2.8. (a) Cyclic voltammogram curves of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n (n = 2 - 10) at a scan rate of 




Furthermore, because the bonding characteristics and charge balance change after UV 
treatment, the origin of the capacitance variation after UV treatment can be elucidated if quantitative 
comparison is possible. For that purpose, we introduced a simple relationship for a quantitative analysis 
of the rate-determining step in the samples. First, the diffusion-limited process is described by the 
Randles–Sevcik equation, which expresses the peak current density in a reversible redox reaction as 
follows (2): 
 
𝑖 = (2.69 ∗ 105)𝑛3/2𝐴𝐷𝑂
1/2
𝐶𝑂
∗𝜈1/2   (2) 
 
where n is the number of electrons transferred during the redox reaction, A is the area (cm2), DO is the 
diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), and CO* is the bulk concentration of redox components (mol/cm3), and ν 
is the scan rate (V/s). According to this relationship, the peak current density is proportional to ν1/2, and 
the diffusion process mainly limits the capacitive currents (i ∝ ν1/2).39 In addition, as the multilayer 
film is extremely thin, current from the redox reaction is not influenced by diffusion; therefore, the 
diffusion coefficient is insignificant in the system. For this reason, it can be assumed that only adsorbed 
electroactive components react on the surface of the film; such a system is referred to as a surface-







     (3) 
 
where F is the Faraday constant (C/mol), ΓO* is the amount of redox components (mol/cm2), R is the 
ideal gas constant (J/K·mol), and T is the temperature (K). This relationship reveals that the peak current 
density is directly proportional to the scan rate when the film is sufficiently thin (i ∝ ν).40,41 To 
evaluate the rate-determining process for each set, plots of the peak current density versus the scan rate 
were obtained (Figure 2.9). The p value collected from the fitting of the data of the (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)10 film was significantly altered after UV treatment (Table 2.1). The film before UV 
treatment had a p value of 0.474, which is fairly close to the ideal value of 0.5; capacitive current was 
conducted mainly through a typical mass-transfer-limited process. Interestingly, after UV treatment, the 
film yielded an increased p value of 0.656 (Figure 2.9a,c). Although the main transfer limit still 
originates from mass transfer, this result suggests that the formation of covalent bonds facilitates the 
charge transfer process. Considering the increase in the volumetric capacitance, especially 
pseudocapacitance and p value after UV treatment, charge transfer facilitation due to crosslinking in the 
(DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)10 film clearly results in a significant increase in the capacitance value. Further, 
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the capacitance value of the 4 BL film showed a p value of ca. 1.0, so the charge transfer process 
predominantly determines the electrochemical activity (Figure 2.9b,d). This trend is in good agreement 
with Figure 2.5d in terms of the transition of the electrochemical-current-limiting mechanism from 
charge transfer to mass transfer. Interestingly, the trade-off thickness for charge transfer to mass transfer 
as the dominant process, ~4 nm, is much lower than that previously reported; for example, a 195 nm 
thick film composed of vanadium contained small molecules.40 This may be due to the unique 
characteristic of the layered architecture by 2-dimentional building block of GO sheets. The CV curves 
for various numbers of bilayers also agree well with the above trend. The anodic/cathodic peak-to-peak 
separation (ΔEp) gradually increases from 0.21 to 0.28 with increasing number of bilayers (Figure 2.8b). 
Because a higher overpotential is necessary for a large mass transfer resistance, mass transfer becomes 
more critical than charge transfer as the number of layers increases. Similarly, impedance data also 
reveals the charge transfer resistance reduces as the number of layers increases (Table 2.2 and Figure 
2.10). Comparing Rct value of each set, UV treatment reduces charge transfer resistance in both 4 and 
10 BL sets. In that regards, charge transfer is facilitated through photo-crosslinking. Charge/discharge 
curves from galvanostat accord with previous description on influence of UV treatment enhancing the 
performance of electrode (Figure 2.11). Although there was no considerable difference in the internal 
resistance values upon photo-crosslinking, the difference became significant with increase in the 
number of layers. From this observation, we argue that mass transfer resistance takes a significant role 
in determining overall internal resistance by interfering ionic diffusion in charging/discharging process 






Figure 2.9. Cyclic voltammograms of (a) 10 BL and (b) 4 BL set with respect to scan rates. Current 
density versus scan rate plots for (DR/rGOPEDOT: PSS)n at (a) n = 10 BL and (b) n = 4 BL before 












Figure 2.11. (a-d) Galvanostat charge/discharge curves of (a, b) 4 BL and (c, d) 10 BL of (DR/rGO-
PEDOT:PSS)n sample with and without UV treatment measured at various current density values. (e) 





Table 2.1. p values of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n (n = 4, 10) films. Fitting relation of y = yo + A(x-xo)
p 
was employed. 
Samples 4 BL 10 BL 
w/o UV 0.976 0.474 





Table 2.2. Rct values of (DR/rGO-PEDOT:PSS)n film before and after UV treatment. 
Rct (ohm) 4 BL 10 BL 
w/o UV 19.2 18.2 







An ultrathin supercapacitor electrode was fabricated by solution-processable LbL assembly of 
rGO nanosheets with a photo-cross-linkable polymer. UV treatment triggered crosslinking of DR with 
PEDOT:PSS, causing pure electrostatic interactions to convert to covalent bonds. The 
(DR/rGOPEDOT:PSS)10 film exhibited a large volumetric capacitance value of 354 F/cm3, which is 
attributed to significant enhancement of the pseudocapacitance from PEDOT:PSS. Furthermore, 
electrochemical measurements suggested that photo-cross-linking between DR and PEDOT:PSS 
facilitates charge transfer, yielding a fairly large capacitance value of 300 F/cm3 even at a high scan rate 
of 200 mV/s. Through solution processable LbL assembly, various colloidal building blocks can be 
incorporated via electrostatic interactions, so future applications to thin film supercapacitors can be 
developed. Furthermore, we anticipate that the study will offer a model system to elucidate the 
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Chapter 3.  
Electrocatalytic Multilayer Nanoelectrode by Layer-by-Layer 
Assembly 
 
3.1 Bimetallic Graphene Multilayer Electrode toward Efficient Electrocatalyst 
 
3.1.1 Abstract 
Even though traditional electrode fabrication methods such as simple mixing process have been 
used in various energy storage and conversion devices due to its handiness, these methods could not 
fully utilize and maximize the intrinsic properties of each active material. With the limited control over 
the internal structure of the electrode, it also often poses a significant challenge to elucidate the 
structure-property relationship between components within the electrode. Taking advantages of 
versatile layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly which can tailor nano-architecture of hybrid electrodes, here 
we report electrocatalytic thin films for methanol oxidation by adjusting the assembly sequence of LbL 
films composed of the Au and Pd nanoparticles (NPs) and graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets. In case of 
co-assembled bimetallic LbL structure of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n where respective Au and Pd NPs are 
supported with GO nanosheets, the electrocatalytic activity is significantly higher than that of respective 
monometallic LbL electrode (i.e. (GO/Au)n and (GO/Pd)n). To further investigate the architecture effect 
on the electrochemical behavior, Au and Pd NPs are assembled with GO in a different relative position 
of hybrid multilayer electrodes. It is proved that the electrocatalytic activity can be highly tunable by 
the position of metal NPs in the LbL structure, suggesting the structural dependence of charge and mass 
transfer between the electrolyte and the electrode, which is otherwise impossible to investigate in a 
simple conventional electrode fabrication method. Because of the highly tunable properties of LbL 
assembled electrodes coupled with electrocatalytic NPs, we anticipate that the general concept 
presented here will offer new insights in the nanoscale control over the architecture of the electrode 
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The rapid depletion of fossil fuels and growing environmental concerns have created an 
enormous worldwide demand for alternative technologies of clean and renewable energies.1,2 Therefore, 
there have been significant researches for electrochemical energy conversion technology, as following 
that the design of electrodes with high conversion efficiency becomes very important. Typically, various 
electroactive materials with conductive supports are fabricated into electrodes of energy conversion 
devices by simple mixing process;3 however, these traditional electrode fabrication methods not only 
could not fully utilize the intrinsic properties of each active material, but also limit analyzing the 
contribution of individual materials to the overall performance of the electrode. For this reason, a more 
concerted approach to fabricate the nanostructured electrode with a fine structural control is gaining 
more attention.4,5 
Among many assembly strategies for these nanostructured electrode with two or more 
components, layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is one of the most versatile nanoscale blending methods to 
assemble diverse materials on various surfaces.6-10 The LbL assembly is often achieved through the 
sequential adsorption of materials with complementary functional groups employing electrostatic 
interactions, hydrogen bonding, or other intermolecular interactions.11,12 Thus, highly ordered 
multilayered architectures can be manufactured reproducibly, allowing nanoscale-level control over 
both composition and structure of hybrid multilayers with the choice of materials and sequence of 
layering. With these unique opportunities, there are active researches on LbL assembled thin films for 
various energy storage and conversion applications, including lithium ion battery, supercapacitor, fuel 
cell, solar cell and electrocatalyst.13-19 Along with the development of hybrid electrodes, there have been 
approaches, including our own, to couple unique physical and chemical properties of 2-dimensional 
(2D) nanomaterials such as graphene nanosheets with the versatility of LbL assembly for electronic and 
biomaterial surfaces;20-31 for example, we found that the graphene oxide (GO) nanosheets not only serve 
as a structural component of the multilayer thin films, but also potentially improve the utilization of 
metal NPs within the electrode, emphasizing the critical role of graphene as a chemically stable support 
in preserving the catalytic active surface of Au NPs.18 It is also interesting to observe that the 
electrocatalytic activity of hybrid electrode is highly tunable with respect to the number of layers. Onda 
et al. have previously reported the importance of well-organized layered structures with different 
performance through sequential reaction in the design of multi-enzyme reactors using glucose oxidase 
and glucoamylase as biocatalysts.32 However, there is no report on the investigation of electrochemical 
activity of multilayer electrode and the associated electrochemical communication between active 
materials with respect to the internal architecture (i.e. controlled by layering sequence) when more than 
two active components are involved.  
In that regard, herein we report the creation of 3D hybrid electrocatalytic thin films with varying 
internal architectures that are composed of two electroactive Au and Pd NPs integrated with graphene 
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nanosheets with LbL assembly. In specific, we focused on the elucidation of architecture-property 
relationship of hybrid electrodes toward methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) as a model electrocatalytic 
reaction (Figure 3.1.1).  
We found that the electrocatalytic activity is highly tunable by the number and the position of 
metal NPs in the LbL structure, suggesting the considerable structural dependence of mass transfer of 
the electrolyte within the 3D hybrid electrode. Moreover, even with the identical composition of 
constituent NPs, the hybrid electrode exhibited highly tunable electrocatalytic activity depending on the 
electrode architecture, which is otherwise impossible to investigate with a simple electrode fabrication 
method. Considering the versatile nature of LbL assembly coupled with electroactive NPs, the approach 









Figure 3.1.1. Schematic representation of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled monometallic (GO/Au)n, and 






3.1.3.1 Preparation of GO 
Graphite oxide was synthesized from graphite powder (Sigma-Aldrich) by modified Hummers 
method and exfoliated to give a brown dispersion of graphene oxide (GO) under ultrasonication at a 
concentration of 0.50 mg/mL.33, 34  
 
3.1.3.2 Preparation of Au and Pd NPs 
The 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP)-stabilized Au and Pd NPs were prepared by using the 
spontaneous phase transfer from organic solvent according to a literature method.35  
 
3.1.3.3 LbL of hybrid electrode films 
ITO-coated glass substrate was cleaned by sonication in deionized (DI) water, acetone and 
ethanol for 10 min. Silicon and quartz substrates were cleaned by piranha solution to remove any 
organic contamination and subsequently treated with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane to introduce 
positively charged hydrophilic surface. These substrates were first dipped into negatively charged GO 
solution (0.50 mg/mL) at pH 4 for 10 min. It was then dipped into DI water for 1 min three times to 
remove loosely bound GO. Subsequently, the substrate was then dipped into positively charged DMAP-
coated Au or Pd NPs suspension at pH 11 for 10 min, and washed with DI water three times for 1 min, 
which afforded one-bilayer film of (GO/Au)1 or (GO/Pd)1, respectively. The above procedures were 
repeated to achieve the desired number of bilayers (n). Multicomponent assembly was conducted using 
the identical procedure with both Au and Pd NP suspensions. All as-assembled multilayer films were 
subjected to thermal reduction at 150 ºC for 12 h in an oven. For comparison, a commercial 30 wt.% 
palladium nanoparticles supported by carbon black (Pd/C, Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a control. Pd/C 
ink was prepared by dispersing 20 mg of Pd/C powder in 2.0 mL of DI water and 40 μL of 5 wt.% 
Nafion solution (Sigma-Aldrich). 5 μL of the Pd/C ink was dropped on a glassy carbon electrode 
(diameter: 3 mm). 
 
3.1.3.4 Electrochemical analysis.  
Electrochemical experiments were performed using a standard three electrode cell 
configuration (Biologic science instrument, VSP). A platinum wire was used as a counter electrode and 
Hg/HgO as a reference. The working electrode was multilayer thin film assembled on ITO-coated glass. 
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed between -0.60 to 0.60 V in 0.10 M KOH solution with 1.0 M 
methanol solution at room temperature in a saturated N2 at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. The current density 
was calculated by dividing the geometric area (cm2) of as-prepared LbL electrodes. The values of 
potential were converted from versus Hg/HgO to versus the reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE) by: 
Hg/HgO + 0.879 V = RHE. For the correction, the potential difference between Hg/HgO and RHE was 
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measured in a cell where platinum wires were used as the working and counter electrodes in a H2-
saturated aqueous electrolyte of 0.10 M KOH with Hg/HgO as the reference electrode (Figure 3.1.2). 
Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was carried out at a scan rate of 5 mV s-1. Electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 100 mHz 
under AC stimulus of 10 mV in amplitude. 
 
3.1.3.5 Characterizations.  
The absorbance of the thin films was characterized by using UV/vis spectroscopy (VARIAN, 
Cary 5000). The thickness of the as-prepared samples on silicon substrates was measured by surface 
profiler (KLA Tencor, P-6). The surface morphology of the samples was investigated using scanning 
electron microscopy (Cold FE-SEM, Hitachi, S-4800) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Nanoscope 
V, Veeco) via a tapping mode. The size and morphology of the prepared NPs were measured by 
transmission electron microscopy (Normal-TEM, JEOL, JEM-2100, accelerating voltage of 200 kV). 
The LbL films were analyzed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo Fisher, K-alpha). 
The cross-sectional TEM samples were prepared by focus ion beam (FIB) technique (FEI, Quanta 3D 
FEG) and the cross-sectional images were obtained by high-resolution transmission electron 
microscopy (HR-TEM), high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy 
(HAADF-STEM), and energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) (JEOL, JEM-2100F, accelerating 
voltage of 200 kV). The active mass of each material adsorbed onto the film surface was analyzed by a 
quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, Stanford Research System, QCM200), using the following 
Sauerbrey equation (1, 2): 
 




Δ𝑚   (1) 
Δ𝐹(Hz) =  −56.6 × Δ𝑚   (2) 
 
where ∆F is the resonant frequency change (Hz), ∆m is the mass change per unit area of the quartz 
crystal (μg/cm2), Fo (5 MHz) is the fundamental resonance frequency of the crystal, A is the area of the 
Au-Cr electrode, ρq (2.65 g·cm-3) is the density of quartz crystal and μq (2.95×1011 g·cm-1·s-2) is the 
shear modulus. Consequently, the specific current can be calculated by dividing the peak current by the 






Figure 3.1.2. RHE calibration in H2-saturated 0.10 M KOH electrolyte at a potential scan rate of 5 mV 






3.1.4 Results and Discussion 
3.1.4.1 Fabrication of hybrid LbL electrodes  
Highly stable aqueous suspensions of GO and the electrocatalytic metal NPs are necessary to 
fabricate 3D LbL assembled electrocatalyst films. Negatively charged GO suspension possessing many 
oxygen-containing functional groups such as carboxyl acids, hydroxyl, and epoxide groups was initially 
prepared using the modified Hummers method.33, 34 Subsequently, positively charged Au and Pd NPs 
were prepared by using the spontaneous phase transfer from organic solvent with 4-
(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP) ligand.35 We employed the identical ligand for the synthesis of both 
NPs to minimize the ligand effect on the electrocatalytic activity. The average diameter of Au and Pd 
NPs was determined to be 5.8 nm and 3.4 nm (Figure 3.1.3). With these stable suspensions of the 
positively charged NPs as electroactive species and the negatively charged GO as a stable support, we 
fabricated three types of multilayer films by LbL assembly onto a silicon wafer, quartz and ITO-coated 
glass slide, respectively. In specific, homogeneous monometallic hybrid electrodes consisting of GO 
and respective metal NPs (either Au or Pd NPs) were assembled in an architecture of substrate/(GO/Au)n 
or substrate/(GO/Pd)n (n = number of bilayer (BL), typically n = 2 - 8). Moreover, heterogeneous 
bimetallic electrodes composed of GO and both metal NPs were assembled in the format of 
substrate/(GO/Au/GO/Pd)n (n = number of tetralayer (TL), typically n = 1 - 4).  
The successful growth of each multilayer was monitored by the gradual increase of absorbance 
upon increasing the number of layers in UV/vis spectra (Figure 3.1.4a and 3.1.5). The linear growth 
curve corresponding absorbance maxima of GO at 215 nm clearly demonstrates the uniform multilayer 
formation after each assembly (Figure 3.1.4b). Interestingly, we found that the absorbance sum of each 
(GO/Au)n and (GO/Pd)n multilayer was similar to that of bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n films, suggesting 
the precise control over the thickness and composition of multilayers without significantly altering the 
internal structures. In other case, the surface plasmon absorbance of Au NPs at 600 nm within 
heterostructured (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n was matching exactly to that of Au NPs within (GO/Au)n multilayer 
films (inset in Figure 3.1.4b). Despite two different NPs are alternatively deposited within 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)n multilayer, it is interesting to observe that the amount of Au NPs is constant with the 
(GO/Au)n multilayer films owing to the identical charge density of Au NPs. The corresponding 
thickness of each multilayer film shows a linear growth with respect to the number of deposition steps 
with an average bilayer thickness corresponding to 8.82 nm, 4.77 nm for a single bilayer of (GO/Au)n 
and (GO/Pd)n multilayer, respectively, and 14.2 nm for a single tetralayer of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n films 
(Figure 3.1.4c). The average thickness of a single tetralayer is in accord with the sum of the average 
bilayer thickness of two monometallic films, which demonstrates the high fidelity of the LbL assembly 
in building hybrid electrodes. 
We further analyzed the adsorption behavior of GO, Au and Pd NPs in (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n 
multilayer films using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Figure 3.1.4d shows the stepwise 
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measurement of the mass deposited after each layer, indicating the amount of each component in the 
multilayer structure quantitatively; for example, the average mass was found to be 0.55 μg/cm2, 4.31 
μg/cm2 and 1.38 μg/cm2 for GO, Au and Pd NPs, respectively, within a single tetralayer. The adsorption 
of metal NPs was the higher than that of GO sheets, implying that it would be advantageous in respect 
to catalytic effect on metal by high mass loading per unit area. In addition, the amount of Au NPs was 








Figure 3.1.3. Photograph and TEM image with a corresponding size distribution histogram of (a) 







Figure. 3.1.4. Films growth characteristics of LbL assembled multilayer electrodes. (a) UV/vis 
absorbance spectra of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. Inset image represents the samples 
prepared. (b) The corresponding absorbance maxima of multilayer films at 215 nm with (GO/Au)n and 
(GO/Pd)n. Inset represents the corresponding absorbance maxima of multilayer films at 600 nm. (c) The 
thickness of each film measured by a surface profiler. (d) Mass change by QCM analysis as a function 
of the number of tetralayer of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.5. UV/vis absorbance spectra of (a) (GO/Au)n and (b) (GO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. (c) 
Comparison of absorbance of GO layer at 215 nm in (red triangle) bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n 







3.1.4.2 Effect of co-assembly of Au and Pd NPs 
As we found that the thermally treated multilayer films at 150 ºC exhibited superior 
electrocatalytic activity for methanol oxidation in our previous study, each multilayer film underwent 
the thermal reduction process before investigating the electrochemical characteristics. Thermal 
reduction not only restores the electrical conductivity of GO, but also eliminates the excess DMAP 
ligands, which would prevent the effective electrocatalytic reaction on the surfaces of Au and Pd NPs. 
However, the thermal treatment higher than 150 oC for further reduction of GO did not improve the 
electrocatalytic activity toward the methanol oxidation significantly, suggesting the ligand mobility atop 
Au NPs is more critical in enhancing the overall electrocatalytic activity.18  
The anodic peak potential of Pd NPs was observed at around 0 V and the current density of 
(GO/Pd)n multilayer films showed the highest value of 3.45 mA/cm2 at 6 BL at 0.01 V which is 
approximately 6 times higher than that of (GO/Au)6 multilayer films (0.54 mA/cm2) (Figure 3.1.6a). 
This result indicates the methanol oxidation on Pd NPs is more effective than on Au NPs in alkaline 
electrolyte as known in the previous literatures.36,37 It is of note that the peak current (ip) increased 
gradually due to the increased concentration of active Pd NPs upon LbL assembly with electrochemical 
surface areas (ECSAs) (Figure 3.1.7), which then decreased after the 6 BL as similarly observed in 
(GO/Au)n multilayers.18 The decreased peak current above 6 BL is explained due to the limited diffusion 
of methanol into the 3D electrode as related to the layered architecture of GO nanosheets. The barrier 
effect of 2D GO sheets in the multilayer film was demonstrated similarly in gas barrier film.38 
To evaluate this commonly observed phenomenon in LbL electrode, logarithmic current with 
respect to various scan rates (v) was plotted to calculate an exponent of scan rate, which represents a 
transfer mechanism governed by a diffusion-limited mass transfer and a surface-confined charge 
transfer process (Figure 3.1.8).39 In an ultrathin layer system where only adsorbed electroactive species 






       (3) 
 
where 𝛼 is the transfer coefficient, F is the Faraday constant (C/mol), v is the scan rate (V/s), A is the 
area (cm2),  Γ𝑂
∗ is the amount of electroactive components (mol/cm2), R is the ideal gas constant 
(J/K·mol), and T is the temperature (K). This relation reveals that the peak current density is directly 
proportional to v. As increasing the films thickness, however, the mass transfer from electrolyte 













where DO is the diffusion coefficient (cm2/s), 𝜒(𝑏𝑡) is a function for the normalized current for 
irreversible system, and 𝐶𝑂
∗   is the bulk concentration of electroactive components (mol/cm3). 
According to this relationship, the peak current is proportional to v1/2. Based on these electrochemical 
kinetics on electrode, the slope was gradually decreased from 0.71 to 0.60 as increasing the number of 
bilayer, indicating electrochemical behavior in LbL assembled electrode changed from surface-confined 
to diffusion-limited process. In a separate study, Lutkenhaus group reported that the shift was caused 
by a transition from a surface-confined process to a diffusion-limited process within the LbL assembled 
electrode of polyaniline /vanadium pentoxide.40 Eventually, a balance between mass and charge transfer 
at 6 BL was optimized, leading to the observed electrocatalytic behavior. 
On the basis of maximum catalytic effect of monometallic system at 6 BL film through a fine 
balance between the methanol diffusion and electron transfer process, we evaluated the catalytic effect 
of bimetallic system, where both Au and Pd NPs are alternatively assembled within heterogeneous 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 films (Figure 3.1.6b). As a control, we also prepared individual (GO/Au)3 and 
(GO/Pd)3 monometallic electrodes. The successful fabrication of co-assembled bimetallic electrode was 
also monitored by the presence of respective Au 4f and Pd 3d signals in (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 films 
comparing to respective monometallic (GO/Au)3 and (GO/Pd)3 electrodes in high-resolution X-ray 
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Figure 3.1.9). To our surprise, the peak current (ip) of co-assembled 
bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 films at 0.34 V increased to 10.3 mA/cm2, significantly higher than 0.20 
mA/cm2 and 1.22 mA/cm2 of individual monometallic (GO/Au)3 and (GO/Pd)3 electrode, respectively. 
It is also of note that the co-assembled bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 electrode exhibits three times higher 
peak current than that of (GO/Pd)6 film even at a lower content of Pd NPs. This observation clearly 
suggests that there exists a synergistic effect on the enhancement of electrocatalytic effect within 
heterogeneous bimetallic 3D multilayer electrode. In addition, the electrocatalytic activity of 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 film did not alter when the sequence of layering is reversed as in (GO/Pd/GO/Au)3 






Figure 3.1.6. Catalytic effect for methanol oxidation reaction. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of (a) 
(GO/Pd)n multilayer thin films with an inset of the current density plot as a function of number of bilayer 
(BL) in (GO/Pd)n multilayer films. (b) Comparison of electrocatalytic activity of (GO/Au)3, (GO/Pd)3 
and (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 films. Inset in Figure b shows a magnified CV of (GO/Au)3. All measurements 






Figure 3.1.7. CV of (GO/Pd)n multilayer thin films (n = 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10) in 0.10 M KOH in a saturated 
N2 at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. Inset shows corresponding electrochemical surface areas (ECSA) 




    (1) 
where I is current (mA), V is the applied potential (V), integration is conducted from the reduction peaks 
of Pd NPs, v is a scan rate (V/s) and a is 0.424 mC/cm2 for Pd NPs.  
 
 
Figure 3.1.8. CV of (GO/Au)n multilayer thin films of (a) 2 BL, (b) 4 BL and (c) 6 BL in 0.10 M KOH 
and 1.0 M CH3OH solution under a saturated N2 at various scan rates. (d) Plots of log ip vs log v to 







Figure 3.1.9. High-resolution XPS spectra of (a) Au 4f and (b) Au 4d and Pd 3d for (GO/Au)3, (GO/Pd)3 






Figure 3.1.10. CV of bimetallic multilayer electrodes prepared under different sequence of layering. 
(red) (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 and (black) (GO/Pd/GO/Au)3 in 0.10 M KOH and 1.0 M CH3OH solution under 




Furthermore, as a long-term stability is a critical requirement in development of efficient 
electrocatalyst, we performed a stability test of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 electrode through multiple 
electrocatalytic cycles (Figure 3.1.11). The anodic peak current continuously increased initially from 
first to 30th cycles, which then followed by a slight decrease afterwards. The increase in initial cycling 
was due to full activation for diffusion of methanol molecules into undermost layer from interface of 
electrolyte and the 3D electrode, in accordance with other report employing porous graphene aerogel 
electrode.41 Bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 hybrid film exhibited a superior electrochemical stability over 
100 cycles with a retention of 90%, owing to the stable graphene sheets support for electroactive metal 
NPs as well as the improved electron pathway within 3D interconnected LbL films. Another source of 
the improved cyclic stability is the interplay of Au and Pd NPs, as demonstrated in the poor cycle 
retention of only 5% of (GO/Pd)6 film over 100 cycles. It is known that Au NP displays a poisoning 
tolerance for byproduct during MOR such as CO through further oxidation of the CO.42,43 As a result, 
Au NPs can provide sites to Pd NPs for effective MOR by regenerating contaminated metal surface 









Figure 3.1.11. Stability test of bimetallic (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 thin film electrode through (a) CV and (b) 
corresponding cycle retention, comparing with monometallic (GO/Pd)6 thin film for 100 cycles 




3.1.4.3 Effect of LbL architecture   
Until now, we investigated highly improved catalytic effect by co-assembly with Au and Pd 
NPs and the conversion of electrochemical operating principles above certain layer thickness. We then 
examined the impact of the electrode architecture on the electrochemical behavior of hybrid films more 
in detail, such that the role of GO within the multilayer in controlling the diffusion pathways as well as 
the influence of relative position of metal NPs in terms of tailoring the electrochemical reactions 
because adsorbates such as methanol molecules from electrolyte are more accessible to surface of 
electrode. Thus, we fabricated three types of multilayer films using different sequence of layering to 
afford 3D hybrid electrodes of varying architecture (Figure 3.1.12): fully alternating Au and Pd NPs, 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, Pd layered on top of Au NPs, (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, and Au layered over Pd NPs, 
(GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3, respectively. The location of the NPs within the multilayer electrode was 
determined in consideration of balance between electrode (inner-layer) and electrolyte (outer-layer). In 
addition, all electrodes were fixed at 6 BL due to the optimized balance of mass and charge transfer as 
studied in a previous section. It is worth noting that the precision in engineering the architecture of 
electrode can be achieved simple by changing the sequence of the deposition steps during the assembly, 
highlighting the versatile nature of the LbL assembly in building the 3D electrode. 
The successful fabrication of respective 3D electrodes is confirmed by cross-sectional high-
resolution transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 3.1.12). The multilayer films of different 
architectures are clearly observed with the aid of the contrast difference between Au and Pd NPs (Figure 
3.1.3). The junction between GO and NPs is also demonstrated with a distinct morphology of graphene 
sheet within the layers (Figure 3.1.13). Furthermore, the associated elemental information within the 
hybrid electrode was elucidated by high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron 
microscopy (HAADF-STEM). The HAADF-STEM images indicate the homogeneous lateral 
distribution of each corresponding element within LbL films. As shown in Figure 3.1.12a, Au and Pd 
NPs were distributed in the entire films of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, whereas each NPs are localized in the 
respective position in the separated films of (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 (Figure 
3.1.12b,c); however, it is also of note that the interlayer diffusion of the smaller Pd NPs within the 
multilayer is also observed as often demonstrated in some LbL systems.44,45  
The analysis of the surfaces of each film also supports the hierarchically assembled films. 
According to the atomic force microscopy (AFM) images, surface root-mean-square roughness (Rrms) 
values (averaged over 10×10 μm2) of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 
films were determined to be 6.05, 5.31 and 9.48 nm, respectively (Figure 3.1.14). When Au NPs are 
deposited on outer-layers of films, the surface roughness increases because the size of Au NPs is larger 
than that of Pd NPs. In contrast, the films terminating with smaller sized Pd NPs display smoother 
morphology in general. Additionally, the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images illustrate the 




Figure 3.1.12. Architecture controlled multilayer thin films. Representative cross-sectional high-resolution 
TEM and HAADF-STEM images with composed elemental mapping images of Au and Pd of (a) 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (b) (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (c) (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 multilayer thin films. 
 
 
Figure 3.1.13. Representative cross-sectional high-resolution TEM of (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 multilayer 





Figure 3.1.14. AFM images of (a) (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (b) (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (c) (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 




Figure 3.1.15. SEM images of (a) (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (b) (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (c) (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 





3.1.4.4 Electrocatalytic activity of hybrid LbL electrodes.  
The electrochemical measurements were carried out to investigate the influence of electrode 
architecture on the electrochemical performance toward MOR. Besides the heterostructured 
(GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, (GO/Pd)3/ (GO/Au)3 and (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 multilayer films with different 
structures, respective homogeneous (GO/Au)3 and (GO/Pd)3 multilayers were assembled for 
comparison (Figure 3.1.16a). As shown in Figure 3.1.6, all of Au and Pd NPs co-assembled bimetallic 
electrodes showed remarkably increased peak current values comparing to control sets of monometallic 
(GO/Au)3 and (GO/Pd)3 multilayer films. However, most interestingly, there was a definite difference 
of electrochemical activity between hybrid films of opposite sequence of layering such as 
(GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 and (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3. For example, the anodic peak current of 
(GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 (10.3 mA/cm2) is approximately 1.7 times higher than that of (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 
(5.9 mA/cm2). This difference clearly demonstrates that the structural difference on 3D electrode 
significantly influences on the electrochemical catalytic effect by the surface reaction.  
In order to elucidate the origin of this structural effect on the kinetics of heterogeneous 
multilayer films, the Tafel plot of each electrode was displayed (Figure 3.1.16b). The Tafel region of 
(GO/Au)n and (GO/Pd)n, following a negligible mass transfer process, is limited by charge transfer for 
the dissociation of methanol by C-H bond breaking. This region has distinct linear ranges from 0 to 
0.25 V (yellow region in Figure 3.1.16b) and from -0.35 to -0.10 V (blue region in Figure 3.1.16b) 
with a Tafel slope of 311 and 192 mV/dec, respectively. The lower Tafel slope of (GO/Pd)n indicates 
the faster kinetics than (GO/Au)n during MOR, resulting the higher anodic peak current in applied 
potential as shown in Figure 3.1.6b. The non-linear Tafel region in the potential range from 0 to 0.25 
V of (GO/Pd)n films indicates that mass transfer limited system begins to dominate due to high 
overpotential to overcome the restricted charge transfer. In bimetallic electrode, therefore, each rate-
determining step of MOR is overlapped between mass transfer limited system by (GO/Pd)n and charge 
transfer limited system by (GO/Au)n films in potential window from 0 to 0.25 V, and the whole kinetics 
of bimetallic multilayer films is affected as which metal NPs are outer-layered because of the 
concentration gradient of reactants in 3D electrode by different electrochemical kinetics. Generally, 
methanol oxidation is catalyzed on Au NPs with the adsorption of OH- (OH-ad) in alkaline media by the 
following reactions (5), where the charge transfer coefficient λ varies between 0 and 1:18 
 
Au + OH- → Au-OHad(1-λ)- + λe- 
CH3OH + Au-OHad(1-λ)- + 4OH- → Au + HCOO- + 4H2O + (4-λ)e-  (5) 
 
The formate species produced on Au NPs can then serve as a reactive intermediate on Pd NPs with the 




Pd + HCOO- → Pd-HCOOad(1-λ)- + λe- 
Pd-HCOOad(1-λ)- + OH- → Pd + CO2 + H2O + (2-λ)e-  (6) 
 
In other words, Au NPs can supply additional reactant to Pd NPs, resulting in the enhanced mass transfer 
by alleviating the reactant depletion in 3D electrode. Therefore, when Au NPs are located in the outer-
layer of hybrid films, such as (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3, it displayed the higher current density by a larger 
overpotential applied until 0.4 V due to the enhanced mass transfer into inner-layered Pd NPs. On the 
other hand, when Pd NPs are located in outer-layer of multilayer film, such as (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, 
oxidation rate on Au NPs is limited by mass transfer due to methanol depletion via outer-layered Pd 
NPs although the current density was increased until 0.16 V by supplying a small amount of formate 
from inner-layered Au NPs (Figure 3.1.17).  
The improved catalytic activity of the primary active metal Pd in the presence of adsorbed OH 
(OHad) on the secondary metal Au has been commonly explained by a bifunctional mechanism via the 
Langmuir-Hinshelwood (L-H) pathway (7):42 
 
Pd + CH3OH + 4OH- → Pd-COad + 4H2O + 4e- 
Pd-COad + Au-OHad + OH- → Pd + Au + CO2 + H2O + e-  (7) 
 
It is recently reported that Ni(OH)2 can facilitate the oxidative removal of carbonaceous poisons from 
adjacent Pt sites by supplying sufficient OHad through L-H pathway.46 This bifunctional mechanism is 
attributed to the enhanced catalytic effect of partly contacted metals in our LbL bimetallic system; 
however, the enhanced mass transfer via the dual reaction pathway by both formate and CO as reactant 
is more considerable than the synergistic effect by bifunctional mechanism.  
We calculated a αn (α is the transfer coefficient and n is the number of electrons) of each LbL 
assembled electrode to further demonstrate the competitive mass and charge transfer mechanism 
analysis in the potential range from 0 to 0.25 V.47 Negative αn value out of the range of 0 to 1 suggests 
that it does not follow the charge transfer limited system any longer. In range of each charge transfer 
limited system, (GO/Pd)3 film, showing a lower Tafel slope, has higher αn values from 0.25 to 0.40 
(blue region in Figure 3.1.16c), while the (GO/Au)3 films is lower in the range of 0.10 to 0.25 (yellow 
region in Figure 3.1.16c). This observation commonly indicates that the first charge transfer in MOR 
is the rate-determining step.48,49 Interestingly, all bimetallic hybrid electrodes showed continuous αn in 
the entire potential ranges, indicating that electrochemical reaction kinetics on bimetallic electrode 
follows the kinetics of monometallic electrode at each potential range. As a result, competitive mass 
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and charge transfer between Pd and Au NPs in range from 0 to 0.25 V was determined mainly by outer-
layered metal NPs interfacing with the electrolytes.  
Another factor that can influence on the electrocatalytic effect of 3D electrode with varying 
architectures can be the interface between outermost layer and electrolyte due to the morphological 
difference in LbL films (Figure 3.1.12, 3.1.14 and 3.1.15). The relatively rough surfaces in 
(GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 multilayer not only provide more reaction sites of the electrode, but also enhance 
the mobility of methanol molecules into 3D electrode. To address the effect of morphological difference, 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurement was performed (Figure 3.1.18). The 
charge transfer resistance (RCT) values ascribed to semicircle of Nyquist plot of (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, 
(GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 and (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 multilayer films correspond to 5346, 3899 and 2534 Ω at 
0.35 V, respectively. The surface roughness can also enhance the interactions between NPs within the 
multilayer and electrolyte, eventually leading to a decrease in the contact resistance, RCT. In addition, 
the more increment of the contact layers between Au and Pd NPs within fully co-assembled 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 multilayer could be attributed to a lower RCT.50,51  
In order to further explore and feature the importance of LbL assembly in terms of controlling 
over the architecture of the electrode in achieving the best performance with a given set of component, 
we have fabricated co-assembled multilayers of Au and Pd NPs with GO in structures of 
(GO/Au)n/(GO/Pd)6-n and (GO/Pd)n/(GO/Au)6-n (n = 1, 3 and 5) (Figure 3.1.16d). In general, 
multilayers with outer Au NPs such as (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 and (GO/Pd)5/(GO/Au)1 showed a higher 
current density than those with outer-layered Pd NPs films with an exception of (GO/Pd)1/(GO/Au)5. 
The countertrend in (GO/Pd)1/(GO/Au)5 can also be speculated as follows: (i) the amount of single-
layered Pd NPs as primary active sites than Au NPs is insufficient to the whole catalytic effect on LbL 
assembled 3D electrode; and (ii) the effect of outer-layered Pd NPs in direct contact with reactant 
methanol on topmost layer is more influential than that of aforementioned enhanced interaction in 
undermost layer by surface roughness of outer-layered Au NPs. Given the fact that the ECSA between 
same compositional films showed no significant difference (Figure 3.1.19), this result also supports our 
explanation of the architectural effect by the enhanced mass transfer of outer-layered Au NPs as well as 
morphological difference, which affords more preferential interaction of electrode surface from 
electrolyte. 
Finally, Figure 3.1.16e and Table 3.1.1 summarize the electrochemical performance of all 
multilayer films with varying architecture toward MOR in this study. In monometallic films, Pd 
multilayer films showed the better electrocatalytic activity than Au multilayer films and electrocatalytic 
activity also increased with an increase in the number of bilayers. In bimetallic films, the anodic peak 
current increased highly with increasing the ratio of Pd as primary active sites and layering Au in outer-
region of 3D multilayer films by the enhanced mass transfer. As a result, the (GO/Pd)5/(GO/Au)1 film 
showed the highest specific current (1105.6 mA/mg), considering the active mass of metal NPs based 
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on QCM analysis as well as anodic peak current (12.4 mA/cm2) than any of the other multilayer films 
although commercial Pd/C catalyst showed a similar current density of 12.3 mA/cm2 at a low peak 
potential of 0.08 V (Figure 3.1.20). It is interesting that there is no distinct current density difference 
among bimetallic films at -0.07 V, which is a peak potential of (GO/Pd)3 in spite of the enhanced 
catalytic activity than monometallic films, indicating the influential architecture effect in 3D electrode 
as well as synergetic effect of co-assembled Au and Pd NPs. It should be again emphasized that the 
highly tunable nature of LbL assembly only can afford the fabrication of the 3D electrode with an 
ultimate control over the structures to understand the electrochemical activity within the electrode and 







Figure 3.1.16. Architectural effect in 3D multilayer electrode for methanol oxidation. (a) Cyclic 
voltammograms, (b) corresponding Tafel plots and (c) calculated αn, product of transfer coefficient (α) 
and number of electrons (n) of (GO/Au)3, (GO/Pd)3, (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, (GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 and 
(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 multilayer films. (d) Cyclic voltammograms of (GO/Au)n/(GO/Pd)6-n (dotted line), 
(GO/Pd)n/(GO/Au)6-n (solid line) multilayer thin films (n = 1, 3 and 5). (e) Comparison of 
electrochemical performance of all multilayer films with varying architecture toward MOR. Yellow and 
blue Tafel region corresponds to (GO/Au)n and (GO/Pd)n, respectively. All measurements were 





Figure 3.1.17. Schematic representation of a controllable electrochemical mechanism between mass 
and charge transfer. Red and gray arrows indicate the diffusion flows on Au and Pd NPs, respectively 





Figure 3.1.18. Nyquist plots of impedance on (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3, and 






Figure 3.1.19. CV of (GO/Au/GO/Pd)3, (GO/Au)n/(GO/Pd)6-n, (GO/Pd)n/(GO/Au)6-n multilayer thin 
films (n = 1, 3 and 5) in 0.10 M KOH in a saturated N2 at a scan rate of 20 mV s-1. CV curves were 








    (8) 
 
where I is current (mA), V is the applied potential (V), integration is conducted from the reduction peaks 
of Pd NPs and Au NPs at around -0.3 V and -0.1 V, respectively, v is a scan rate (V/s) and a is 0.424 





Figure 3.1.20. CV of commercial 30 wt.% Pd/C in 0.10 M KOH with 1.0 M CH3OH in a saturated N2 






Table 3.1.1. Summary of electrocatalytic properties of all samples in this study. 













(GO/Au/GO/Pd)3 0.34 10.3 601.8 1.60 90 
(GO/Au)1/(GO/Pd)5 0.32 9.6 859.2 4.57 85 
(GO/Au)3/(GO/Pd)3 0.16 5.9 344.2 1.31 91 
(GO/Au)5/(GO/Pd)1 0.02 2.5 110.9 0.54 44 
(GO/Pd)1/(GO/Au)5 -0.02 1.5 64.5 0.44 76 
(GO/Pd)3/(GO/Au)3 0.40 10.3 605.3 1.70 95 
(GO/Pd)5/(GO/Au)1 0.45 12.4 1105.6 5.17 85 
 
Cycle retention was calculated by anodic peak current for 100 cycles divided by anodic maximum peak 
current. Anodic peak current in the forward scan (If) is associated with a process by the oxidation of 
freshly chemisorbed species coming from methanol adsorption, while that in backward scan (Ib) is 
related to the removal of the incompletely oxidized carbonaceous species formed during the forward 
scan. The larger value of ratio of If to Ib (If/Ib) implies the relatively predominant tolerance towards 
poisoning species and has been used as an indicator for the assessment of the electrocatalytic behavior 
of NPs toward MOR. The If/Ib values were proportional to the ratio of Pd to Au NPs, indicating Au NPs 
generated more incompletely oxidized carbonaceous species during MOR than Pd NPs although Au 
NPs enhance the activity and CO poisoning tolerance. This ratio also affects to the stability of the 
multilayers toward MOR as evidenced in (GO/Au)5/(GO/Pd)1 and (GO/Pd)1/(GO/Au)5 films with a 
relatively low cycle retention of 44% and 76%, respectively. As a result, the relative ratio of Au NPs 






In conclusion, we presented electrocatalytic thin films for methanol oxidation by adjusting the 
assembly sequence of LbL films. This 3D electrode prepared by the LbL assembly offers precise control 
not only over the thickness, but also the catalytic effect by changing the number of bilayers with two 
different NP catalysts on graphene supports. As a result, the heterogeneous (GO/Au/GO/Pd)n 
multilayers showed the highly enhanced catalytic effect for MOR than homogeneous (GO/Au)n and 
(GO/Pd)n multilayers because of not only the synergetic effect between Au and Pd NPs with the 
graphene sheets support, but also the oxidative removal effect of poisons on Pd NPs by neighboring Au 
NPs. Furthermore, owing to the tunable transition of thin firms from surface confined to diffusion 
limited process, LbL assembled electrode could provide a study model of mass and charge transfer 
system with respect to electrochemistry. The structural difference of Au and Pd NPs within the relative 
position of multilayer electrode affords highly tunable electrocatalytic activity, and thus confirming a 
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3.2 Diffusion Controlled Nanoelectrode via Sized Graphene Oxide Nanosheets 
 
3.2.1 Abstract 
Controlling the architecture of hybrid nanomaterial electrodes is critical for understanding their 
fundamental electrochemical mechanisms and applying these materials in future energy conversion and 
storage systems. Herein, we report highly tunable electrocatalytic multilayer electrodes, composed of 
palladium nanoparticles (Pd NPs) supported by graphene sheets of varying lateral size, employing a 
versatile layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly method. We demonstrate that the electrocatalytic activity is 
highly tunable through control of the diffusion and electron pathways within the 3-dimensional 
multilayer electrodes. A larger-sized-graphene-supported electrode exhibited its maximum performance 
with a thinner film, due to facile charge transfer by the mass transfer limited in early stage, while a 
smaller-sized-graphene-supported electrode exhibited its highest current density with higher mass 
loading in the thicker films by enabling facile mass transfer through increased diffusion pathways. 
These findings of tortuous-path effect on electrocatalytic electrode supported by varying sized graphene 
provides new insights and a novel design principle in electrode engineering that will be beneficial for 






The rapidly approaching energy crisis necessitates efficient conversion and storage 
technologies for sustainable and renewable energy to diminish the current environmental concerns that 
are growing unabated.1 In this regard, energy devices with superior performance have been developed 
such as fuel cells, metal-air batteries, and water electrolyzers, all of which use highly efficient and cost-
effective electrocatalysts during electrochemical operation.2-5 Thus, there has been significant 
progresses in the development of various electrocatalysts such as novel metal nanoparticles (NPs) and 
carbon-based nanomaterials.5,6 These active materials are generally applied in the form of composites 
combined with conductive supports and binders to compensate for their drawbacks such as volume 
expansion, low electrical conductivity, and poor cycling performance. Catalytic supports are critical in 
the performance of electrocatalysts and, consequently, there are continuing efforts to develop effective 
conductive supports.7, 8 
 Graphene oxide (GO), a chemically exfoliated graphene analogue, serves as a unique 
electrocatalytic support with its large surface area, chemical functionality, and remarkable 
mechanical/chemical stability.9-11 Owing to the atomically thin 2-dimensional (2D) sheet structure of 
GO, significant efforts have been devoted to enhancing the catalytic performance of various 
electroactive nanomaterials, such as metals, metal oxides, and semiconductors, on the surface of GO.12-
14 Furthermore, the importance of controlling the GO sheet size has recently been illustrated by their 
size-dependent electrochemical activity; for example, the Li group demonstrated that the large size of 
chemically synthesized graphene quantum dots showed the increased electrocatalytic activity toward 
the oxygen reduction reaction.15 Conversely, the Chen group reported that using smaller GO sheets 
improved the heterogeneous electron transfer kinetics in the reduction of redox probes within electrode, 
which was correlated with an increased defect density in smaller GO sheets.16 Consequently, using GO 
nanosheets with a well-defined lateral size is important when utilizing GO electrode materials in 
electrochemical reactions. However, as-synthesized GO products often have a wide size distribution 
due to the uncontrolled breakage of large sheets into small sheets during the oxidation and exfoliation 
processes. There are outstanding contributions to controlling the size fractionation of GO nanosheets 
that exploit differences in the molecular weight and charge density between GO nanosheets of different 
sizes using methods such as centrifugation, pH-assisted sedimentation, and dispersibility in polar 
solvents.16-19 
Utilizing electrode fabrication techniques that allow nanoscale blending of materials is also 
important when investigating the nanoscopic electrochemical activity of graphene-supported hybrid 
nanomaterials. This is in contrast to bulk graphene composites that are traditionally prepared by a simple 
mixing process. Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly is one of the most versatile tools used to assemble 
multifunctional nanoscale materials with nanoscale control over their composition and structure.20-23 
Generally, LbL-assembled films are formed by depositing alternating layers of oppositely charged 
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materials. Due to its simplicity and versatility as a method, LbL-assembled thin films have been 
examined for various energy conversion and storage devices.11, 24-29 For example, the Shao-Horn and 
Lutkenhaus groups independently showed the tunable electrocatalytic activity of LbL-assembled 
electrodes, emphasizing the excellent charge-storage capability of carbon nanotubes and GO 
nanosheets.30, 31 Interestingly, these studies indicate that the electrochemical activity can be tuned by 
varying the number of bilayers (i.e. thickness). This phenomenon is attributed to the balance between 
electron transfer into the inner electrode surface and ionic transport from the electrolyte that are 
restricted with increasing multilayer film thickness.32 In another notable example, our group found that 
the performance of graphene-supported metal NPs-based electrocatalysts exhibited the maximum 
performance at a specific thickness and optimized layer sequence within the multilayer electrodes.33, 34 
Although there are some examples, including our own efforts, demonstrating the electrocatalytic 
performance of the 3D multilayer electrodes, there are few researches achieving such fine control over 
the electrocatalytic be-havior simply by changing the dimension of the individu-al components with 
unraveling the underlying electro-chemical mechanism between mass and charge transfer thus far. 
Herein, we report the fabrication of elaborately designed electrodes using an LbL assembly 
method that enables control over the internal electrode structure and mass-transfer pathways by varying 
the size of the GO building blocks. Specifically, to investigate the influence of controlled diffusion 
pathways within the 3D LbL-assembled electrodes on their electrocatalytic activity, we prepared three 
GO suspensions with different GO sheet size distributions and assembled them with Pd NPs to fabricate 
hybrid electrocatalytic electrodes. We then used the methanol oxidation reaction (MOR) as a model 
reaction to investigate their activity (Figure 3.2.1). The electrocatalytic activity toward the MOR is 
highly affected by the balance between the mass-transfer pathway and charge transfer within the 
electrode, which varies with the GO sheet dimensions. This interesting model system offers a unique 
opportunity to understand the fundamental electrochemical mechanisms of hybrid multilayer electrodes 






Figure 3.2.1. Schematic representation of layer-by-layer (LbL)-assembled (GO/Pd)n multilayer thin 
film electrodes with varying GO sheet size (LGO, MGO, and NGO) toward methanol oxidation reaction 
in bulk electrolyte solution. The black and red dotted arrows indicate the diffusion of methanol 
molecules in electrolyte and the 3D LbL electrodes, respectively. The yellow arrows indicate the charge 






3.2.3.1 Preparation of LGO.  
Graphite oxide was synthesized from graphite powder by modified Hummers method and 
exfoliated to give a brown dispersion of LGO under homogenizer (WiseTis, HG-15D) at a concentration 
of 0.50 mg/mL.35,36 
 
3.2.3.2 Preparation of MGO. 
Graphite oxide was exfoliated under ultrasonication (Sonics & Materials Inc., VC 750) at a 
concentration of 0.50 mg/mL.37 
 
3.2.3.3 Preparation of NGO.  
NGO was synthesized from graphite nanofibers (Catalytic Materials, United States) according 
to a literature method under ultrasonication at a concentration of 0.50 mg/mL.38 
 
3.2.3.4 Preparation of Pd NPs.  
The 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine (DMAP)-stabilized Pd NPs were prepared by using the 
spontaneous phase transfer from organic solvent according to a literature method.39 
 
3.2.3.5 LbL of hybrid electrode films.  
ITO-coated glass substrate was cleaned by sonication in deionized (DI) water, acetone and 
ethanol for 10 min. Silicon and quartz substrates were cleaned by piranha solution to remove any 
organic contamination and subsequently treated with (3-aminopropyl)triethoxysilane to introduce 
positively charged hydrophilic surface. These substrates were first dipped into negatively charged GO 
solution (0.50 mg/mL) at pH 4 for 10 min. It was then dipped into DI water for 1 min three times to 
remove loosely bound GO. Subsequently, the substrate was then dipped into positively charged DMAP-
coated Pd NPs suspension at pH 11 for 10 min, and washed with DI water three times for 1 min, which 
afforded one-bilayer film of (GO/Pd)1, respectively. The above procedures were repeated to achieve the 
desired number of bilayers (BLs, n).  
 
3.2.3.6 Electrochemical analysis.  
As-assembled multilayer films were subjected to thermal reduction process at 150 ºC for 12 h 
in an oven before investigating the electrochemical properties. Electrochemical experiments were 
performed using a standard three electrode cell configuration (Biologic Science Instrument, VSP). A 
platinum wire was used as a counter electrode and Hg/HgO as a reference. The working electrode was 
multilayer thin film assembled on ITO-coated glass. Cyclic voltammetry (CV) was performed between 
-0.60 to 0.60 V in 0.10 M KOH solution with 1.0 M methanol solution at room temperature in a saturated 
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N2 at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried 
out in the frequency range from 100 kHz to 50 mHz under AC stimulus of 10 mV in amplitude. 
Chronoamperometry (CA) was measured at 0 V in N2 saturated 0.10 M KOH with 1.0 M CH3OH. 
 
3.2.3.7 Characterizations.  
FT-IR (Varian, 670-IR) and Raman spectroscopy (WITec, alpha300R) were used to determine 
the chemical structure of varying GO sheets. The size and morphology of the prepared NPs were 
measured by transmission electron microscopy (Normal-TEM, JEOL, JEM-2100, accelerating voltage 
of 200 kV). The absorbance of the thin films was characterized by using UV/vis spectroscopy (Varian, 
Cary 5000). The thickness of the as-prepared samples on silicon substrates was measured by surface 
profiler (Veeco, Dektak 150). The surface morphology of the samples was investigated using scanning 
electron microscopy (Cold FE-SEM, Hitachi, S-4800) and atomic force microscopy (AFM, Veeco, 
Dimension D3100) via a tapping mode. The active mass of each material adsorbed onto the film surface 
was analyzed by a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, Stanford Research System, QCM200), using the 
following Sauerbrey equation (1, 2): 
 




Δ𝑚   (1) 
Δ𝐹(Hz) =  −56.6 × Δ𝑚   (2) 
 
where ∆F is the resonant frequency change (Hz), ∆m is the mass change per unit area of the quartz 
crystal (μg/cm2), Fo (5 MHz) is the fundamental resonance frequency of the crystal, A is the area of the 






3.2.4 Results and Discussion 
Highly stable aqueous GO suspensions and electrocatalytic Pd NPs are prerequisites for 
fabricating 3D LbL multilayer electrodes based on electrostatic interactions. In order to prepare GO 
suspensions of varying size, graphite powder was initially oxidized according to the modified Hummers 
method to obtain graphite oxide, which contains various chemical functional groups such as carboxyl 
acid, hydroxyl, and epoxide groups.35, 36 We then utilized two different exfoliation methods using 
homogenizer and ultrasonication to prepare GO suspensions with different size distributions. 
Homogenizer was used as a mild exfoliation method to produce a lower-defect GO by shear stress, 
resulting in a suspension of large-sized graphene sheets (LGO), while medium-sized GO sheets (MGO) 
were prepared using ultrasonication, which tears the graphene sheets and introduces more damages.37 
In addition, we prepared nanosized graphene sheets (NGO) according to a literature method using 
exfoliation from a graphite nanofiber precursor, which has smaller carbon domains than conventional 
graphite powder.38 
The successful synthesis of the three GO sheet suspensions was confirmed by atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) and Fourier-transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy measurements. Representative 
AFM images revealed that all of the GO suspensions were mainly comprised of single-layer GO sheets, 
with a thickness of ~1.4 nm (Figure 3.2.2). Each GO suspension exhibited a distinct lateral-size 
distribution, with average dimensions of 52.61 ± 50.88, 0.57 ± 0.22, and 0.38 × 10-3 ± 0.17 × 10-3 μm2 
for LGO, MGO, and NGO, respectively. This indicates that using the different exfoliation processes 
and precursors was successful in controlling the GO sheet size.  
FT-IR spectroscopy was employed to characterize the chemical functionalities present in LGO, 
MGO, and NGO (Figure 3.2.3). All three GO products showed the carbonyl-stretching vibration peaks 
associated with carboxylic acid (COOH, at 1722 cm-1) and carboxylate groups (COO-, at 1600 cm-1). 
The relative fraction of carboxylate to carboxylic acid at pH 4 was determined to be 0.75, 1.20, and 
3.86 for LGO, MGO, and NGO, respectively. This indicates that the ionization of the GO sheets is 
significantly affected by the density of chemical functional groups on the GO sheets due to the structural 
difference induced by the number of defects within the GO sheets. 
Raman spectroscopy analysis was used to further investigate the structural differences between 
the three GO products (Figure 3.2.4). Generally, GO displays two prominent peaks at 1344 and 1601 
cm-1, which corresponded to the symmetry A1g mode of the D band and the E2g mode of the sp2 carbon 
atoms of the G band, respectively.40 It is well established that the D band corresponds to structural 
defects, amorphous structures, or edges that break the sp2-carbon-lattice symmetry, while the G band is 
associated with graphitic sp2-carbon domains. A strong D-band intensity indicates a high defect density 
and the presence of edge functional groups in GO. The D-to-G-band intensity ratio (ID/IG) was 0.99, 
1.04, and 1.09 for LGO, MGO, and NGO, respectively, suggesting that the sp2-carbon structure becomes 
more damaged with decreasing GO sheet dimensions. 
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In parallel, a positively charged Pd NP suspension was prepared based on the spontaneous 
phase transfer of organic-soluble Pd NPs into an aqueous phase using 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine 
(DMAP), a readily available organic ligand that affords the necessary stability in aqueous solutions.40 







Figure 3.2.2. Representative AFM images of (a) LGO, (b) MGO, and (c) NGO sheets with 
corresponding line scan profiles and size distribution histograms. The average values were collected 






















With these stable suspensions of the positively charged Pd NPs (ζ-potential of +35 mV) as 
electroactive species and the negatively charged GO suspension (ζ-potential of −40 mV) as a stable 
catalytic support, we fabricated three types of multilayer electrodes by LbL assembly using LGO, MGO, 
and NGO. The resulting multilayer architectures were denoted (LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n, 
where n is the number of GO/Pd bilayers (BLs, typically 2−10). UV/vis spectroscopy was used to 
monitor the successful growth of each multilayer (Figure 3.2.6a and 3.2.7). The absorbance gradually 
increased with increasing number of layers, indicating the successful assembly of GO-supported-Pd 
NPs multilayer electrodes. Moreover, the linear growth of the characteristic GO absorbance peak at 215 
nm clearly demonstrated the uniform formation of multilayers with respect to the number of BLs. The 
corresponding thickness of each multilayer film grew linearly with the number of BLs and the average 
bilayer thickness was 8.5, 8.5, and 10.1 nm for a single bilayer of (LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and 
(NGO/Pd)n, respectively (Figure 3.2.6b). These similar film thicknesses are attributed to the well-
exfoliated nature of the single-layer GO regardless of the sheet size. It should be noted that the internal 
architecture of the hybrid electrodes could be controlled precisely by the LbL assembly method with 
high accuracy. 
We further analyzed the sequential adsorption behavior of GO and Pd NPs in each multilayer 
electrode using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM). Figure 3.2.6c shows the stepwise measurement 
of the mass deposited after each layer, which quantifies the amount of each component in the multilayer 
structure. The adsorption of Pd NPs was greater than that of the GO sheets, with the relative mass ratio 
of GO to Pd NPs within each multilayer found to be 0.146, 0.219, and 0.341 on the surface of LGO, 
MGO, and NGO, respectively (Figure 3.2.6d). This could be attributed to decreasing GO sheet density 
per single-layer unit area with decreasing GO sheet size. In addition, we calculated the volumetric mass 
of Pd NPs within each multilayer based on the film thickness determined. The volumetric mass of Pd 
NPs within each layer decreased from 1.89 to 1.45 as the GO sheet size decreased from LGO to NGO, 






Figure 3.2.6. (a) UV/vis absorbance spectra of representative (LGO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. The 
inset image shows the samples prepared with the corresponding number of bilayers (BLs, n). (b) Film 
thickness measured by surface profiler and (c) quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) analysis of all 
multilayer thin film electrodes as a function of the number of BLs (n). The inset in Figure b shows the 
corresponding UV/vis absorbance maxima at 215 nm for all multilayer electrodes. (d) Mass ratio of GO 
to Pd and volumetric mass of Pd in each multilayer thin film.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.7. UV/vis absorbance spectra of (a) (MGO/Pd)n and (b) (NGO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. 




Analyzing the surface morphology of each film also supports the assembled multilayer films 
(Figure 3.2.8). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) measurements showed that the substrate surface 
was successfully covered with uniformly deposited Pd NPs on top of GO sheets in multilayers films for 
(LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n. The surface morphology of the assembled films exhibited 
characteristic wrinkled GO sheets of varying sizes, distributed over the entire film surface. In addition, 
the films assembled with NGO nanosheets displayed a relatively rough morphology, with root-mean-
squared roughness (Rrms) values of 5.9, 9.7, and 21.2 nm determined from the AFM measurements for 
the (LGO/Pd)4, (MGO/Pd)4, and (NGO/Pd)4 films, respectively.  
The change of surface roughness by graphene sheet size was further confirmed by cross-
sectional high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), clearly indicating the different 
surface morphology with respect to the dimension of GO sheets within the multilayers (Figure 3.2.9).  
In addition, the identification of the precise nanoscale architecture was elucidated by a cross-sectional 
high-angle annular dark field scanning transmission electron microscopy (HAADF-STEM) with a 
corresponding electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS). The HAADF-STEM image demonstrated the 
homogeneous lateral distribution of respective components with the corresponding EELS line scan 
analysis of (LGO/Pd)6 multilayer film clearly distinguished the alternate deposition of LGO sheets and 
Pd NPs layers through a sequential nanoscale control enabled by LbL assembly.   
An increased electrode surface roughness can enhance the interactions between the Pd NPs 
within the multilayer and the electrolyte, leading to increased diffusion pathways for the reactants into 
the inner multilayer electrode. This tortuous-path effect created by the layered architecture of the 2D 
materials in the multilayer films has been similarly demonstrated in barrier films that block the diffusion 
of permeable gases or liquids.41-42 However, the effect on electrocatlytic films by the tortuous-path has 
not been studied intensively with quantitative electrochemical comparison such as mass-transfer 






Figure 3.2.8. Representative SEM (left) and AFM (right) images of (a) (LGO/Pd)4, (b) (MGO/Pd)4, and 
(c) (NGO/Pd)4 multilayer thin film electrodes. The scale bar in the SEM images is 1 μm and the Rrms 
values of the AFM images are averaged over a 5 × 5 μm2 area. 
 
 
Figure 3.2.9. (a – c) Representative cross-sectional high-resolution TEM images of (a) (LGO/Pd)6, (b) 
(MGO/Pd)6, and (c) (NGO/Pd)6 multilayer thin film electrodes. (d) Representative cross-sectional 
HAADF-STEM image of (LGO/Pd)6 with (e) EELS line scan and extracted EELS analysis of (f) LGO 




In order to electrochemically investigate the influence of increased diffusion pathways with 
varying GO sizes, cyclic voltammetry was performed to evaluate the electrochemical performance of 
the multilayer electrodes toward the MOR (Figure 3.2.10). The MOR is a particularly interesting model 
reaction, as it allows the assessment of the mass transfer (diffusion of methanol molecules from the 
electrolyte) and charge transfer (dissociation of methanol molecules by C-H bond breaking) properties 
of 3D electrodes with respect to the electrochemical process. Compared to the fast kinetics of a redox 
probe such as ferricyanide, the methanol oxidation kinetics are sluggish. Additionally, the diffusion of 
the methanol molecules into the inner electrode significantly influences the overall catalytic 
performance.33,34,43,44 In our previous study, the maximum catalytic effect for methanol oxidation was 
found at a specific number of BLs in graphene-supported metallic multilayers due to the limited 
diffusion of methanol into the 3D electrode by the layered architecture of 2D GO sheet building blocks, 
resulting in a conversion from a surface-confined process to a diffusion-limited process as the film 
thickness was increased.45 It is of note that this layer-dependence of the electrochemical operating 
principle is a unique characteristic of LbL-assembled multilayer electrodes.  
Interestingly, in this study, the larger-sized GO sheet-supported (LGO/Pd)n multilayers showed 
a maximum current density of 3.55 mA/cm2 at only 4 BLs (Figure 3.2.10a). This indicates that the 
methanol diffusion pathways were limited at an early stage by the balance between the mass and charge 
transfer processes, compared to that of the (MGO/Pd)n films that saturated at 6 BLs (Figure 3.2.10b). 
Most interestingly, the (NGO/Pd)n films, which have many more diffusion pathways, yielded the highest 
current value of 9.74 mA/cm2 at 12 BLs (Figure 3.2.10c). Accordingly, we found a higher number of 
BLs were required for the maximum catalytic effect in smaller-sized NGO. This highlights the enhanced 
mass transfer of the methanol reactants resulting from facile diffusion through the multiple pathways 
created within the multilayer electrodes integrated with NGO The chronoamperometric measurement 
of electrocatalytic performance is in accord with the current density values measured in CVs. It also 
exhibited the high stability owing to the stable graphene nanosheet supports for electroactive metal NPs 
(Figure 3.2.11). 
Figure 3.2.10d summarizes the relationship between mass and charge transfer with varying 
GO sheet size. In terms of charge transfer processes, it is generally reported that GO sheets of a smaller 
size have a lower conductivity than that of large-sized GO sheets because of the increased degree of 
oxidation. As a result, the current density of all multilayer electrodes at 4 BLs, at which the (LGO/Pd)n 
films displayed their maximum current density, decreased with decreasing GO sheet size, indicating a 





Figure 3.2.10. (a – c) Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of (a) (LGO/Pd)n, (b) (MGO/Pd)n, and (c) 
(NGO/Pd)n multilayer thin film electrodes. (d) Comparison of the electrochemical performance toward 
the MOR as a function of the number of BLs. The inset in Figure d shows the maximum number of BLs 
for all multilayer thin films and the current density at 4 BLs. All CVs were recorded in N2 saturated 
0.10 M KOH with 1.0 M CH3OH at a scan rate of 20 mV/s.  
 
 
Figure 3.2.11. Chronoamperogram (CA) of (LGO/Pd)10, (MGO/Pd)10 and (NGO/Pd)10 multilayer 




Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) was performed to evaluate the electrochemical 
kinetics and interfacial resistance with respect to the charge transfer processes that are critical in 
electrochemical reactions (Figure 3.2.12a). The charge-transfer resistance (RCT) values obtained from 
the Nyquist plot semicircles of the (LGO/Pd)4, (MGO/Pd)4, and (NGO/Pd)4 multilayer films were 122, 
1115, and 900 Ω, respectively, at -0.1 V. These results demonstrate that the (LGO/Pd)4 film exhibits a 
higher current density than the (MGO/Pd)4 and (NGO/Pd)4 films due to facile charge transfer resulting 
from the higher conductivity of larger-sized GO sheets with a lower defect density. This is in accordance 
with the defect densities determined from FT-IR measurements and the low ID/IG ratio of the LGO sheets 
determined from Raman spectroscopy measurements. 
Conversely, with regards to the mass-transfer process, the number of BLs at which the films 
displayed their maximum current density increased with decreasing GO sheet size. Additionally, the 
electrode assembled with smaller GO sheets also displayed their highest current density at a larger 
overpotential than other films, which was attributed to the alleviation of reactant depletion by enhancing 
the methanol mobility into the 3D electrode through increased diffusion pathways within the multilayer. 
In order to quantitatively determine the effects of enhanced mass transfer, the diffusion coefficient (D) 
was calculated for the (LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n multilayer electrodes, where n is above 
6 because the thin layer films such as 2 and 4 BLs are not governed by the diffusion-limited process, 
but the surface-confined charge-transfer process as similarly demonstrated in our previous study.34 For 










𝜋1 2⁄ 𝜒(𝑏𝑡)      (3) 
𝑖𝑝 = (2.99 × 10
5)𝛼1/2𝐴𝐶𝑂
∗ 𝐷1/2𝜈1 2⁄        (4) 
 
where F is the Faraday constant (C/mol), A is the area (cm2), 𝐶𝑂
∗   is the bulk concentration of 
electroactive components (mol/cm3), v is the scan rate (V/s), R is the ideal gas constant (J/K·mol), T is 
the temperature (K), 𝜒(𝑏𝑡) is a function for the normalized current for irreversible system, and α is the 
transfer coefficient. The function 𝜒(𝑏𝑡) becomes a maximum at 𝜋1 2⁄ 𝜒(𝑏𝑡) = 0.4958 for peak current 
(ip) and α values were calculated from Tafel slopes, where the number of electrons transferred during 
the redox reaction, n, was assumed to be 1 because the first charge transfer is the rate determining step 
in MOR (Figure 3.2.13, 3.2.14 and Table 3.2.1). (NGO/Pd)n films shows the significantly higher D 
values as 160 and 1400 times at 10 BLs than that of the (MGO/Pd)n and (LGO/Pd)n films, respectively. 
Owing to its superior diffusion properties with a considerably higher D value, the inferior charge-
transfer kinetics exhibited by the NGO multilayer electrodes can be overcome by increasing the number 
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of BLs with a high Pd NPs mass loading and the overpotential through alleviating reactant depletion at 
diffusion-limited region above 0 V, resulting in increased electrocatalytic performance (Figure 3.2.15). 
Furthermore, we also calculated two parameters such as tortuosity (τ) and diffusion length (L) 








       (5) 
 
where DO is diffusion coefficient of commercial Pd/C catalysts, T is the films thickness. As a result, τ 
of (NGO/Pd)n films was found to be significantly smaller than other multilayer films in the order of 
NGO < MGO < LGO as in Figure 3.2.12b; for example, as a fixed number of bilayers, the (NGO/Pd)10 
displayed  τ value of merely 2 in comparison to that of (LGO/Pd)10 film with a considerably higher τ 
of 2917 (Table 3.2.1). This result suggests that all reactants are directly accessible into the inner 
catalytic surface of films without taking a detour. In contrast, the (LGO/Pd)n films should experience 
considerably longer and tortuous path which corresponds to longer L with respect to the number of BLs 
as in Figure 3.2.12c. Although developing the electron pathway by increasing the electrical 
conductivity has been mainly emphasized in the literature when designing efficient electrocatalysts,46 
achieving a facile diffusion pathway is also a critical issue that has not been the subject of intensive 
study so far. The results presented here reaffirm that the establishing the high diffusion pathways, as 






Figure 3.2.12. (a) Nyquist plots of impedance of (LGO/Pd)4, (MGO/Pd)4, and (NGO/Pd)4 multilayer 
thin films at -0.1 V with an equivalent circuit. (b) The calculated tortuosity and (c) diffusion length of 
(LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n multilayer thin films with cross-sectional schematic 
representation of multilayer thin films, where n is above 6. The inset in Figure b and c shows the 







Figure 3.2.13. Tafel plots of (LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n multilayer thin films. Tafel slopes 
and the corresponding αn were calculated in the Tafel region from -0.30 to -0.15 V. 
 
 





Figure 3.2.15. Schematic representation of the tunable electrocatalytic activity of multilayer electrodes, 
consisting of Pd NPs assembled with graphene sheets of varying sizes, toward the MOR. The gray and 
yellow arrows indicate the mass transfer of methanol molecules and the charge transfer, respectively, in 





Table 3.2.1. Properties related to charge and mass-transfer of (LGO/Pd)n, (MGO/Pd)n, and (NGO/Pd)n 














Diffusion length  
(L, nm) 
(LGO/Pd)n 6 223 0.264 1.16×10-6 37 1995 
 8 249 0.237 1.26×10-7 341 25390 
 10 213 0.277 1.47×10-8 2917 241838 
(MGO/Pd)n 6 216 0.274 3.44×10-6 12 690 
 8 227 0.260 9.66×10-7 44 2837 
 10 268 0.220 1.28×10-7 335 24285 
(NGO/Pd)n 6 204 0.289 4.48×10-6 10 538 
 8 233 0.254 9.09×10-6 5 332 
 10 244 0.242 2.07×10-5 2 167 
 12 270 0.219 2.43×10-5 2 160 
 14 255 0.231 1.21×10-5 4 357 
 16 232 0.255 6.40×10-6 7 742 







In conclusion, we developed hybrid electrocatalytic multilayer electrodes for the methanol 
oxidation reaction composed of Pd NPs supported by GO sheets of varying lateral dimensions. The 
facile LbL assembled nanoelectrode offers precise control over not only over the electrode thickness 
and composition, but also its catalytic effect by changing the number of BLs. We found that the catalytic 
activity of multilayered (GO/Pd)n hybrid electrodes could be tuned by varying the number of BLs and 
the GO sheet size. The larger-sized GO support showed facile charge transfer in the thinner electrode 
films, while the smaller-sized graphene support exhibited enhanced mass transfer in the thicker 
electrode films, indicating a trade-off between the mass and charge transfer within these multilayer 
electrodes. With this structural control, as well as the versatile nature of the LbL assembly method for 
building 3D electrodes, we anticipate that this new design will offer a unique opportunity to understand 
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Chapter 4.  
Double Locked Silver-Coated Silicon Nanoparticle/Graphene 




We present a fabrication of scalable coaxial core/shell silicon (Si)-graphene fiber prepared by 
dual nozzle- induced wet-spinning assembly for high-performance Si anode. Over 50 wt% of Si 
nanoparticles mixed with graphene oxide suspension can be incorporated in the core with the 
outstanding dispersibility of unique silver-coated Si nanoparticles in aqueous media. The core fiber is 
further encapsulated by graphene shell which not only provides conducting pathways, but also alleviates 
severe volume expansion of Si core. This novel core/shell Si anode with double locked graphene 
architecture delivers more stable cycle performance and superior rate capability than anodes composed 
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Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) have been intensively developed as one of the most promising 
energy storage devices. The potential uses of LIBs to power future portable electronic devices, electrical 
vehicles, and smart grids have prompted the development of novel materials and systems to enhance 
the energy density and cycle life of LIBs.1,2 However, conventional graphite anodes with a low 
theoretical capacity (372 mA h g–1) in LIBs cannot meet the demand for high power and energy density 
for future advanced devices and large-scale energy storage systems. 
As an alternative, silicon (Si) has received considerable attention recently as a next-generation 
anode material because of its highest theoretical specific capacity of ca. 3500 mA h g–1 as well as low 
lithiation potential, low cost, and environmental safety.3–5 Despite these favorable features, 
commercialization of Si-based anodes is still not realized owing to their low intrinsic electrical 
conductivity and significant challenges such as a considerable volume change (>300%) during the 
lithiation–delithiation process and safety issues related to lithiated Si. In particular, the volume change 
causes high stress and pulverization, and eventually breaks down the electrical contact from the current 
collector or other conductive phases, resulting in degradation of the electrode and a limited cycle life.6–
8 Therefore, extensive research efforts have endeavored to alleviate the aforementioned challenges, and 
thereby to improve the electrochemical performance of Si-based anode materials.  
Nanostructured Si anode materials with various morphologies such as nanoparticles, nanotubes, 
nanowires, and thin films have been developed to overcome the problem of volume change, and to 
improve cycle performance.9–11 These nanostructured Si anodes offer potential solutions by providing 
a smaller absolute volume change, as well as additional benefit of the short diffusion path of the Li+ ion 
that enhances kinetic performance. However, there are problems associated with the intrinsic nanoscale 
dimensions of these anodes: their large surface areas and low packing density are responsible for serious 
side reactions with the electrolyte and low volumetric energy density, respectively. Thus, Si composites 
with carbon supporting materials (e.g., carbon black and carbon nanotubes) have exploited to realize 
considerably enhanced cell performance: the outstanding multi-functionality of the composites enables 
protection of the Si surface from electrolyte and imparts superior conductive properties and mechanical 
flexibility that is sufficient to alleviate extensive volume expansion.12,13  
Among various carbon supporting materials, in particular, graphene and its derivatives have 
been actively employed owing to their superior electrical, thermal, and mechanical strength. For 
example, there have been reports of synthesizing composites of Si and graphene by a number of 
different methods, including electrostatic attraction,14–16 freeze-drying,17 vacuum filtration,18–20 
ultrasonication,21 cross-linking,22,23 plasma-assisted ball-milling,24,25 electrospinning,26,27 and layer-by-
layer assembly.28,29 These approaches demonstrate that graphene acts as an elastic buffer to 
accommodate the volume expansion of Si nanoparticles and as a good electron conductor. However, it 
is still highly desirable to develop a simple, scalable, and effective strategy that can utilize the strength 
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of carbon materials such as graphene to overcome the limitations of Si anodes.  
Herein, we developed a large-scale solution-processable fabrication method to produce 
core/shell structured graphene fiber with silver-coated Si (Si@Ag) nanoparticles for high performance 
anodes by a dual-nozzle wet-spinning assembly strategy (Figure 4.1). Si@Ag nanoparticles were used 
to provide outstanding conductivity and improved cycle life as demonstrated in our previous report.30 
We further examined the architectural effect of core/shell structures by comparing the performance 
between coaxial core/shell fibers and simple mixtures. The coaxial fibers showed highly improved 
electrochemical performance not only with high charge-discharge capacities, but also with excellent 
rate capabilities even at a high rate of 10 C due to the improved mechanical strength and electron 
pathway between Si nanoparticles and graphene sheets. Finally, we demonstrated that the uniquely 
interconnected core/shell structure exhibited electrical conductivity without any conducting agents such 














4.3.1 Synthesis of Si@Ag nanoparticles  
The Si@Ag nanoparticles were prepared according to previous literature [30]. In brief, 0.25 g 
of Si powder (average diameter of 50 nm, 99.9%, Aldrich) was dispersed into 20 mL of ethanol at 50 °C 
in a propylene reactor. Subsequently, 5.0 mM of silver nitrate (AgNO3, Aldrich) and 5.0 mM of n-
butylamine (Aldrich) was added to the solution with stirring for 10 min. As-synthesized Si@Ag 
nanoparticles were rinsed with ethanol to remove excess Ag precursor. Finally, it was filtered out and 
dried at 80 °C for 12 h in a vacuum oven. 
 
4.3.2 Synthesis of graphene oxide suspension  
Graphite oxide was synthesized from graphite powder by modified Hummers method and 
exfoliated to give a brown dispersion of graphene oxide (GO) under ultrasonication.31,32 
 
4.3.3 Preparation of core/shell structured Si@Ag/GO fibers by wet-spinning  
Core/shell structured Si@Ag/GO fibers were fabricated by wet-spinning method using dual-
nozzle. Si@Ag nanoparticles dissolved in deionized water (200 mg/mL) were mixed with GO 
dispersion (20 mg/mL) (Si@Ag:GO = 1:1, v/v) to enhance the conductivity among Si@Ag 
nanoparticles. This homogenously mixed solution was transferred to a syringe which is connected to 
the core channel of spinneret, while the separate GO dispersion (20 mg/mL) was connected to the shell 
channel of spinneret. The core (at a rate of 10 mL/h) and shell (at a rate of 60 mL/h) solutions are 
injected to coagulation solution containing chitosan solution (0.50 wt% in 0.50 wt% acetic acid). After 
immersion for 30 min in a coagulation bath, the as-prepared Si@Ag/GO fibers were dipped into 0.50 
wt% acetic acid for 3 h and then finally washed with deionized water for 3 h to remove the residual 
coagulation solution. The washed Si@Ag/GO fibers were collected by vacuum filtration.  
 
4.3.4 Reduction of Si@Ag/GO fibers  
The chemical reduction of the Si@Ag/GO fibers was typically carried out with a hydrazine 
vapor treatment at 80 °C for 24 h to afford chemically reduced Si@Ag/GO fibers (hereafter, 
Si@Ag/CRGO). The thermal reduction was further performed by heating the sample in a quartz furnace 
under an argon atmosphere. The temperature was raised to 200 or 900 °C at a rate of 5 °C/min, 
maintained for 1 h, and slowly cooled down to room temperature to provide thermally reduced 
Si@Ag/CRGO fibers of Si@Ag/TRGO200 and Si@Ag/TRGO900, respectively. 
 
4.3.5 Characterizations 
Inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometer (ICP-MS; Perkin Elmer, ELAN DRC-II) 
analysis was used to confirm the content of Ag on the Si nanoparticles. Field emission scanning electron 
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microscopy (FE-SEM; Hitachi, S-4800) was used to observe surface morphologies of wet-spun samples. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA; TA instruments, Q50) was used to calculate the mass content of Si 
and GO. The microstructures of samples were studied using a high power X-ray diffractometer (XRD) 
and a Cu Kα source (Rigaku, D/MAZX 2500V/PC). 
 
4.3.6 Electrochemical analysis  
The electrochemical properties of simple mixture and coaxial fiber electrodes were tested by 
galvanostatic discharging and charging processes in coin-type half cells (2016 R-type) with 20 mm in 
diameter and 1.6 mm in thickness. The cells were composed of active material/super P carbon 
black/binder composite as a working electrode and lithium metal as a counter electrode, and prepared 
in an argon-filled glove box. The electrode consisting of active material (simple mixture or coaxial fiber, 
80 wt%), super P carbon black (conducting agent, 10 wt%, TIMCAL), and poly(acrylic acid)/sodium 
carboxymethyl cellulose (50/50, wt/wt, Aldrich) binder (10 wt%) with active mass loading amount of 
~1 mg/cm2. The resulting slurry was coated on a copper current collector and dried in a vacuum oven 
at 150 °C for 2 h. The electrolyte was composed of 1.3 M LiPF6 in ethylene carbonate/diethyl carbonate 
(EC/DEC, 30/70 v/v, Panaxetec) with 10 wt% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC). The cells were cycled 
at a rate of 0.05–10 C between 0.005–1.5 V (vs. Li/Li+). All the electrochemical measurements were 
carried out with a WBCS-3000 battery cycler (Wonatech Co.) at room temperature. Electrochemical 
impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were performed in the frequency range from 10 mHz to 






4.4 Results and Discussion 
We introduced a dual-nozzle wet-spinning method to fabricate the core/shell-structured fibers 
using the Si@Ag nanoparticle solution for the core and the GO suspension for the shell nozzle (Figure 
4.1). Electrically conductive Si@Ag nanoparticles were initially synthesized by the chemical reduction 
of Ag+ ions in the presence of Si nanoparticles with a mild reducing agent, as reported in our previous 
paper.30 This method provides the formation of Ag nanoparticles coated on the Si nanoparticles in an 
aqueous solution with an average diameter of 13 nm for Ag nanoparticles on 50 nm Si nanoparticles 
(Figure 4.2). The content of Ag nanoparticles was ~3 wt% as confirmed by inductively coupled plasma-
mass spectrometer (ICP-MS) analysis. Owing to their good dispersion in aqueous solution, Si@Ag 
nanoparticles are compatible with the stable GO suspension prepared using the modified Hummers 
method.31,32 The coaxial Si@Ag/GO fibers were produced by coagulation in a chitosan solution through 
polyionic complexation between negatively charged GO sheets and positively charged chitosan 
solution.33 The as-prepared core/shell Si@Ag/GO fibers exhibit mechanical stability due to the 
electrostatic interaction between chitosan and GO. The robust mechanical properties of coaxial fibers 
were also demonstrated by winding fibers with lengths of several tens of centimeters long around a 
glass rod (Figure 4.3). It is also important to note that this method is highly scalable for mass production 
of graphene based composites, benefiting from the solution-processable wet-spinning method. 
The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image in Figure 4.4a shows the successful 
enveloping of Si@Ag nanoparticles by the GO shells. The diameter of the Si@Ag/GO fibers is about 
380 m, including 270 m diameter of the Si@Ag core fibers. Once the coaxial fiber was produced, 
Si@Ag/GO underwent a reduction process by chemical and thermal protocols to enhance the electrical 
conductivity and the integrity of the resulting composite. As shown in Figure 4.4b,c and 4.5, the 
diameter of Si@Ag/GO fibers decreased after the reduction process to 360 m, including 233 ± 23.5 
m diameter of the core of Si@Ag fibers, and the shell thickness of the fibers was ranged from 15 to 
65 μm with an average thickness of 39.1 μm. The magnified SEM image of core Si@Ag fibers revealed 
that Si@Ag nanoparticles were uniformly confined and well interconnected with graphene sheets within 
the core (Figure 4.4d). The graphene sheets within the Si core fiber can play a critical role of enhancing 
the electrical conductivity and further reinforcing the mechanical strength of the Si core fiber together 
with the additional graphene shell. As a result, the double locked graphene structure of the coaxial fiber 
can accommodate a large volume change of the Si nanoparticles and facilitate the electron conduction 
from Li+ ions during the lithiation–delithiation process, by enhancing the interconnection between 






Figure. 4.2. (a) TEM image and (b) Magnified TEM image of Si@Ag particles. Ag particles with size 
of <20 nm were coated on the surface of Si particles and the content of Ag particles was ~3 wt% as 













Figure. 4.4. SEM images of (a) as-prepared Si@Ag/GO fibers and (b–d) the Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers 
after chemical and thermal reduction. (d) Magnified SEM image of internal structure of the core fiber 











Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to classify each contribution of Si and graphene 
in Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers in 60% O2 and 40% N2 condition. Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers showed 
decomposition at 500 oC by degradation of graphene, remaining the amount of about 57% and mass 
fraction was subsequently increased above 500 °C due to the oxidation of containing Si@Ag 
nanoparticles in core fibers (Figure 4.6a). In order to confirm the compositional ratio in 
Si@Ag/TRGO900, the individual Si@Ag nanoparticles and TRGO900 fibers were also analyzed because 
each content can be calculated by a simple equation (1).14 
 
W𝑆𝑖@𝐴𝑔X𝑆𝑖@𝐴𝑔 + W𝑇𝑅𝐺𝑂900(1 − X𝑆𝑖@𝐴𝑔) = W𝑆𝑖@𝐴𝑔/𝑇𝑅𝐺𝑂900              (1) 
 
where WSi@Ag, WTRGO900, and WSi@Ag/TRGO900 are residual weight percent of Si@Ag, TRGO900, and the 
Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers, respectively. XSi@Ag is the Si@Ag content in the Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers.  
Si@Ag was partially oxidized above 500 °C in O2 condition of TGA with a increase in mass (~115%). 
TRGO900 fibers without Si@Ag did not show any increment above 500 °C with remaining 9% resultant. 
As a result, Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers contained approximately 48 wt% TRGO900 and 52 wt% Si@Ag, 
respectively, without any residues. It shows that over 50 wt% of Si nanoparticles mixed with GO sheets 
were incorporated in the core because of the outstanding compatibility of aqueous Si@Ag nanoparticles 
with the stable GO suspension. 
We could also confirm the degree of reduction of Si@Ag/GO as different reduction process 
through TGA. In the case of Si@Ag/GO fibers, many oxygen-containing functional groups of GO such 
as carboxyl, hydroxyl, and epoxide groups accounting for about 36 wt% were mainly decomposed at 
200 °C (Figure 4.7). Some portion of oxygen-containing functional groups disappeared after hydrazine 
vapor reduction, but still remained (~16 wt%) in the 25–400 °C range of Si@Ag/CRGO fibers, while 
Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers did not show any decomposition of functional groups, indicating Si@Ag/GO 
fibers was entirely reduced. It means that additional thermal reduction is necessary for inhibiting the 
side reaction between functional groups and electrolyte as well as enhanced conductivity of fully 
reduced GO. 
The successful reduction of the graphene fiber is also supported by X-ray diffraction (XRD) 
analysis as presented in Figure 4.6b. After reduction, the broad XRD peak of GO at 11.9° disappeared 
and the new peak at 26.4° appeared, corresponding to the d-spacing of 0.338 nm which is close to that 
of natural graphite (0.335 nm), while Si@Ag/TRGO900 showed no significant change in the XRD 





Figure. 4.6. (a) TGA of Si@Ag nanoparticles, Si@Ag/TRGO900, and TRGO900 fibers in 60% O2 and 
40% N2 condition at a rate of 5 °C/min. (b) XRD of Si@Ag/GO and Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers with 





Figure. 4.7. TGA of (a) as-prepared Si@Ag/GO and (b) Si@Ag/CRGO. GO with many functional 
groups (e.g., carboxyl, hydroxyl and epoxide) in the Si@Ag/GO fibers was partially decomposed at 200 
oC and completely decomposed at above 500 oC. In the case of Si@Ag/CRGO, some of functional 





In order to investigate the effect of the architecture of double locked graphene on the Si 
nanoparticles, electrochemical properties of Si@Ag/TRGO900 and simple mixture of Si@Ag and 
TRGO900 as the anodes in LIBs were evaluated using a coin-type half cell (2016R) within 0.005–1.5 V 
(vs. Li/Li+). All samples were fabricated using the same composition. Simple mixed sample was 
physically mixed with two components, while Si@Ag/TRGO900 was obtained by the wet-spinning 
process that enables graphene to be applied both in the core and shell of the coaxial fibers. 
Figure 4.8 and 4.9 compare electrochemical performance for simple mixture and Si@Ag/GO 
fibers treated by different reduction processes. Si@Ag/TRGO900 exhibited a relatively low discharge 
(charge) capacities of 1423 mA h g–1 (1124 mA h g–1) with coulombic efficiency of 79.0% compared to 
simple mixed composite, 1603 mA h g–1 (1309 mA h g–1) with coulombic efficiency of 81.7%, at first 
cycle at 0.05 C rate (Figure 4.9a). It is obvious that Si@Ag/TRGO900 showed a better cycling 
performance with a charge capacity of 974 mA h g–1 after 100 cycles at 0.2 C rate, corresponding to 
86.7% capacity retention, while simple mixture showed the specific charge capacity of 959 mA h g-1 
after 100 cycles, corresponding to capacity retention of 73.3% through a normalized capacity by 
dividing the first charge capacity (Figure 4.9b). It is expected that the active Si materials in the simple 
mixture react more easily with Li ions by their large surface area exposed to the electrolyte, resulting 
in the high capacity at the first cycle. The cell with simple mixture, however, suffered from the severe 
capacity drop at initial few cycles due to the loss of active materials by significant structure destruction 
during continuous cycling. On the contrary, the cell with doubly protected Si@Ag/TRGO900 displayed 
stable cycle retention without a noticeable decline in capacity, in spite of the low capacity at the first 
cycle for the hindrance of Li ion diffusion by graphene.20,34,35 
Especially, the rate performance of Si@Ag/TRGO900 was superior to that of the simple mixture. 
The rate capabilities of both electrodes are plotted in Figure 4.9c. The improved electrochemical 
performances can be explained as follows: (i) the dual graphene-protected core/shell structure plays a 
key role in alleviating the mechanical stress on the Si nanoparticles during large volume change in 
cycling; and (ii) the uniform dispersion of Si nanoparticles in graphene layers in core fiber leads to a 
significant enhancement in the electrical conductivity of Si nanoparticles with the highly improved 
electron pathway than that of simple mixed sample. 
Reduction process has strongly affected the cell performance in Si@Ag/GO. Both 
Si@Ag/CRGO and Si@Ag/TRGO200 showed lower charge capacity and coulombic efficiency than 
Si@Ag/TRGO900 and simple mixture with TRGO900, which was completely reduced with enhanced 
electrical conductivity as shown in Figure 4.9a. This may be attributed to the functional groups that 
remained on the graphene fiber surface, and it can cause serious side reactions during the lithiation 
process in carbonate-based electrolytes.36 Even though all samples were fabricated via a wet-spinning 
process, the graphene layers irrespective of the position of the fibers were different depending on the 
reduction processes. Generally, poor electrochemical performance was observed when CRGO was used 
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as the anode in LIBs. However, the CRGO subjected to additional thermal reduction at high temperature 
showed much higher specific capacity, because functional groups on the GO surface was removed 
completely as confirmed by TGA analysis.34,37,38 As a result, the side reaction of the Si@Ag/TRGO900 
was significantly decreased compared to that of other samples with much higher specific capacity and 
coulombic efficiency. 
To verify excellent cycling and rate performances of Si@Ag/TRGO900 fibers, the 
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements of the simple mixture and the 
Si@Ag/TRGO900 were also performed on cycled (first and 50th) electrodes (Figure 4.10). According 
to the equivalent circuit, RS is the ohmic series resistance that is associated with the cell components, 
such as the electrolyte or other components. RSEI is the Li ion transfer resistance through the SEI layer, 
RCT is the charge transfer resistance, and W is the Warburg impedance about the Li ion diffusion into 
the active materials. The capacitor components were replaced by the constant phase elements (CPE1 
and CPE2). In the EIS spectra, the total cell resistance of the simple mixture and the Si@Ag/TRGO900 
were 88 and 78  after the first cycle, respectively. After 50th cycles, the total resistance of the simple 
mixture was 122 , while that of the Si@Ag/TRGO900 was 102 . Although the values of both 
electrodes increased after 50th cycles, the total resistance in the core/shell structured Si@Ag/TRGO900 
increased less than that in the simple mixture. It is attributed that the double locked graphene layers 
enhance the structural integrity and electrical conductivity of the Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes during 
charge and discharge cycles. Another noticeable point is that most of surfaces of the electrodes 
consisting of Si and graphene were covered with SEI layers after long cycling. As the electrode was 
fabricated with a mixture of conducting agent and binder, it was hard to discern the architecture of 
coaxial fibers; nonetheless, we found that the overall electrode structure did not undergo severe volume 
changes causing deterioration of cycling performance (Figure 4.11). 
Furthermore, we investigated electrochemical properties of Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes 
without a conducting agent (Figure 4.12). In most of LIBs, the conducting agent has been used to 
facilitate electron transport between active materials. Since the cell does not operate in the absence of 
conducting agents in Si anode, the incorporation of conducting agent into Si anode materials is essential 
to overcome its low intrinsic electrical property. Thus, it would be meaningful to investigate cell 
performance of the electrode without conducting agent in Si anode system. Because TRGO900 could 
provide a high electrical conductivity to Si nanoparticles, it was expected not to require additional 
conducting agent like super P carbon black. 
As such, TRGO900 fibers were used as the anode, the first discharge and charge capacities were 
503 mA h g–1 and 210 mA h g–1, respectively, with a coulombic efficiency of 41.7%. After 100 cycles 
at 0.2 C rate, the charge capacity was 196 mA h g–1, corresponding to the capacity retention of 93.3% 
compared to the first cycle. In addition, the Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrode without a conducting agent 
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showed discharge and charge capacities of 1204 mA h g–1 and 960 mA h g–1, respectively, with a 
coulombic efficiency of 79.7% and the charge capacity was 766 mA h g–1 after 100 cycles, 
corresponding to the capacity retention of 79.8%. The charge capacity of Si@Ag with conducting agent 
after 100 cycles at 0.2 C rate was 1320 mA h g–1 with the first charge capacity of 1550 mA h g–1; 
however without a conducting agent, it exhibited severe deterioration of cycling performance.30 
Although the specific capacity of Si@Ag/TRGO900 without any other conducting agent was slightly 
lower than that of the Si@Ag and Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrode with the conducting agent, it showed 
relatively good cycling retention, because TRGO900 that provides an electrical pathway could 
compensate for the lower electrical conductivity of the Si nanoparticles. This result suggests that the 
double locked Si@Ag/TRGO900 fiber electrode fabricated by wet-spinning exhibits enough electrical 
conductivity even in the absence of conducting agents leading to significantly improved electrochemical 






Figure. 4.8. Cycling performance of various reduced Si@Ag/GO electrodes at different temperatures. 
 
 
Figure. 4.9. Electrochemical evaluation of Si@Ag/CRGO, Si@Ag/TRGO fibers and a simple mixture 
of Si@Ag and TRGO900: (a) First cycle and (b) charge capacity normalized cycling performance with 
different reduction processes. (c) Rate capabilities (0.2–10 C) of simple mixture and Si@Ag/TRGO900. 
The first cycle voltage profiles were obtained at 0.05 C rate. 
 
 
Figure. 4.10. Electrochemical impedance spectra (EIS) of (a) simple mixture and (b) core/shell 
structured Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes after first and 50th cycles. The inset in part b represents the 











Figure. 4.12. Electrochemical evaluation of Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrode prepared without a conducting 
agent. (a) First cycle voltage profiles of TRGO900 and Si@Ag/TRGO900 electrodes were obtained at 
0.05 C rate in the voltage ranges of 0.005–1.5 V. (b) Cycling performances of TRGO900 and 






We presented a facile process based on wet spinning to fabricate graphene-enveloped Si@Ag 
fibers with a core/shell structure. After additional chemical and thermal reduction, the graphene sheets 
were found to have fewer structural defects with a significant enhancement in the electrical conductivity. 
This treatment led to improved electrochemical performances, including a high reversible capacity, 
stable cycling retention, and superior rate capabilities in LIBs. In addition, the double locked Ag-coated 
Si-graphene core/shell structure not only alleviated large volume change, but also markedly improved 
the electrical conductivity of Si nanoparticles. Furthermore, we demonstrated that Si@Ag/TRGO900 
can be used without the addition of conducting agents. This simple and versatile method can be extended 
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Chapter 5.  
Architecture-Controlled Functional Separators 
 




Alternative materials obtained from natural resources have recently garnered considerable 
attention as an innovative solution to bring unprecedented advances in various energy storage systems. 
Here, we present a new class of heterolayered nanomat-based hierarchical/asymmetric porous 
membrane with synergistically coupled chemical activity as a nanocellulose-mediated green material 
strategy to develop smart battery separator membranes far beyond their current state-of-the-art 
counterparts. This membrane consists of a terpyridine (TPY)-functionalized cellulose nanofibril (CNF) 
nanoporous thin mat as the top layer and an electrospun polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP)/polyacrylonitrile 
(PAN) macroporous thick mat as the support layer. The hierarchical/asymmetric porous structure of the 
heterolayered nanomat is rationally designed with consideration of the trade-off between leakage 
current and ion transport rate. The TPY (to chelate Mn2+ ions) and PVP (to capture hydrofluoric acid)-
mediated chemical functionalities bring a synergistic coupling in suppressing Mn2+-induced adverse 
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The rapidly approaching smart energy era, which will enjoy the widespread popularity of 
electric vehicles (EVs), grid-scale energy storage systems (ESSs) and flexible/wearable electronics, is 
strongly pushing us to develop advanced rechargeable batteries with reliable electrochemical 
performance.1-3 As an innovative solution to address this challenging issue and also to fuel the 
sustainable growth of battery technologies, natural-resource-based alternative materials beyond the 
current state-of-the-art synthetic products have recently drawn substantial attention. Among the various 
eco-friendly materials reported to date, cellulose has been highlighted as a promising building block 
because of its natural abundance, low cost, physicochemical robustness, biocompatibility, lightweight, 
and recyclability.4,5 Enormous efforts have been undertaken to use cellulose as an alternative natural 
material for a wide variety of rechargeable power sources such as lithium-ion and sodium-ion batteries 
and supercapacitors, with a focus on potential applications in electrode binders, mechanical buffers of 
metallic anodes, porous current collectors and separator membranes.6-9 
In the relentless pursuit of next-generation high-performance/high-safety batteries, a great deal 
of research interest should be devoted to the separator membranes as well as the electrodes and 
electrolytes. Internal short-circuit failure occurring between the electrodes, which is considered a 
primary cause of cell fires or explosions, can be prevented by separator membranes.10-12 Meanwhile, as 
an essential prerequisite for activating the electrochemical reaction in batteries, ions should reach 
electrodes via the electrolyte-filled porous channels of the separator membrane. Given such an 
important function of separator membranes in the ion transport between electrodes, introducing novel 
chemical functionalities to separator membranes is expected to bring unprecedented benefits to battery 
performance. For example, unwanted by-products in electrolytes, such as manganese ions (Mn2+) 
dissolved from lithium manganese oxide electrode materials13,14 and hydrofluoric acid (HF) generated 
by side reactions between residual water and lithium salts,15 are known to result in serious capacity loss 
during charge/discharge cycling. These by-products can be captured by separator membranes bearing 
suitable chemical functionality prior to reaching the electrodes. Unfortunately, very few studies have 
been performed to develop functionalized separator membranes, including the partial modification of 
polyolefin microporous membranes16,17 and electrospun nonwovens.18 In particular, the theoretical-
understanding-based design and synthesis of chemically active groups in functional separator 
membranes, along with concurrent endeavors to promote ion transport kinetics, have not been reported. 
Herein, intrigued by the facile functionalization of nanocellulose via its rich hydroxyl moieties, 
we propose a green material strategy for the development of next-generation separator membranes that 
can address the aforementioned long-standing challenges (i.e., internal short-circuit safety failure, ion 
transport kinetics, and chemical functionality). Specifically, we present a new class of heterolayered-
nanomat-based hierarchical/asymmetric porous membranes with synergistically-coupled chemical 
activity (referred to as the c-mat separator). The c-mat separator is composed of a terpyridine (TPY)-
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functionalized cellulose nanofibril (TPY-CNF) thin nanoporous mat as the top layer and an electrospun 
polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP)/polyacrylonitrile (PAN) thick macroporous mat as the support layer. The 
TPY-CNF top layer is seamlessly integrated with the PVP/PAN support layer by a vacuum-assisted 
infiltration process. The TPY molecules, because of their electron-rich nitrogen groups in an array of 
π-conjugated geometries, readily coordinate with metals to form bis(terpyridine)/metal complexes 
[M(TPY)2].19,20 In this study, Mn2+ ions (dissolved from LiMn2O4 (LMO) are chosen as model metal 
ions dissolved in liquid electrolytes. Notably, the Mn2+-chelating capability of TPY in TPY-CNF is 
theoretically investigated using density functional theory (DFT) calculations and molecular dynamics 
(MD) simulations. The TPY-CNF, in conjunction with the PVP acting as a HF scavenger, provides 
synergistic coupling in suppressing Mn2+-induced adverse effects. In addition to this unusual chemical 
functionality, another salient feature of the c-mat separator is the one-dimensional (1D) fiber-based 
heterolayered nanomat architecture, which enables the construction of a hierarchical/asymmetric porous 
structure. In the thin top layer, nanoscale pores are formed between densely piled TPY-CNFs, thereby 
preventing leakage current between the electrodes. The macroporous electrospun PVP/PAN mat allows 
fast and facile ion transport through its highly developed, micrometer-sized porous channels that 
function like ionic highways. Benefiting from the aforementioned structural/chemical uniqueness, the 
c-mat separator is anticipated to provide substantial improvements in battery performance far beyond 







5.1.3.1 Synthesis of terpyridine (TPY) ligand.  
Potassium hydroxide (KOH) pellets (1.15 g) and 23 mL of ammonia (28%) were added to a 
mixture of 2-acetylpyridine (1.685 mL) and 4-cyanobenzaldehyde (0.98 g) in anhydrous ethanol (50 
mL), and the resulting mixture was stirred for 24 h at 34 ºC. The mixture was subsequently cooled in 
an ice bath and processed using vacuum filtration with a washing step using ice-cold anhydrous ethanol. 
The filtered powder was recrystallized with anhydrous ethanol, resulting in a pure white powder. One 
gram of the obtained white powder dissolved in 35 mL of THF was slowly added via a syringe pump 
to a solution of lithium aluminium hydride (0.50 g) dissolved in 35 mL of THF. The mixture was stirred 
for 12 h at 25 ºC under a nitrogen atmosphere. After the reaction, an additional 50 mL of THF was 
added and the mixture was subsequently processed using vacuum filtration with vigorous washing with 
THF. The filtered yellowish solution was evaporated using a rotary evaporator. The resulting powder 
was dissolved in dichloromethane (DCM), and HCl gas was then pumped into the solution for 90 min. 
The formed precipitate was filtered and dissolved in deionized (DI) water. To further purify the 
synthesized TPY, a 0.10 M NaOH solution was added to the aqueous solution and extracted with DCM. 
The extract was evaporated and then dissolved in 0.10 M HCl solution to a concentration of 30 mg 
mL−1.  
 
5.1.3.2 Synthesis of functionalized nanocellulose with TPY (TPY-CNF).  
The nanocellulose suspension was produced by repeated high-pressure homogenization of 
pretreated wood cellulose powders (particle size ~45 µm, KC Flock, Nippon Paper Chemicals) in water. 
The detailed procedure for preparing the CNF suspension is described in our previous publications.2 To 
oxidize the nanocellulose, a 0.50 wt% cellulose suspension (100 mL) was mixed with 2,2,6,6-
tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO, 14.75 mg), sodium bromide (NaBr, 162 mg) and 5 wt% sodium 
hypochlorite solution (NaClO, 10 mL) for 6 h. The resulting mixture was washed with DI water by 
centrifugation. This oxidized nanocellulose suspension (50 mL) was then reacted with the as-
synthesized TPY solution (4.0 mL) for 12 h in the presence of N-ethyl-N′-(3-
dimethylaminopropyl)carbodiimide methiodide (EDC, 238 mg). The resulting suspension was washed 
with DI water by centrifugation. 
 
5.1.3.3 DFT calculations.  
To compare the binding energy of Mn2+ complexes, we performed DFT calculations using the 
Gaussian 09 program.3 Mn2+(PP3), Mn2+(Glc), and Mn2+(TPY) were introduced as model complexes for 
the PP, CNF, and TPY, respectively. The spin multiplicity for the ground state of Mn2+ complexes was 
set to sextet. Geometry optimizations were calculated at the level of B3LYP/6-31G(d, p), and accurate 
single-point energies were obtained at the level of B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) from the optimized 
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geometries. The basis set superposition error (BSSE) corrections were also considered in the binding 
energy calculations. 
 
5.1.3.4 MD simulations.  
To test the binding stability of Mn2+ ions, we performed all-atom MD simulations using the 
AMBER force field.4,5 Microcrystalline models (approximately 6 nm in both length and width) of 
syndiotactic PP, cellulose I, and cellulose I with 4 TPY groups were placed in parallel with the xy-
plane of the simulation box. In the case of cellulose, the (010) exposed surface was built using the 
Cellulose-Builder toolkit.6 The Mn2+ ions were set to be positioned at each model surface, and the 
simulation box was then filled with 1,600 EC molecules and 8 PF6− ions. The generalized AMBER 
forcefield (GAFF) parameters4 were used for the PP, EC, and TPY group, and the cellulose was 
parameterized by the GLYCAM06 forcefield.5 The PF6− ion model was taken from the literature.7 All 
partial charges on the PP, EC, and TPY group were calculated using the AM1-BCC method in 
AmberTools14.8 The MD simulations and visualizations were performed using the Amber14 and VMD 
software packages,9 respectively. After the energy of the initial conformation was minimized, each 
system was relaxed by a 100-ps canonical (NVT) and 500-ps isothermal-isobaric (NPT) MD simulation 
at 330 K. For the production run, long NPT MD simulations were calculated at 333 K and P = 1 bar 
using the Langevin thermostat with a collision frequency of 1.0 ps−1 and the Berendsen barostat with a 
coupling constant of 2.0 ps. The cutoff distance of 1.0 nm and the particle mesh Ewald (PME) method 
were applied to the short-range nonbonding interactions and the long-range electrostatic interactions, 
respectively. All bond lengths involving H atoms were constrained with the SHAKE algorithm,10 and a 
time step of 2 fs was used. 
 
5.1.3.5 Structural design and fabrication of the c-mat separator.  
To fabricate the electrospun macroporous mat, we used electrospinning with PVP/PAN blends. 
The blended PAN (molecular weight = 150,000 g mol−1) and PVP (molecular weight = 1,300,000 g 
mol−1) solution was prepared by dissolving the polymers in dimethylacetamide (DMAc) at 70 ºC for 12 
h, where the total polymer concentration was 20 wt.% and the relative composition ratio of PVP/PAN 
was 50/50 (w/w). The electrospinning conditions were 8.0 kV and a feed rate of 3.5 L min−1. The 
resulting electrospun PVP/PAN mat was collected on a stainless steel plate positioned 10 cm from the 
nozzles. After being roll-pressed at room temperature, a freestanding macroporous electrospun mat 
(thickness ~19 m) was produced. The c-mat separators were fabricated via a simple vacuum-assisted 
infiltration process. The TPY-CNF suspension was poured onto a PVP/PAN mat positioned inside a 
porcelain Büchner funnel and then subjected to a vacuum to infiltrate the porous mat, leading to the 
formation of a hierarchical/asymmetric porous structure. The thickness of the TPY-CNF layer was 
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controlled by varying the amount of the TPY-CNF suspension. The final c-mat separator (thickness ~20 
m) was obtained with a 1-m-thick TPY-CNF layer. A commercial PP/PE/PP separator (thickness 
~20 m, Celgard) was chosen as the control sample.  
 
5.1.3.6 Characterizations of TPY-CNF.  
The 1H NMR spectra of TPY were acquired using a VNMRS 600 spectrometer operated at 600 
MHz; the samples were dissolved in DMSO solvent. A mass analysis of TPY was carried by mass 
spectroscopy (450-GC & 320-MS, Bruker). Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectra were collected 
using an FT-IR spectrophotometer (670-IR, Varian). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS, Thermo 
Fisher, K-alpha) was used to detect the chemical state of TPY-CNF. 
 
5.1.3.7 Physicochemical characterizations of the c-mat separator.  
The surface and cross-sectional morphologies of the separators were characterized by field 
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi) in conjunction with energy-dispersive X-
ray spectroscopy (EDS). The pore size distribution of the c-mat separator was measured using mercury 
intrusion porosimetry (AutoPore IV 9500, Micromeritics Instrument Corp.). The thermal shrinkage of 
the separators was evaluated by measuring their (area-based) dimensional change after exposure to 150 
ºC for 0.5 h. For the electrochemical characterization of the separators, a liquid electrolyte of 1 M LiPF6 
in EC/DEC (1/1 (v/v), Soulbrain) was employed. The electrolyte wettability of the separators was 
quantitatively estimated by measuring the separators’ electrolyte immersion height. 
 
5.1.3.8 Electrochemical properties of the c-mat separator. 
The electrochemical stability window of the separators was measured by a linear sweep 
voltammetry experiment performed on a working electrode of stainless steel and a counter and reference 
electrode of lithium metal at a scan rate of 1.0 mV s−1. The open-circuit voltage (OCV) drop in the fully 
charged cell (at a current density of 0.2 C) was monitored as a function of elapsed time. The ionic 
conductivity of the separator was examined by AC impedance analysis (VSP classic, Bio-Logic) over 
the frequency range from 10−2 to 106 Hz. A pouch-type cell (width × length = 30 × 40 mm2) was 
assembled by sandwiching a separator  between the LMO cathode (LMO/carbon black/PVdF = 92/3/5 
w/w/w, areal mass loading = 17 mg cm−2) and the Li metal anode (the TPY-CNF top layer was in contact 
with the LMO cathode while the PVP/PAN support layer faced the Li metal anode), and the cell was 
activated by being filled with the liquid electrolyte (1 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC = 1/1 v/v). The cell 





5.1.4 Results and Discussion 
To produce TPY-functionalized CNFs (TPY-CNFs), we rationally designed the synthetic 
reaction steps as follows (Figure 5.1.1a). Pristine CNFs were obtained through the repeated high-
pressure mechanical disintegration of wood pulp.21,22 The surface modification of CNFs was conducted 
using TEMPO-mediated oxidation to generate carboxylic acid/carboxylate groups that act as reactive 
branching sites. Because of the presence of the more hydrophilic carboxylate moiety, the solubility of 
the oxidized CNFs was enhanced in the aqueous suspension, yielding a lower viscosity (3.00 ± 1.79 cP) 
compared to that of the pristine CNF suspension (8.46 ± 0.37 cP). Meanwhile, amine-containing TPY 
molecules were synthesized and confirmed by 1H NMR and mass spectrometry (Figure 5.1.2). As-
synthesized TPY was then conjugated with carboxylate groups on the oxidized CNFs in the presence 
of N-ethyl-N’-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide methiodide (EDC), eventually leading to the 
TPY-CNFs. 
The functional groups of the synthesized TPY-CNFs were identified through analysis of the 
corresponding FT-IR spectra (Figure 5.1.1b). For both the oxidized CNFs and TPY-CNFs, the 
introduction of carboxylate groups caused the appearance of the C=O stretching vibration peak at 1,610 
cm−1, which was absent in the spectrum of the pristine CNFs. In the spectrum of the TPY-CNFs, new 
peaks were observed at 1,468 and 791 cm−1, which were attributed to N–H bending and rocking of 
amide, respectively, indicating the successful amide coupling by EDC chemistry. The TPY molecule 
bonded to the CNFs was further verified by analyzing the XPS spectra (Figure 5.1.1c). The 
characteristic N 1s peaks of the TPY-CNFs were observed at 402.1 (amide) and 399.3 eV (pyridinic-







Figure 5.1.1. Synthesis of TPY-functionalized cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs). (a) Illustration of a TPY-
functionalized CNF. (b) FT-IR spectra of CNF 1, oxidized CNF 2, and TPY-functionalized CNF 7. (c) 








The c-mat separator was fabricated using a vacuum-assisted infiltration technique analogous 
to the traditional paper-making process.23-25 The as-obtained TPY-CNF suspension was poured onto an 
electrospun PVP/PAN mat positioned inside a porcelain Büchner funnel. The uniform dispersion of the 
nanometre-scale TPY-CNF suspension is shown in the inset of Figure 5.1.3a. After the vacuum 
infiltration followed by solvent removal, a self-standing c-mat separator was successfully produced. A 
schematic depicting the overall fabrication procedure of the c-mat separator is provided in Figure 5.1.3a.  
The structural uniqueness of the c-mat separator was characterized with a particular focus on 
its hierarchical/asymmetric porous morphology. A scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of the 
c-mat separator shows that the 1D nanofibers (i.e., the TPY-CNFs) are densely packed and uniformly 
distributed over a wide area of the TPY-CNF mat, generating a number of nanoscale pores formed 
between the compactly piled TPY-CNFs (Figure 5.1.3b). Meanwhile, an EDS image reveals the 
presence of TPY molecules (their nitrogen atoms are represented in green) chemically linked to the 
CNFs. The opposite side of the c-mat separator was the electrospun PVP/PAN mat serving as a support 
layer (Figure 5.1.3c). Compared with the TPY-CNFs, the electrospun PVP/PAN fibers have a larger 
micron-sized diameter, thus yielding a highly interconnected macroporous structure in the resultant 
PVP/PAN support layer. A cross-sectional SEM image shows that the thin TPY-CNF mat (top layer) 
was integrated with the thick PVP/PAN mat (support layer) and that a hierarchical/asymmetric porous 
structure developed in the through-thickness direction (Figure 5.1.3d). 
To check the structural/dimensional robustness of the c-mat separator, tape tests were 
conducted. No appreciable amount of TPY-CNFs or PVP/PAN fibers was detached from the c-mat 
separator (Figure 5.1.3e). Additionally, upon repeated crumpling/uncrumpling cycles, the c-mat 






Figure 5.1.3. Fabrication and structural/physical characterizations of the c-mat separator. (a) Schematic 
depicting the overall fabrication procedure of the c-mat separator. SEM images of the (b) top, (c) bottom 
sides, and (d) cross-section of the asymmetric c-mat separator and an elemental mapping image of 
nitrogen. (e) A tape test using commercial Scotch tape, a crumpling test of the c-mat, and an SEM image 






We note again that a morphological feature of the c-mat separator is the heterolayered 
nanomat-enabled hierarchical/asymmetric porous structure (i.e., the combination of the nanoporous 
structure (the TPY-CNF top layer) and the macroporous one (the PVP/PAN support layer)). To 
elucidate the advantageous effect of this structural uniqueness on the electrochemical performance of 
cells, a PVP/PAN mat and a TPY-CNF mat were fabricated as model separators and subsequently 
compared with the c-mat separator. The porous morphology and pore size distribution (PSD) of the 
separator samples examined herein are shown in Figure 3a–c. The PVP/PAN separator (Figure 5.1.4a) 
clearly exhibited large-sized macropores, and the average diameter was estimated from the PSD to be 
~1,000 nm. In comparison, the nanoporous structure (average diameter ~10 nm) formed from the 
densely packed TPY-CNFs was observed at the TPY-CNF separator (Figure 5.1.4b). Notably, the c-
mat separator exhibited the hierarchical (nanoporous-macroporous)/asymmetric porous structure in the 
through-thickness direction (Figure 5.1.4c), which was further verified by the bimodal pore size 
distribution.  
The drop in the open-circuit voltage (OCV) and the discharge C-rate capability of the cells 
assembled with the aforementioned separators were characterized; the results are discussed in terms of 
the separators’ porous structures.26 The OCV drop test (Figure 5.1.4d), which is known to be an 
indicator of self-discharge behaviour in cells, showed that the cell containing the macroporous 
PVP/PAN separator failed to maintain its charge voltage over time, revealing that the micrometer-scale 
pore size of the PVP/PAN separator is too large to sufficiently prevent leakage current between the 
electrodes. By contrast, no appreciable drop in the OCV was observed at the c-mat separator, which 
appeared to be comparable to that of a commercial PP/PE/PP separator. The OCV results demonstrate 
that the nanoporous TPY-CNF top layer in the c-mat separator plays a critical role in suppressing 
leakage current. 
Despite the beneficial contribution of the TPY-CNF top layer, its nanoporous structure may 
limit the ionic flux through the layer, thus negatively affecting the electrochemical performance of cells. 
To address this concern, various c-mat separators with TPY-CNF top layers of various thicknesses were 
fabricated. Figure 5.1.4e shows the effect of the top layer thickness on the discharge capacity of cells 
assembled with c-mat separators, wherein half-cells (i.e., LMO cathode/separator/Li metal anode) were 
charged at a constant current density of 0.2 C and were discharged at various current densities (0.2 – 
5.0 C) in the voltage range from 3.0 to 4.3 V. As the top layer thickness was increased from 1 to 10 m, 
the discharge capacities tended to decrease; which became more pronounced at higher discharge current 
densities. Notably, a serious drop in discharge capacities was observed at a thickness of 10 m. The 
detailed discharge profiles of the cells are provided in Figure 5.1.5. These results demonstrate that the 
TPY-CNF top layer, because of its relatively less-developed porous structure, acts as a resistive layer 
to ionic conduction; they also demonstrate that the excessively large thickness of the top layer causes 
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cell polarization, eventually deteriorating the discharge capacities, particularly at high current densities. 
One noteworthy finding is that the c-mat separator with the TPY-CNF top layer (thickness = 1 m) 
delivered higher discharge capacities than the PP/PE/PP separator over a wide range of current densities, 
demonstrating that finely tuning the thickness of the nanoporous TPY-CNF top layer, in association 
with the integrated macroporous PVP/PAN support layer (acting as an ionic highway), allows fast/facile 
ion transport while simultaneously preventing the leakage current between the electrodes. In other 
words, under the condition that leakage current of cells is strictly suppressed, the thinner top layer is 
beneficial for achieving the faster ion transport, eventually leading to the superior cell performance. 
Future works will be devoted to fine-tuning porous structure of the top and support layers by 
material/process control, which is expected to allow additional decrease in the thickness of the top layer. 
Schematics depicting the effects of the porous structure of the separators on the leakage current and on 





Figure 5.1.4. Comparison of the separators. Schematic and pore size distribution of the (a) PVP/PAN 
electrospun mat, (b) TPY-CNF, and (c) TPY-CNF on PVP/PAN (c-mat). (d) OCV profiles of the cells 
(LMO cathode/Li metal anode), where the cells were charged to 4.3 V at a constant current density of 
0.2 C and their voltage drop was measured as a function of the elapsed time. (e) Discharge rate 





Figure 5.1.5. Discharge profiles of cells assembled with (a) PP/PE/PP separator and c-mat separator 





In addition to the aforementioned structural uniqueness, another salient feature of the c-mat 
separator is the chemical functionalities achieved by TPY-CNFs (in the top layer) and PVP (in the 
support layer). We theoretically investigated the metal ion (here, Mn2+ ion) chelation of TPY-CNFs by 
performing DFT calculations. As a control, a plain PP separator was chosen. Considering the possible 
binding sites of Mn2+ ions, the PP, CNF, and TPY were simplified to trimers of PP (PP3), α-D-glucose 
(Glc), and TPY molecules, respectively. The optimized geometries and binding energies of the Mn2+ 
complex were calculated at the B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)//B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level with BSSE 
corrections using the Gaussian 09 program.27 
On the basis of the binding energy of the Mn2+(PP3) complex, Figure 5.1.6a–c show that 
Mn2+(Glc) and Mn2+(TPY) complexes have large differences in their binding energies, which are 31.69 
kcal mol−1 and 130.80 kcal mol−1, respectively. Whereas the Mn–H interaction is dominant in the 
Mn2+(PP3) complex, the optimized geometry of the Mn2+(Glc) complex indicates a relatively strong 
interaction between the Mn2+ ion and the lone-pair electrons in the hydroxyl oxygen atom. In particular, 
the high binding energy of the Mn2+(TPY) complex results from the electrostatic interactions and charge 
transfer between the Mn2+ ion and the pyridine groups in TPY with the coordinated structure. 
The binding stability of the Mn2+ ions on the model surfaces of PP, CNFs, and TPY-CNFs was 
also investigated using MD simulations. The calculations were performed using the AMBER 14 
software;28 the detailed procedure is described in the Experimental section. The Mn2+ ions were initially 
positioned at each model surface on the basis of the geometries determined from the DFT calculations. 
In the NPT simulations of 400 ns at 333 K, the z-axis position of the Mn2+ ions was tracked during the 
last 100 ns. 
As shown in Figure 5.1.6d, the Mn2+ ions were located in the region of the ethylene carbonate 
(EC) solvent while being detached from the PP surface. The probability of the z-axis position shows 
that Mn2+ ions could move freely in the EC solvent, representing the absence of specific interactions 
between the Mn2+ ions and the PP surface. By contrast, the nanocellulose surface still held a Mn2+ ion 
by the hydroxyl groups of the glucose unit after 400 ns (Figure 5.1.6e). The high probability around 
the CNF surface demonstrates that Mn2+ ions have relatively strong interactions with the CNF surface 
compared with that of PP. As expected, the terpyridine groups in the TPY-CNFs maintained their 
coordination structure with the Mn2+ ions during the MD simulation (Figure 5.1.6f) because of the high 
interaction energy between them. As a result, the probability of the z-axis position of the Mn2+ ions is 
obviously concentrated at the surface of the TPY-CNFs.  
On the basis of the aforementioned simulation results, the Mn2+ ion binding capability of the 
TPY-CNFs was experimentally verified. The TPY-CNFs, along with the PP/PE/PP separator and the 
pristine CNFs, were soaked in 1 M MnCl2 solution, and the change in their XPS Mn 2p spectra was 
analyzed (Figure 5.1.6g–i). The TPY-CNFs showed the appearance of Mn 2p peaks, whereas no 
appreciable Mn 2p peaks were observed at the PP/PE/PP separator or the pristine CNFs. Furthermore, 
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the deconvoluted peaks of the TPY-CNFs shifted downwards from 654.1 (Mn 2P1/2), 645.8 (MnO 
satellite) and 642.1 eV (Mn 2P3/2) to 653.4, 644.7 and 641.1 eV, respectively, verifying metal-ligand 
coordination via the electron-donating of the TPY ligands. The aforementioned theoretical (by DFT 
calculations and MD simulations) and experimental (by XPS spectra) analyses together demonstrate the 
exceptional functionality of the TPY-CNF in Mn2+ chelation, which is therefore anticipated to play a 
viable role as a chemically active component of the c-mat battery separator.  
The pyrrolidone rings of PVP, enabled by their Lewis basicity, are known to effectively 
scavenge HF dissolved in the electrolyte solution.29 However, the bare PVP mat (without a PAN 
component) was chemically vulnerable to the electrolyte solution, resulting in the loss of its dimensional 
stability (Figure 5.1.7a). This problem with PVP was resolved by exploiting a polymer blending 
strategy in which PAN was mixed with PVP. At the composition ratio of 50/50 (w/w), the resultant 
PVP/PAN mats maintained their dimensional integrity in the electrolyte solution (Figure 5.1.7b). As a 
supplementary experiment to identify the HF-scavenging capability, the PVP/PAN mat was soaked for 
24 h in an electrolyte solution (1 M LiPF6 in EC/diethyl carbonate (DEC) = 1/1 v/v) containing 100 
ppm HF, and the change in its XPS spectra was monitored (Figure 5.1.8). The characteristic N 1s peak 
assigned to the nitrogen of pyrrolidone shifted upwards, and a new peak appeared at approximately 
400.5 eV, indicating the possible formation of new N–H bonds between pyrrolidone and HF. In 
comparison, no appreciable change in the N 1s peak was observed for the electrolyte-soaked PAN mat. 






Figure 5.1.6. Mn2+ ion binding capability of TPY-CNF. B3LYP/6-31G(d,p)-optimized geometries of 
(a) Mn2+(PP3), (b) Mn2+(Glc), and (c) Mn2+(TPY) complexes with the relative binding energies from 
DFT calculations at B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p) level, including BSSE corrections. Equilibrium 
morphologies after a 400 ns MD simulation at 333 K and normalized z-axis position probability of Mn2+ 
ions for the last 100 ns on the surface of (d) PP, (e) cellulose, and (f) TPY-cellulose. Violet beads 
represent the Mn2+ ions, and the ethylene carbonate solvent is shown as a transparent surface for clarity. 






Figure 5.1.7. A photograph showing the structural disruption of the electrospun mat after the mat was 
immersed in a liquid electrolyte (1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC = 1/1 (v/v)): (a) PVP electrospun mat and (b) 




Figure 5.1.8. Variation in the XPS spectra (characteristic peak of nitrogen atoms) of PVP/PAN or PAN 
films after the films were swelled in a liquid electrolyte (1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/DEC = 1/1 v/v) containing 




Prior to exploring the electrochemical performance of the c-mat separator for use in lithium-
ion batteries, we characterized its basic membrane properties. The c-mat separator exhibited a higher 
ion conductivity than the PP/PE/PP separator, which was further confirmed by comparison of their air 
permeability (represented by the Gurley value) and their porosity (Table 5.1.1). These results 
demonstrate the c-mat separator’s superior ionic flux stemming from its unusual 
hierarchical/asymmetric porous structure. The linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) results showed that the 
c-mat separator was electrochemically stable to 4.5 V (vs. Li/Li+), comparable to the stability of the 
PP/PE/PP separator (Figure 5.1.9a). The c-mat separator, as a consequence of its polar components and 
well-developed porous structure, exhibited a higher electrolyte-immersion height (i.e., better electrolyte 
wettability) than the PP/PE/PP separator (Figure 5.1.9b). This superior wettability was further 
underscored by examining charge/discharge profiles of cells containing extremely polar electrolyte 
(here, 1 M LiPF6 in EC/PC = 1/1 (v/v)) was chosen as a representative electrolyte). The cell (LMO 
cathode/separator/Li4Ti5O12 anode) assembled with the c-mat separator showed the normal 
charge/discharge behavior and the stable cycling performance whereas the cell with the PP/PE/PP 
separator was unable to be electrochemically activated (Figure 5.1.9c). No thermal shrinkage was 
observed in the c-mat separator upon exposure to 150 ºC/0.5 h (Figure 5.1.9d), demonstrating its 
excellent thermal tolerance compared to that of the PP/PE/PP separator. 
To investigate the effects of the c-mat separator on cell performance, a pouch-type cell (width 
× length = 30 × 40 mm2) was assembled with a LMO cathode and a Li metal anode, in which the TPY-
CNF top layer was in contact with the LMO cathode while the PVP/PAN support layer faced the Li 
metal anode. The c-mat separator, because of its faster ion transport rate (Table 5.1.1), exhibited a 
higher discharge capacity than the PP/PE/PP separator over a wide range of discharge current densities 
(ranging from 0.2 to 5.0 C), which became more noticeable at higher discharge current densities (Figure 
5.1.10a). To further highlight the advantageous effect of the c-mat separator, electrochemical 
performance of a full cell (comprising LiCoO2 (LCO) cathode and natural graphite anode) was 
examined. The full cell was assembled by sandwiching a separator between LCO cathode (LCO/carbon 
black/PVdF binder = 95/2/3 (w/w/w)) and natural graphite anode (natural graphite/carbon black/PVdF 
binder = 90/2/8 (w/w/w)) and then activated by filling the liquid electrolyte. The cells were charged at 
a constant current density of 0.2 C and were discharged at various current densities (0.2 – 5.0 C) under 
a voltage range of 3.0 - 4.2 V. Similar to the result obtained with the half cells, the c-mat separator 
showed the better discharge C-rate capability than the PP/PE/PP separator (Figure 5.1.10b). 
The cycling performance of cells was examined, and the cells were cycled between 3.0 and 4.3 
V at a charge/discharge current density of 1.0C/1.0C. At room temperature, the c-mat separator 
exhibited a cycling performance superior to that of the PP/PE/PP separator (Figure 5.1.10c). This 
advantageous effect of the c-mat separator was more pronounced during the high-temperature (60 ºC) 
cycling test. The cell incorporating the c-mat separator delivered stable charge/discharge profiles for 
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100 cycles (Figure 5.1.11a). By comparison, the cell with the PP/PE/PP separator showed a sharp decay 
in the capacity and large cell polarization after 100 cycles (see the inset of Figure 5.1.11a), which were 
mainly attributed to undesirable Mn2+ dissolution from the LMO active materials at high temperatures, 
as previously reported.18,30,31 The capacity retention after 100 cycles was estimated to be approximately 
80% for the c-mat separator compared to 5% for the PP/PE/PP separator (Figure 5.1.11b). This superior 
capacity retention of the c-mat separator was confirmed through analysis of the variation in the AC 
impedance spectra of cells before/after 100 cycles (Figure 5.1.11c and 5.1.12). The c-mat separator 
was better able to suppress the growth of cell impedance after 100 cycles (ZRe (100th cycle) − ZRe (1st 
cycle) = ΔZRe ≈ 17 Ω) compared with the PE separator (ΔZRe ≈ 175 Ω). A proper equivalent circuit 
model was also presented to further analyze the cell impedance spectra in terms of the bulk resistance 
(Rb), SEI resistance (Rsf) and charge transfer resistance (Rct) (Figure 5.1.12b).32 Notably, the c-mat 
separator exhibited a more substantial decrease in charge transfer resistance compared to that of the 
PP/PE/PP separator, verifying the Mn2+ chelation-enabled stabilization of the electrode/electrolyte 
interface. In addition, the long-term structural stability of the c-mat separator after the cycling test (100 
cycles) was examined. Neither morphological disruptions nor structural defects were observed at the 
TPY-CNF top layer and also the PVP/PAN support layer of the c-mat separator (Figure 5.1.13). 
Meanwhile, a supplementary experiment was conducted to investigate the effect of separator 
position on cell performance. In one cell (named as cell (I)), the TPY-CNF top layer was in contact with 
the LMO cathode. The other cell (cell (II)) had the opposite configuration (i.e., the TPY-CNF top layer 
was positioned toward the Li metal anode). Intriguingly, the cell (I) showed the superior cycling 
performance compared to the cell (II) (Figure 5.1.14). This result demonstrates that the Mn2+ chelation 
enabled by the TPY-CNF top layer is more effective when the top layer is in close contact with the 
LMO cathode. 
To highlight the unusual chemical functionalities (i.e., Mn2+ chelation by TPY-CNF and HF 
capture by PVP) of the c-mat separator, we fabricated a control separator comprising a TPY-CNF top 
layer and an electrospun PAN support layer (without PVP) and compared its cycling performance with 
that of the c-mat separator (Figure 5.1.11b). The control separator showed significant improvement in 
retaining the capacity during cycling compared to the PP/PE/PP separator, indicating that TPY is 
effective in chelating the Mn2+ ions dissolved from the LMO active materials. A notable finding is that 
the c-mat separator exhibited cycling performance superior to that of the control separator. This result 
indicates that the introduction of PVP into the support layer also contributed to the improvement in the 
high-temperature cycling performance, underlying the exceptional synergistic coupling of TPY and 
PVP as chemically active components. 
The excellent high-temperature cycling performance of the c-mat separator was examined in 
detail, with particular attention to its Mn2+-chelating and HF-scavenging capability. After the cycling 
test (100 cycles) at 60 °C, the cells were disassembled, and their major components, including the 
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lithium metal anodes and separators, were characterized. The amount of Mn2+ ions captured by the 
separators was quantitatively analyzed by ICP-MS technique. Figure 5.1.11d shows that the c-mat 
separator more effectively chelated Mn2+ ions than the PP/PE/PP separator (amount of captured Mn2+ 
ions = 1,915 ppm for the c-mat separator vs. 42 ppm for the PP/PE/PP separator). Furthermore, the 
deposition of metallic Mn on lithium metal anodes was remarkably alleviated by the c-mat separator 
(amount of deposited metallic Mn = 23 ppm for the c-mat separator vs. 160 ppm for the PP/PE/PP 
separator). In addition to the ICP-MS measurement, the chemical changes of the separator surface were 
investigated through analysis of the FT-IR spectra (Figure 5.1.11e,f). The characteristic peaks assigned 
to the Mn–N stretching vibrations33,34 (553 cm−1 and 851 cm−1 for TPY-CNF side, Figure 5.1.11e) newly 
appeared in the spectrum of the c-mat separator. Moreover, the peaks corresponding to C=O/C–N 
groups35 (1,661 cm−1/1,285 cm−1, respectively, for the PVP/PAN side, Figure 5.1.11f) decreased in 
intensity after the cycling test. The aforementioned ICP-MS and FT-IR results confirm that the TPY 
(for Mn2+ chelation) and the PVP (for HF capture) of the c-mat separator exhibit synergistically coupled 





Figure 5.1.9. Characterization of the separator properties. (a) Linear sweep voltammograms. (b) 
Electrolyte wettability. (c) Effect of polar electrolyte (here, 1.0 M LiPF6 in EC/PC = 1/1 (v/v)) on 
wettability of separators and charge/discharge profiles of cells incorporating PP/PE/PP separator and c-






Figure 5.1.10. Comparison of the cell performance (at room temperature) of the c-mat and PP/PE/PP 
separators: (a) Discharge rate capability (LMO cathode/Li metal anode), (b) Discharge rate capability 




Figure 5.1.11. Cell performance of the c-mat and PP/PE/PP separators. (a) Charge/discharge profiles 
with cycling (100 cycles) at 60 °C. (b) High-temperature (60 °C) capacity retention as a function of 
cycle number. (c) AC impedance spectra after 100 cycles at 60 °C. (d) Amount of Mn2+ ions captured 
by separators and deposited on the Li metal anode (estimated from ICP-MS analysis). FT-IR spectra of 





Figure 5.1.12. (a) Impedance spectra and (b) summary of the fitting results for the c-mat and PP/PE/PP 
separators after cycling (at 60 ºC). The inset in part (a) represents the equivalent circuit. Units of Rb, Rsf 
and Rct are in ohms. Rb is the bulk resistance, Rsf is the surface resistance, and Rct is the charge transfer 




Figure 5.1.13. SEM images showing the long-term structural stability (after 100 charge/discharge 






Figure 5.1.14. Comparison of high-temperature (60 ºC) cycling performance between the cell (I) and 
cell (II), in which the TPY-CNF top layer was in contact with the LMO cathode (for cell (I)) and 






Table 5.1.1. Basic separator properties of the c-mat and PP/PE/PP separators. 
 Thickness Gurley value Porosity 
Ionic 
conductivity 
 m s 100 cc air−1 % mS cm−1 
c-mat separator ~20 10 ~65 0.75 
PP/PE/PP 







In summary, we demonstrated the heterolayered nanomatbased hierarchical/asymmetric porous 
membranes with synergistically coupled chemical functionalities (referred to as c-mat separators) as a 
nanocellulose-mediated green material approach to develop smart battery separators beyond the current 
state-of-the-art counterparts. The c-mat separator consisted of a thin nanoporous TPY-CNF mat as the 
top layer and a thick macroporous electrospun PVP/PAN mat as the support layer. The unusual porous 
structure of the c-mat separator was rationally designed considering the trade-off between leakage 
current and ion transport rate, eventually contributing to the higher discharge rate capability without 
suffering a drop in the OCV. The TPY molecules were conjugated with TEMPO-oxidized CNFs 
mediated by EDC chemistry. Notably, their Mn2+-chelating capability was also theoretically supported 
using DFT calculations/MD simulations; the results of these calculations/simulations were consistent 
with the experimental results. Meanwhile, the PVP in the PVP/PAN support layer served as an HF 
scavenger. The TPY and PVP, as the chemically active components of the c-mat separator, exhibited 
synergistic coupling in mitigating the Mn2+-induced adverse effects, thereby enabling a remarkable 
improvement in the high-temperature (60 °C) cycling performance (capacity retention ∼80% after 100 
cycles) far beyond that attainable with conventional membrane technologies (5% for commercial 
PP/PE/PP separator). We envision that the c-mat separator, benefiting from its structural uniqueness and 
chemical functionalities, will open a new path for the development of high-performance smart separator 
membranes for potential use in next-generation power sources and in permselective membrane filtration 
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A novel strategy for introducing ion-permselective properties in a conventional polyethylene 
(PE) separator to inhibit the shuttle effect of polysulfides in high-performance lithium–sulfur batteries 
is reported. This was accomplished by taking advantage of the pH-responsive multilayers of weak 
polyelectrolytes such as poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) assembled 
on the PE separator using layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly. It was found that the cationic permselectivity 
(permeability of cation/anion) of an ultrathin multilayer coated separator is highly tunable with respect 
to the number of bilayers and external pH, benefiting from fine tuning of the internal charge density of 
the multilayered films. The movement of polysulfide anions was significantly inhibited by five bilayers 
of PAH/PAA (ca. 98% with multilayers assembled at pH 3/3), while the movement of Li cations was 
preserved. As a result, the ion-permselective separator demonstrated a high initial reversible capacity 
of ca. 1418 mA h g1 with multilayers assembled at pH 3/3 because of the good permselectivity and the 
enhanced wetting properties of the LbL treated separator for electrolytes, leading to a significantly 
improved Coulombic efficiency as compared to a conventional PE separator, i.e., almost 100% over 50 
cycles. We anticipate that the permselectivity controllable coating method will be applied for various 
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Increasing energy demands, coupled with the limited availability of fossil fuels and their 
associated environmental issues, have stimulated intense research on energy storage and conversion 
systems. Although lithium-ion batteries are the leading choice for energy storage today, they cannot 
sufficiently satisfy long-term storage requirements due to the inherent limitation of gravimetric energy 
density to meet various energy demands such as the transportation market and energy storage systems.1 
As one of the complements beyond lithium-ion batteries, lithium-sulfur (Li-S) batteries have recently 
received attention as promising power sources because of their remarkable theoretical specific capacity 
(1675 mAh g-1) and energy density (2600 Wh kg-1), which are three to five times higher than those of 
conventional lithium-ion batteries, together with the low cost of abundant sulfur.2, 3  
Despite these promising features, there are still some issues that need to be resolved, including 
the poor electronic conductivity of sulfur, dissolution of intermediate polysulfides, and large volume 
expansion (~80%).4-6 In particular, the dissolved intermediate of polysulfides (Li2Sx, 2<x<8) can diffuse 
from the cathode to the anode through the separator and this so-called “shuttle effect” can lead to rapid 
decay of the capacity and poor Coulombic efficiency during charging/discharging cycles. In that regard, 
there has been significant progress in improving these electrodes by using porous carbon,7-9 hollow 
carbon spheres,10-12 carbon nanotubes (CNT),13-15 graphene oxide (GO),16-22 conductive polymer 
coatings23-25 and inorganic coatings26-28 on sulfur particles. On the other hand, despite the separator also 
being critical to the performance of Li-S batteries, little research has been carried out on the separator. 
Some examples include, Manthiram and co-workers who reported that polysulfide can be trapped in a 
3-dimensional carbon paper as an additional layer on the separator.29, 30 Liu and co-workers showed that 
lithiated Nafion ionomer separator film, which is used in proton exchange membrane fuel cells, can be 
applied to Li-S batteries.31 Cheng and co-workers introduced a flexible sulfur-carbon nanotube cathode 
membrane without any metal current collector and binder.32 Wei and co-workers recently demonstrated 
a strategy of introducing an electrostatic shield using sulfonate (SO3-) groups of Nafion coating on the 
Celgard membrane.33 In addition, composite gel polymer electrolyte has been used as a membrane, 
instead of separator, in Li-S batteries.34-36 However, it is still highly desirable to improve the 
performance of conventional separators.  
Alternatively, our approach in this study was to inhibit the shuttle effect of polysulfides by 
coating the conventional polyethylene (PE) separator with ion-permselective ultrathin films of 
polyelectrolytes using the layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly method. LbL deposition is a versatile thin film 
fabrication technique that forms multilayer thin films by depositing alternating layers of oppositely 
charged materials.37, 38 One of the advantages of using the LbL method is that it can easily control the 
composition and thickness of the nanoscale coating using a variety of materials of choice. Because of 
these unique features, LbL assembly has been applied to various membrane technologies such as proton 
exchange membrane fuel cells,39 direct methanol fuel cells,40-43 vanadium redox flow batteries,44-46 Li-
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air batteries,47 desalination,48 and nanofiltration membranes.49 Furthermore, LbL assembly allows for 
fine tuning of the internal charge density of multilayer films with changes in the external pH when weak 
polyelectrolytes such as poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH) and poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) are 
employed.50-52 For example, it is known that the degree of ionization of PAH (pKa ~ 9) and PAA (pKa 
~ 5) is highly sensitive to the pH of the dipping solution which influences the relative fraction charged 
to uncharged group such as NH3+/NH2 for PAH and COO-/COOH for PAA as well as the population of 
ionic bonds. 
Herein, we fabricated an ion-permselective membrane on a conventional PE separator using 
LbL assembly to alleviate the shuttle effect of polysulfides in Li-S batteries (Figure 5.2.1). This allows 
the positively charged Li-ion to freely diffuse through the separator, whereas the movement of the 
negatively charged polysulfide will be inhibited by due to the electrostatic repulsion of the ion-








Figure 5.2.1. Schematic representation of layer-by-layer (LbL) assembled (PAH/PAA)n multilayer 






5.2.3.1 LbL assembly of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer coated separator 
A PE separator (4.5 cm × 8.0 cm) was treated with oxygen plasma (Harrick plasma, PDC-32G) 
for 1 min to introduce a hydrophilic surface. The PE separator was dipped in a positively charged PAH 
solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Mw ~15,000, 5 mg/mL) at each pH condition for 10 min. It was then dipped 
into DI water at the same pH condition three times for 1 min each. Subsequently, the PE separator was 
dipped in a negatively charged PAA solution (Sigma-Aldrich, Mw ~250,000, 5 mg/mL) at each adjusted 
pH condition for 10 min, and washed with DI water at the same pH condition three times for 1 min, 
affording one-bilayer of (PAH/PAA)1. The above procedures were repeated to achieve the desired 
number of bilayers (typically, n = 2 – 10). These as-assembled (PAH/PAA)n multilayer coated PE 
separators were dried at room temperature. 
 
5.2.3.2 Cell assembly and electrochemical test  
The active materials were composed of CMK-3 and sulfur at 50:50 weight ratios. Samples of 
electrochemically active materials were mixed with carbon black and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) 
at 80:10:20 weight ratios. These as-prepared active materials were loaded on an Al foil current collector. 
The Li ion cells were assembled in an argon-filled glove box. The electrochemical performance of the 
Li ion batteries was evaluated using 2032 coin cells (Hohsen Co., Japan), with a Li metal anode and 1.3 
M lithium bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiTFSI) in tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
(TEGDME) electrolyte solution. LbL coated PE film was used as a separator. Galvanostatic experiments 
were performed in the voltage range of 1.5 to 2.6 V at a 0.05 C-rate and a temperature of 30 °C. 
 
5.2.3.3 Ion-permselective property test  
A three-electrode cell was used at a scan rate of 100 mV s-1. The PAH/PAA multilayer coated 
ITO glasses at each pH were used as the working electrodes. A platinum wire was used as a counter 
electrode, and Ag/AgCl (3.0 M NaCl) was used as a reference electrode. The electrolyte solution was 
prepared by adding 5 mM of either Fe(CN)63- or Ru(NH3)63+ to 0.50 M Na2SO4 at pH 6. The measured 
current was divided by the area of the ITO electrode immersed in electrolyte solution (in our case 1.05 
cm2) to obtain the current density value. 
 
5.2.3.4 Characterizations  
Attenuated total reflectance-infrared (ATR-IR) spectra were analyzed with a FT-IR 
spectrophotometer (Varian, 670-IR). The surface morphology of the samples was investigated using a 
scanning electron microscope (FESEM, FEI, Nanonova 230). The contact angle was obtained using a 
contact angle analyzer (KRÜSS, DSA 100). The thickness of the as-prepared samples on the silicon 
substrates was measured by ellipsometry (J. A. Woollam Co. Inc., EC-400 and M-2000V). 
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5.2.4 Results and Discussion 
Since both polymers employed in this study are weak polyelectrolytes, we investigated the 
assembly of PAH and PAA polyelectrolytes based on three different conditions in this study, namely pH 
3/3, 6/3, and 8.5/8.5 for PAH/PAA. Initially, we monitored the stepwise fabrication of PAH/PAA 
multilayer films on a silicon wafer by using a spectroscopic ellipsometry. As shown in Figure 5.2.2a, 
the growth of the (PAH/PAA)n is linear with respect to the number of bilayers in both pH 3/3 and 8.5/8.5 
conditions; however, it becomes exponential in the case of the pH 6/3 condition. It was found that the 
average thickness of one bilayer of (PAH/PAA) film corresponds to 3.6 nm (pH 3/3), 20.1 nm (pH 6/3), 
and 2.1 nm (pH 8.5/8.5), respectively. Similar to other reported systems, the assembly pH of each 
polymer is critical in determining the final thickness and composition of the resulting multilayers; for 
example, when both PAH and PAA are deposited at pH 3/3, the PAH is fully ionized while PAA is 
ionized less than 1% considering its pKa value of ~5. Thus, the loopy PAA chains that contain a large 
amount of free carboxylic acid groups make complexes with example, PAA is now fully ionized (more 
than 60%) while the degree of ionization in the PAH chain is modestly diminished. Therefore, PAH 
adsorbs tightly onto the highly ionized PAA surface chains, forming a thinner layer. On the other hand, 
the pH 6/3 condition, moderately charged PAH alternated with partially charged PAA polymers, yields 
the thickest films. This is because the pH of the dipping solution not only affects the ionization of 
polyelectrolytes in solution, but it also changes the ionization of the polyelectrolytes multilayers on 
which adsorption occurs. Specifically, the pre-adsorbed PAA chains undergo a drastic charge density 
increase when the pH changed from 3 to 6, which in turn recruit more PAH chains to compensate for 
the increased charge density of the PAA chains, eventually leading to the formation of the thickest 
bilayers with an exponential growth behavior. 
 Once we confirmed the successful fabrication of multilayer films, we fabricated (PAH/PAA)n 
multilayers on the conventional PE separator at three different pH conditions. In order to enhance the 
wettability of the conventional hydrophobic PE membrane, the PE separator was initially subjected to 
oxygen plasma treatment for 1 min. The oxygen plasma treatment changed the contact angle of a water 
droplet on the surface of PE from 119° to 87°. In addition, it was observed that the oxygen plasma 
treatment did not significantly damage the surface structure of PE separator under scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) (Figure 5.2.3). Attenuated total reflectance-infrared (ATR-IR) spectroscopy was 
employed to monitor the characteristic peaks of the multilayer coated PE corresponding to the 
functional groups present in the polyelectrolytes as in Figure 5.2.4. Five bilayer films of (PAH/PAA)5 
coated PE separator all showed the characteristic peaks of the PE separator with a scissoring band of 
the methylene (-CH2-) backbone of PE at 1462 and 1473 cm-1. the C=O stretching vibration peaks of 
carboxylic acid (-COOH) at 1712 cm-1 and carboxylate (-COO-) peaks at 1541 cm-1 and 1400 cm-1. As 
expected, the transition from carboxylic acid groups to the carboxylate of PAA is well observed with 
increasing pH of the dipping solution. For instance, according to the peak intensity in the IR spectra, 
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the relative fraction of carboxylate (COO-) to carboxylic acid (COOH) at pH 3/3, 6/3, and 8.5/8.5 was 
determined to be 0.5, 1.31 and 3.33, respectively. This distinctly proved that the pH sensitive behavior 
of PAH/PAA multilayer films affect the LbL architecture, as shown in previous thickness growth curve 
(Figure 5.2.2). 
On the basis of the stable coating of the polyelectrolytes on the PE separator, we studied the 
surface morphology of the PE separator with a different number of bilayers that are assembled at 
respective pH conditions using a scanning electron microscopy (SEM) in Figure 5.2.5. The first few 
layers of the polyelectrolyte coatings were hard to discern clearly due to the low contrast, yet we found 
that bare PE separators with a unique network of interconnected large pores were present. With 
increasing the number of bilayers, however, the pores of the bare PE separator were gradually blocked 
by the coated (PAH/PAA)n multilayer films. In particular, the pores of the PE separator were almost 
completely blocked by the thickest films of (PAH/PAA)5 assembled at pH 6/3 in accord with the 
previous results of thickness measurements. Moreover, the surface property of the multilayer coated PE 
was also investigated with contact angle measurements, which revealed the internal composition of the 
polyelectrolytes within the multilayers. This is because the underlying layer of the LbL films is known 
to influence the surface property of films in concert with the previous literature of (PAH/PAA)n 
multilayer systems.53 As a result, the PAH-rich multilayers displayed a more hydrophobic surface, as 
evidenced by the high pH assembly conditions of pH 8.5/8.5, whereas PAA-rich multilayers retained a 
more hydrophilic surface in the film assembled at pH 3/3 condition. On the other hand, because the 
segments of PAH and PAA are present in a similar amount in the case of pH 6/3, contact angle decreased 
at initial stage but increased gradually because of the exponential growth of the LbL films and enhanced 
surface roughness. These results are in good agreement with previous reports on which how different 








Figure 5.2.2. a) Thickness growth curve of the (PAH/PAA)n multilayer thin films on a silicon wafer 
with respect to the assembly pH conditions and b) schematic representation of the internal structure of 
(PAH/PAA)n multilayer thin films assembled at different pH conditions. Thickness was measured in 














Figure 5.2.5. SEM images of PAH/PAA 1, 3, and 5 bilayer (BL) coated on separator by LbL assembly 





To evaluate the ion-permselectivity of the multilayers that are assembled at different pH 
conditions, we used two different charged redox probe molecules, such as cationic Ru(NH3)63+ and 
anionic Fe(CN)63-, respectively. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) analysis was carried out using 
(PAH/PAA)n multilayer coated ITO glass at pH 3/3. As shown in Figure 5.2.6, the cationic charge probe, 
Ru(NH3)63+, can penetrate through the PAH/PAA films, but the current density diminished marginally 
with the increase of film thickness because of the limited diffusion of the small molecule through the 
polyelectrolyte multilayers (ca. 15% with 5 BL film). In clear contrast, the movement of the anionic 
probe, Fe(CN)63-, is significantly inhibited by the (PAH/PAA)n films, indicating a 72% decrease in 
current density even at 1 BL film and decreases further with growth of the (PAH/PAA)n films (ca. 98% 
with 5 BL). This observation can be explained by the following. At pH 3/3, PAA containing free 
carboxyl acid groups is adsorbed on fully ionized PAH. If this LbL film is dipped in a neutral solution 
above the pKa of PAA, the many free carboxyl acid groups of PAA are deprotonated, forming 
carboxylate groups. As a result, the internal charge density of the (PAH/PAA)5 films becomes 
considerably more negative, which repels anionic probe molecules like Fe(CN)63-. This cation-
exchangeable property was also seen at pH 6/3 and pH 8.5/8.5, but the amount of negative charges in 
the LbL films was different (Figure 5.2.7). Cationic retention (I+/Io+ ,where I+ is current density at each 
condition, and Io+ is current density on bare electrode of cation) of 5 BL at pH 3/3, 6/3, and 8.5/8.5 was 
maintained at 85%, 47%, and 59%, respectively, (Figure 5.2.8a), while anionic retention (I-/Io- , where 
I- is current density at each condition, and Io- is current density on bare electrode of anion) noticeably 
decreased to 2%, 1.4%, and 2.6%, respectively, with 5 BL (Figure 5.2.8b). In other words, LbL 
multilayer coating has an ion-permselective property similarly observed in other works,52, 54 and our 
system is only cation-exchangeable. Furthermore, we calculated the cationic permselectivity (P+) under 
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As a result, cationic permselectivity increased at all of the pH conditions with respect to the number of 
bilayers. However, pH 3/3 showed the best ion-permselective property (pH 3/3 > pH 6/3 > pH 8.5/8.5), 





Figure 5.2.6. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer of pH 3/3 coated on ITO glass 
by LbL assembly in an aqueous 0.50 M Na2SO4 electrolyte solution containing 5.0 mM of a) Ru(NH3)63+ 
as the cationic and b) Fe(CN)63- as the anionic probes, respectively. Inset image shows the schematic 
representation of the cation exchange property of LbL thin films. c) The comparison of anodic peak 
current density of each ion species. d) Calculated permselectivity, P+, (selectivity ratio of cation to anion) 






Figure 5.2.7. Cyclic voltammograms (CV) of (PAH/PAA)n multilayer of (a-b) pH 6/3 and (d-e) pH 
8.5/8.5 coated on ITO glass by LbL assembly in aqueous 0.5 M Na2SO4 neutral electrolyte solution 
containing 5.0 mM of (a, d) Ru(NH3)63+ as the cationic and (b, e) Fe(CN)63- as the anionic probes, 






Figure 5.2.8. a) Cationic retention and b) anionic retention of 1, 3, 5 BL of (PAH/PAA)n assembled at 





The electrochemical performance of CMK-3/S using bare PE and (PAH/PAA)5 coated PE 
separators at each pH were compared (Figure 5.2.9). Note that any additive such as lithium nitrate 
forming stable passivation films on Li metal was not used to evaluate the inherent effect of separators 
on the shuttle phenomena of dissolved polysulfides, because it is well-known that stable passivation 
layers on Li itself inhibit the shuttle effect. The key parameter determining the appearance of the shuttle 
effect is Columbic efficiency which was defined as the ratio of discharge capacity to charge capacity, 
because charge capacity surpasses the discharge capacity when dissolved polysulfides cause self-
discharges (shuttle effect). Remarkably, all of the LbL treated separators show highly improved 
Coulombic efficiencies with almost 100%, which means the shuttle effect of polysulfide is effectively 
inhibited, which is shown by comparing each pH to the bare PE separator in Figure 5.2.9c. The 
Coulombic efficiency of the bare PE separator was 59% at minimum and 69% after 50 cycles. However, 
pH 3/3, pH 6/3 and pH 8.5/8.5 maintain the Coulombic efficiency with 98%, 104%, and 99%, 
respectively. This clearly demonstrated that the ion-permselective LbL thin film coating on the PE 
separator effectively inhibited the movement of the dissolved polysulfides from the cathode to anode in 
Li-S batteries. The CMK-3/S electrodes with the bare PE separator and PAH/PAA coated separators at 
pH 3/3, and 8.5/8.5 delivered high reversible capacities of ca. 1302, 1418, and 1350 mA h g-1 at the first 
cycle, respectively (Figure 5.2.9d and 5.2.10), indicating Li+ ion conduction through both the bare and 
PAH/PAA coated separators is fast enough because of the good wetting property of both separators for 
electrolytes. However, the reversible capacity of pH 6/3 was significantly lower than that of any other 
cases, which is attributed to the fact that Li ions cannot diffuse into the separator because the pores of 
the separator were clogged by the densely packed coating layers as shown in Figure 5.2.5b. In addition, 
owing to the inhibited shuttle effect of the coated separators, the pH 3/3 and 8.5/8.5 conditions showed 
better cycle performance than the bare separator (Figure 5.2.9d). Moreover, the pH 3/3 exhibited 
slightly better capacity retention than the 8.5/8.5. This is attributed to that the amount of loaded PAA 
on the pH 3/3 LbL film is much higher than that of PAH, and the charge of LbL film is also highly 
negative. The negatively charged intensity of the pH 8.5/8.5 LbL film is relatively weaker because of 






Figure 5.2.9. Voltage profiles of the a) bare PE separator and b) (PAH/PAA)5 coated PE separator at pH 
3/3. c) Cycle performance and d) Coulombic efficiency of the (PAH/PAA)5 coated separator at each pH 




Figure 5.2.10. Voltage versus specific discharge capacity profiles of the (PAH/PAA)5 at a) pH 6/3 and 






In conclusion, we have developed a simple method of constructing polymer coated separators 
by nanoscale thin film coating LbL assembly. The separator prepared by the LbL method offers precise 
control not only over the thickness of the coating films, but also the charge density of the whole films 
by changing the number of bilayers as well as external pH conditions (pH 3/3, 6/3, and 8.5/8.5) that can 
control the relative fraction of charged carboxylate group over noncharged carboxylic acid group. 
Especially, the case of pH 3/3, which has large amount of free carboxyl acid groups in PAA, showed 
the best cationic permselectivity, necessary for inhibiting the shuttle effect. As a result, ion-
permselective separators showed the enhanced Coulombic efficiency reaching almost 100% and cycle 
performance of Li–S batteries. This study introduces a new strategy for creating the separator in Li–S 
batteries that can decrease the migration of soluble high-order Li–polysulfide (Li2S3 to Li2S6) from the 
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Chapter 6.  




As next-generation deformable and wearable applications in future, the development of highly 
desirable stretchable conductors has been required as an essential component that possesses high 
electrical conductivity under significant mechanical strain. However, there have been still some 
limitations to achieve the high electrical conductivity and stretchability, which generally displays the 
trade-off relationship in nanocomposites. In this study, we present a gradient assembled polyurethane 
(GAP)-based stretchable conductor with fine controlled internal architecture by using composite-by-
composite (CbC) assembly as a universally applicable novel method. This CbC assembly integrates the 
advantages of the rapid and scale-up fabrication by conventional vacuum-assisted filtration as well as 
the fine nanoscale control over the thickness and composition of hybrid multi-components by layer-by-
layer (LbL) assembly. By adjusting the gradient concentration of each gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) as 
conductive filler and water-dispersed polyurethane (PU) as elastic polymer, the GAP stretchable 
conductors accomplished not only metallic conductivity as below 1 Ω under over 300% strain, but also 
excellent electrical conductivity of vertical direction as entirely full conductor, which could not be 
obtained from conventional methods such as conductive surface onto elastomeric substrate and simple 
polymer nanocomposites. Furthermore, we also demonstrated the stretchable aqueous lithium ion 
battery which had the superior rate capability of even at 100 C rate with 77 mA h g-1 and also showed 







Stretchable electronics are forefront technologies with the growing demand toward future 
deformable and wearable applications, ranging from wearable healthcare devices to integrated artificial 
skins and muscles.1-4 The rapidly evolving devices are strongly pushing to develop stretchable 
conductors as an essential component that possesses high electrical conductivity under significant 
mechanical strain.5-7 Therefore, there have been intensive researches for the development of stretchable 
conductors based on carbon and metal nanomaterials.8-13 However, highly desirable development of 
suitable stretchable conductors with comparable electrical conductivity during stretching is still 
required, because the required conductivity is different as degree of stretching in some case where one 
need to apply.  
In general, two main strategies have been proposed to fabricate stretchable conductors such as 
geometrical structure-controlled design and ratio-controlled nanocomposite. In the first approach, 
coating or depositing conductive materials on the surface of an elastomeric substrate have been widely 
used to achieve stretchable conductors, including buckled,14,15 wrinkled,16 waved,17 crumpled,18 or 
island structures.19 Although these methods afford stable electrical conductivity retention at high strain 
condition, there are still some limitations that are not only unscalable and complex manufacturing 
process, but also low volumetric packing density into the practically feasible devices.  
Alternatively, polymer nanocomposites of in-plane structure possessed conductive pathway 
owing to conductive fillers homogeneously dispersed in elastomeric polymers.6,10-13 They are 
considered as the most promising candidate because of their advantages of scalable and high-throughput 
fabrication process. Such elastic nanocomposites are an entirely full conductor from top to bottom 
surface, compared to only top-surface conductive structure assembled onto elastomeric substrate. 
However, the electrical conductivity of the nanocomposite is highly strain-sensitive, which displays the 
trade-off relationship between stretchability and conductivity in nanocomposites. For example, high 
content of elastomeric polymer shows superior strains albeit with its low intrinsic conductivity, limiting 
its practical applications. On the other hand, high loading of the stiff conductive component often 
demonstrates extremely low strains under 5% because the stress failure of rigid nanocomposites 
depends on the randomly distributed stress-concentrated hard segments, which can promote propagation 
of nano- and micro-cracks in nanocomposites.20  
Therefore, it has been critical issues to balance this trade-off relationship by revealing a tensile 
behavior of interdependent components in nanocomposites. Accordingly, a strain-induced self-
alignment restructuring property of the conductive filler such as metal nanoparticles was demonstrated 
within the elastic polymer matrix during deformation owing to the greater matrix mobility of 
nanoparticles. In addition, it is also important to develop new geometrical design achieving both 
stretchability and conductivity in the nanocomposites by utilizing such self-reorganization of 
conductive fillers under strain.13 
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In this regard, in order to develop a universally applicable method for fabricating the 
geometrically designed nanocomposite conductor, herein we report a gradient assembled polyurethane 
(GAP)-based stretchable conductor with fine controlled internal architecture assembled with gold 
nanoparticles (Au NPs) as a conductive filler (Figure 6.1). In this study, we propose a novel assembly 
protocol, composite-by-composite (CbC) assembly, which integrates the advantages of both 
conventional vacuum-assisted filtration and layer-by-layer assembly. Typically, vacuum-assisted 
filtration is advantageous to the rapid and scale-up fabrication of layered thin films and membranes.21 
Conversely, LbL assembly can manufacture the highly ordered architectures, allowing the fine 
nanoscale control over the thickness and composition of hybrid multi-components through the 
sequential assembly.22-26 
Taken together the advantages of each assembly, the CbC assembled multilayer gradient 
conductor is constructed by the alternative physical trapping of the electrostatically complexed 
composite suspensions under vacuum using the positively charged water-dispersible polyurethane and 
the negatively charged Au NPs in varying ratio. Most uniquely, this GAP stretchable multilayer 
conductor demonstrates not only top-surface conductive structure with superior mechanical 
stretchability even above 300% strain in case of high gradient architecture, but also whole through-
plane conductor from top to bottom surface of the conductor as increasing the number of interlayers in 
case of low gradient architecture. Using the GAP stretchable conductor, we demonstrate the highly 
stretchable energy storage device such as lithium-ion battery retaining stable electrochemical 
performance under strain. This novel approach for stretchable conductors developed in this study will 
offer new insights in the design of the stretchable conductors for future energy conversion and storage 






Figure 6.1. Schematic illustration of GAP multilayer conductors. Composite-by-composite (CbC) 
assembly of polyurethane (PU)-based stretchable multilayer of high and low gradient conductors with 
different concentration of Au NPs in stretchable layer. Photograph showing the resulting GAP 






6.3.1 Synthesis of Au nanoparticles 
Gold(III)chloride trihydrate (360.0 mg) was added to deionized water (500 ml). This gold 
precursor solution was heated at 95 oC under vigorous stirring for 20 min. Subsequently, 34 mM sodium 
citrate solution (100 ml) was added to the mixture. The aqueous solution was heated for 20 min followed 
by cooling to room temperature.  
 
6.3.2 Fabrication of single-layered AuPU nanocomposites 
A 1.0 vol.% aqueous polyurethane of 0.50, 1.0, or 4.0 mL was slowly added to as-prepared Au 
NPs dispersion of 250 mL for the content of Au NPs of 90, 85, or 50 wt% in AuPU, respectively under 
stirring followed by additional stirring for 5 min. Each mixture was filtered with vacuum force by using 
filter papers of 0.8 µm pore size with 47 mm diameter. The resultant film was peeled off from the filter 
paper after drying the film completely for 1 day at room temperature.  
 
6.3.3 Fabrication of CbC assembled GAP stretchable multilayer conductors  
The CbC assembled multilayer architecture was constructed by the alternatively physical 
trapping single-layered AuPU nanocomposites under vacuum force. At first, the mixture of 90 wt% in 
AuPU nanocomposite as conductive layer was filtered, followed by each mixture of 50 wt% or 85 wt% 
in AuPU nanocomposite as stretchable layer. Finally, the 90 wt% AuPU nanocomposite as conductive 
layer was filtered again to afford high gradient (i.e., 95/50/95 wt%) and low gradient (i.e., 95/85/95 
wt%) multilayer conductors of 3 L, respectively. To fabricate the more layered structure at the interlayer 
above 3 L, the mixture for stretchable layer was alternatively and evenly filtered with one-additional 
mixture of 90 wt% in AuPU while fixing the contents of conductive layer of 90 wt% at the outermost 
sides of both top and bottom.  
 
6.3.4 Numerical simulation of GAP multilayer conductors  
For finite element simulations to demonstrate mechanical and electrical properties of multilayer 
conductors, we used the commercial software ABAQUS/Standard 6.14 (Dassault System). Linear 
elastic analysis was conducted to describe stress distribution in layer under uniaxial tension. Also, 
electrical conduction analysis was implemented to identify the change of vertical conductivity of 
multilayer conductors. The contact layer between conductive layer and stretchable layer was considered 
with assumption of the contact ratio as one-to-one. Steady state analysis was concerned in both analysis. 
Elastic properties of each layer in conductor, dimensions of multilayer conductors, and strain-dependent 
electrical properties which had been measured by experiments were adopted in all simulations. In case 
of the low GAP conductor, thickness of whole conductor and each stretchable layer for 5 L and 9 L are 




6.3.5 Synthesis of active materials 
In a typical experiment, 100 mg of CNT and a certain amount of KMnO4 (Aldrich) were mixed 
together in an agate mortar. The mixed powder then was poured in 100 mL of water and stirring for 10 
min. 0.5 mL of H2SO4 (95%, Samchun) was added to the above blend with an added 30 min of stirring. 
Then, the mixture was applied heat in an oil bath at 80 °C with stirring for 1 h. The precipitate was 
collected by filtration and washed repeatedly with deionized water and ethanol. The product then was 
dried in an oven at 60 °C for 12 h to obtain MnO2/CNT. To make the LMO/CNT, 0.25 g of above as-
obtained the MnO2/CNT and 0.26 g of LiOH·H2O (Sigma Aldrich) were mixed with 60 mL of DI water. 
The mixture was transferred into 80 mL of an autoclave, and then heated at 160 °C for 12 h. After a 
hydrothermal treatment, the resulting precipitates were filtered and washed with distilled water. After 
the autoclave cooled to room temperature naturally, product was dried in an oven at 60 °C for 12 h. 
Finally, product was applied heat in a furnace at 200 °C for 3h under the air atmosphere. 
1,4,5,8-naphthalenetetracarboxylic dianhydride (2.3 mmol) and CNT (0.50 g) were mixed with 
4-chlorophenol (40 g) at 55 oC under stirring until completely mixing. Ethylenediamine (0.15 mL) was 
added to the mixture, followed by heating and refluxing at 200 oC for 6 h. The mixture was cooled to 
room temperature and the solid product was rinsed with ethanol, followed by vacuum filtration. The 
obtained product was dried at 300 oC in N2 atmosphe re for 8 h to remove residual solvent.  
 
6.3.6 Electrochemical measurements 
The electrode was fabricated by spray coating method onto hot plate at 60 oC consisting of 
active materials (LMO/CNT or PI/CNT), conductive material (super P), and the binder (nafion) in a 
weight ratio of 8:1:1 onto the prepared electrode. The electrodes were cut in the form rectangular shape 
(30 x 10 mm). The electrochemical properties of half and full cell were measured using a (Biologic 
science instrument, VSP) with a 1M LiSO4 aqueous electrolyte. The Pt electrode and saturated calomel 
electrode (SCE) were used as the counter and reference electrode, respectively. The active loading 
density was 0.5 mg cm-2. The full cell was performed between 0.00 and 2.00V at room temperature and 
measured using two-electrode system, with an LMO/CNT and PI/CNT as working electrode and 
counter electrode, respectively.  
To fabricate stretchable full batteries, we produce an aqueous Li2SO4 gel electrolyte. Firstly, 
1g of sodium carboxymethylcellulose (CMC) was dissolved in 10 mL deionized water. In order to form 
a gel, the solution was heated at 75 ℃ for 2 h under vigorous stirring. And then, the 1M Li2SO4 solution 
was added to the CMC gel at 40 ℃ for 1 h under stirring. Packaging material (35 x 40 x 10 mm) and a 
spacer of stretchable full batteries was used as PDMS. The thin spacer (500 μm) accommodated 
sufficient space to fill the gel electrolyte. The stretchable cathode and anode were attached parallel to 
the bottom layer using un-cured PDMS solution. And then, a top layer, spacer, and the bottom layer was 
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assembled using O2 plasma (CUTE, Femto Science, Korea) treatment. Finally, as-prepared gel 
electrolyte was prudently injected using syringe.  
 
6.3.7 Characterization  
The mechanical properties of the prepared electrode were measured by a tensile strength tester 
(DA-01, Petrol LAB, Korea). The specimen was cut in the form dog-bone shape and the test rate of 
tensile strength was conducted at 10 mm/min. The electrical conductivity was conducted using a four-
point probe machine (FPP-RS8, Dasol Eng., Korea). The change in resistance during strain and release 
was measured using a multi-meter. The crystal structure of LMO/CNT was characterized by an X-ray 
diffractometer (XRD) on a Rigaku D/MAX at 2500 V. The morphology of electrode and active materials 
was measured by field-emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM, Hitachi S-4800). 
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were taken in the bright-field mode by using a JEM 
2100 (JEOL). The FT-IR spectra of PI/CNT was measured by using a Varian 670 IR spectrometer. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA, TA instruments, Q50) was used to calculate the mass content of 






6.4 Result and Discussion 
To fabricate polymer nanocomposites-based stretchable conductor, a negatively charged Au 
NPs suspension stabilized by citrate was initially prepared as a conductive filler. The resulting citrate-
stabilized Au NPs had an average diameter of 21.5 ± 5.3 nm (Figure 6.2a). Although one-dimensional 
(1D) nanomaterials are typically known to be a suitable candidate in a stretchable conductor due to its 
high aspect ratio, 0D NPs could potentially exhibit greater degree of freedom within the polymer matrix 
under strain besides their facile and scalable synthetic nature. As an elastomeric component, a highly 
stable and positively charged water-dispersible polyurethane (PU) suspension was used for fabricating 
stretchable conductors based on complementary electrostatic interactions with Au NPs (Figure 6.2b).  
Initially, we prepared each Au NP-PU nanocomposite suspension (AuPU hereafter with a 
fraction of Au NPs) via simple mixing of Au NPs and PU suspension in a controlled ratio from 50 to 90 
wt% of Au NP through electrostatic complexation (Figure 6.3). The pure PU film (without Au NPs) 
displayed a superior stretchability as high as 615%. However, as increasing the content of Au NPs 
within PU matrix from 50, 85, and 90 wt%, the stretchability of AuPU composite films decreased 
sharply to 380, 140, and 2%, respectively. In contrast, the resistance was decreased significantly; for 
example, the 90 wt% AuPU composite film demonstrated the resistance below 1 Ω, which was even 
comparable to the metal conductor (Figure 6.4). This film also indicated a successful durability over 
100 cycles without any changes in resistance, highlighting the preservation of conductive pathway 
under deformation along with flexible PU backbone (Figure 6.3). However, one could not achieve high 
stretchability over 100% using a single polymer nanocomposite film with reasonable electrical 
conductivity. 
Therefore, to augment the weakness of each single-layered AuPU nanocomposite film in either 
conductivity or stretchability, we suggest a novel geometric design of AuPU film through CbC 
assembled multilayers of respective single AuPU nanocomposite films to take advantages of both 
conventional vacuum-assisted filtration and layer-by-layer assembly. In specific, 90 wt% AuPU film 
was selected as a conductive layer at the outermost sides of both top and bottom, which is spaced by 
either with 50 wt% or 85 wt% AuPU film as a stretchable layer to afford a high gradient (i.e., 
combination of 95 and 50 wt% AuPU) or a low gradient (i.e., 95 and 85 wt% AuPU) multilayer structure 
of distributed Au NPs in whole conductor, respectively. This multilayered structure was referred to as a 
GAP conductor of 3-layer (3 L). Furthermore, to investigate the effect of the multilayers at a fixed 
content of Au NPs, the interlayer of multilayer conductor was further segmented evenly with different 
number of layers by adding additional conductive layer into stretchable layer, while fixing the contents 
of the multilayer conductor from 5 L to 9 L with total of three-conductive layers and one-stretchable 
layer. 
The successful fabrication of these GAP multilayer conductors was confirmed by cross-
sectional scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Figure 6.5). The multilayered architectures were 
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clearly observed in the relative contrast between Au NPs and PU in each nanocomposite layer. 
Furthermore, the corresponding energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) images also revealed the 
gradient distribution of Au and carbon, respectively, indicating each Au NPs and PU was distributed in 
the entire conductor with the concentration gradient throughout the conductor. 
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed to classify the specific content of Au NPs 
of all conductors used in this study (Figure 6.6). High gradient multilayer conductors from 5 L to 9 L 
displayed nearly identical Au content of 75 wt%, which is in good agreement with the average amount 
of Au contents between 95 and 50 wt% single-layer AuPU conductors used to assemble the conductors. 
Similarly, the low gradient multilayer conductor showed the Au content of 88 wt% near to the average 
of 95 and 85 wt% of each AuPU composite suspension. These results clearly suggest the precise control 
over the number of layers and gradient distribution in internal structure without altering the 
compositional ratio of each conductive filler and elastic polymer, demonstrating the versatile nature of 







Figure 6.2. (a) Schematic illustration and TEM image with a corresponding size distribution histogram 





Figure 6.3. Characterization of single layer. (a) Stress-strain curves and (b) Young’s modulus and 
rupture point for pure PU and single-layered AuPU nanocomposite films. (c) Normalized resistance of 
90 wt% AuPU film as decreasing the bending radius and (d) bending durability test for 100 cycles at 





Figure 6.4. Resistance of single-layered AuPU and pure PU films. 
 
 
Figure 6.5. Architecture controlled GAP multilayer conductors. Schematic illustrations and 
representative cross-sectional SEM images with composed elemental mapping images of carbon and 
Au of (a) high and (b) low gradient multilayer conductors as increasing the number of layers. The scale 




Figure 6.6. TGA of (a) high GAP, (b) low GAP conductors and (c) AuPU nanocomposite films. (d) The 





We then examined the mechanical and electrical characterization of the stretchable GAP 
conductor (Figure 6.7). The high GAP conductors showed the superior stretchability as above 300%, 
comparing to that of the low GAP conductors as below 100% strain (Figure 3a). However, the rupture 
point of both high and low GAP conductors gradually decreased as increasing the number of interlayer, 
while the obtained Young’s modulus increased as shown in Figure 3b and c. It is of note that the Young’s 
modulus of high GAP conductors is lower than that of low gradient, indicating the high ratio of Au NPs 
to PU of low gradient conductor induced stiff and rigid nanocomposites, resulting in inferior 
stretchability.  
We further investigated the change of internal structure under strain by surface morphology 
analysis using SEM. The top-surface view images showed 3D interconnected microporous networks of 
Au NPs-anchored PU chains (Figure 6.8). Although the porosity was increased with enlarged voids and 
cracks under strain, the robust PU backbone-induced good recovery was observed with reconstruction 
of AuPU nanocomposites. The stress failure of GAP multilayer conductors by nano- and micro-cracks 
in nanocomposites was also confirmed by cross-sectional SEM images of high-gradient multilayer 
conductor of 9 L under strain (Figure 6.9). Interestingly, the partially broken interlayer was observed 
at exactly middle layer among the whole interlayers. These results benefit from maintaining the 
electrical conductive surface as well as the outstanding recovery because of preventing the rupture of 
the conductive layer at the outermost sides of both top and bottom without severe cracks. In addition, 
there was no delamination of interlayers from the underneath layer due to the high affinity and 
compatibility of employing the identical components in each nanocomposite layer homogeneously. It 
should be again highlighted that the highly tunable CbC assembly can fabricate the mechanically 
powerful stretchable conductor with a simple and scalable solution process. 
In order to verify this rupture point of GAP multilayer conductors by propagation of cracks 
starting at the middle layer as the number of interlayers, mechanical simulation for the stress distribution 
in horizontal and vertical direction in low GAP multilayer conductors of 5 L and 9 L was conducted by 
using the commercial software ABAQUS. The horizontal stress in line with stretching direction of 9 L 
conductor is the higher than that of 5 L conductor (Figure 3d), while the negative value of vertical stress 
(i.e. compression) is increased significantly (Figure 3e), indicating that the rupture point of GAP 
conductors was decreased as increasing the number of interlayer with corresponding results in Figure 
3a-c. Another point to note is that the higher stress was concentrated on the middle and center layer 
rather than outer layers. As a result, the concentrated stress at the middle layer initiated the rupture of 
GAP conductor, instead of the rupture starting from the conductive layer at the outermost sides, which 
is well consistent with previous cross-sectional SEM images. Accordingly, this observation indicates 
that the multilayered architecture is advantageous in distributing the stress concentration under 
stretching.  
The electrical conductivity of all GAP multilayer conductors showed a similar change in 
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resistance regardless of the number of interlayers and gradient assembly because the composed top-
conductive layer is identical with 90 wt% in AuPU nanocomposite (Figure 6.7d). However, it is also 
important to consider the electrical connection of interlayers under strains toward entirely full conductor. 
We also performed the durability test of electrical conductivity of the GAP multilayer conductors under 
strain of 20%, 30%, and 40% (Figure 6.7e). It showed highly stable performance retention even after 
1000 cycles. These outstanding mechanical and electrical properties demonstrate the uniqueness of high 
gradient architecture with in-plane structure to achieve both metallic top-surface conductivity as well 
as superior mechanical stretchability.  
However, the high GAP multilayer conductor still has a limitation, which is only top-surface 
conductive like a conventional geometrically designed conductor. In contrast, the low GAP multilayer 
conductor is fully conductive from top to bottom surface with the low vertically directional resistance 
of ~50 Ω measured in low GAP conductor of 3 L, although its tensile strength is much lower than that 
of high GAP conductors. Therefore, the vertically directional conductivity in low GAP conductors was 
theoretically calculated to prove conductive pathway through stretchable layer as a function of the 
number of interlayers (Figure 6.11). We considered the contact layer between conductive layer and 
stretchable layer, resulting in the slightly decreased thickness of stretchable layer (i.e. resistance) with 
increasing the number of interlayers shown in SEM images (Figure 6.5), because the number of the 
mixed contact layers was increased. As a result, the vertical conductivity was increased with increasing 







Figure 6.7. Mechanical and electrical properties of GAP multilayer conductors. (a) Stress-strain curves 
for all GAP multilayer conductors. (b, c) Young’s modulus and rupture point of low and high GAP 
multilayer conductors. (d) Normalized resistance on top-surface of high and low GAP multilayer 
conductors of 3 L and 9 L under different strain conditions. (e) Change of resistance on top-surface of 


















Figure 6.10. Finite element analysis (FEA) representing von Mises stress distribution of (a) horizontal 





Figure 6.11. Calculation of Z-directional conductivity of low GAP conductors as increasing the number 




Electrical conductivity is strongly related to connectivity between conductive fillers. Specially, 
to retain stable electrical conductivity of a stretchable conductor, the behavior of conductive filler is 
important under strain. In this regard, in situ small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a fascinating 
method to better understand behavior of conductive filler in elastomer matrix (Figure 6.12a). The 
SAXS analysis of samples was conducted at a constant stretching rate of 80 μm sec-1 under strain range 
of 0 and 100 %. Figure 6.12b shows 2D SAXS patterns of pure PU and 50 wt% AuPU nanocomposite 
films at applied uniaxial strains of 0%, 50%, and 100%. In the initial unstrained state, 2D patterns of 
pure PU and AuPU nanocomposite films exhibited an isotropic scattering geometry, indicating random 
dispersion of hard segment of PU and Au NPs in the pure PU and AuPU nanocomposite films, 
respectively. However, the two samples began to develop different scattering patterns upon stretching. 
The patterns of pure PU evolved from circular to elliptical shape during strain, indicating that the hard 
segment of PU was aligned along stretching direction (Figure 6.12b). In contrast, AuPU nanocomposite 
film showed a butterfly-like pattern upon stretching, resulting from the non-affine relative 
displacements of the Au NPs in the polymer matrix under strain.27 As the strain increased, the Au NPs 
was gradually forming clusters of raft-like structure in the direction perpendicular to the strain axis due 
to the Poisson contraction, leading to the banded Au NP clusters lying at the stretching direction. These 
phenomena may lead to a significant alignment and increased interconnection of Au NPs under uniaxial 
strain, resulting in effective maintenance of its electrical conductivity under strain.28 
Moreover, in order to quantitatively investigate the alignment quality of AuPU nanocomposite 
films along a stretching direction, we calculated the Hermans orientation factor (f), 
 
𝑓 =




where f is the orientation factor, varying from 0 to 1 for isotropic and perfectly perpendicular to strain 
direction, respectively and 𝜑 is the azimuthal angle. In Figure 6.12c, the orientation factor, f, indicated 
that percolation network in the stretching direction began to collapse at a strain of 80%; this result is 






Figure 6.12. SAXS and simulation analysis for percolation network of Au NPs in PU matrix under 
strain. (a) Schematic illustration showing experimental setup of in situ SAXS measurement. (b) 2D 
SAXS patterns at selected uniaxial strains of 0%, 50%, and 100% for the pure PU and 50 wt% AuPU 
nanocomposite films. We summarized the behavior of the Au NPs in the matrix and change in electrical 
pathway under strain with corresponding schematic illustrations of the behaviour of Au NPs (yellow 
sphere) and electrical pathway (red line) under strain through SAXS analysis. (c) Calculated Hermans 






To confirm the utilization of the stretchable GAP multilayer conductor as a current collector 
electrode for practical applications, the electrochemical performance of an aqueous rechargeable 
lithium-ion battery (ARLB) as a promising power source was examined. The ARLB has superior rate 
capability by fast transport of Li ions owing to the usage of aqueous electrolytes instead of conventional 
organic electrolytes, resulting in extremely safe from the risk of explosion.29-30 Initially, we synthesized 
active materials on the surface of carbon nanotubes for the anode and cathode which are polyimides 
(PI/CNT)31 and lithium manganese oxide, LiMn2O4 (LMO/CNT),32 respectively (Figure 6.13 and 6.14). 
To fabricate stretchable electrode, as-prepared cathode and anode materials were deposited onto the 
GAP multilayer conductors by spray coating method (denoted as GAP cathode and GAP anode, 
respectively) 
The electrochemical performance of the GAP electrode was conducted by cyclic voltammetry 
(CV) using a three-electrode system in 1 M Li2SO4 electrolyte with a Pt electrode and an Ag/AgCl 
electrode as the counter and the reference electrode, respectively. In Figure 6.15a, CV curves of the 
GAP anode and the GAP cathode with increasing scan rate from 2 to 20 mV s-1 showed typical redox 
peaks of PI and LMO; thus the GAP multilayer conductor clearly indicated the electrochemical stability 
in the range of working voltage, demonstrating that the GAP multilayer conductor can be used as a 
current collector for the ARLB system. Figure 6.15b displays voltage profiles of the GAP cathode 
between 0.0 V and 1.2 V at various C-rates. They delivered specific capacities of 132, 126, 115, and 
102 mA h g-1 at 10, 15, 30, and 100 C, respectively. On the other hand, rate performance of the GAP 
anode at various current rate range from 20 C and 200 C under voltage window of 0 V and -1.0 V was 
presented in Figure 6.15c. Interestingly, the GAP anode can deliver 95 mA h g-1 even at a high rate of 
200 C, corresponding to 78% of the capacity at 20 C. Moreover, both GAP anode and GAP cathode 
showed outstanding cycling performance at a rate of 100 C after 200 cycles (Figure 6.16) 
The electrochemical performance of a full cell was evaluated between the voltage range of 0.0 
V and 2.0 V without any strain applied. It should be noted that the full cell was tested in beaker cell 
containing 1 M Li2SO4 with continuous bubbling nitrogen to remove oxygen. The discharge capacities 
of the full cell were 100 and 77 mA h g-1 at 15 C and 100 C rates, respectively (Figure 6.17). The long-
term cycle performance of the full cell showed outstanding cycle retention of 96 % at a rate of 15 C 
after 1000 cycles, as shown in Figure 6.15d.  
To further demonstrate the electrochemical performance under strain, we designed the 
stretchable ARLB to establish its practical feasibility for use in deformable electronic devices (Figure 
6.15e). The recovery property of the proposed battery could be also introduced by packaging materials 
of polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) (Figure 6.18). This stretchable ARLB was cycled at a rate of 15 C 
between 0% and 30% strain (Figure 6.15f). At 30% strain, the stretchable ARLB showed an outstanding 
capacity retention of 72 % for 10 cycles, compared to un-strained condition. After releasing the strain, 




Figure 6.13. Characterization of anode materials. (a) Chemical reaction for synthesis of PI. (b) SEM 




Figure 6.14. Characterization of cathode materials. (a) SEM image and (b) TEM image of synthesized 





Figure 6.15. Electrochemical performance of stretchable aqueous rechargeable lithium-ion battery 
based on GAP multilayer conductor as a current collector. (a) Cyclic voltammetry profiles of GAP 
anode (PI/CNT) and GAP cathode (LMO/CNT) at various C-rates in three electrode systems with 1 M 
Li2SO4 electrolyte. (b,c) Galvanotactic charge-discharge curves of GAP cathode and GAP anode, 
respectively. (d) Cycling performance of full battery at a rate of 15 C between 0.0 and 2.0 V in 1 M 
Li2SO4 for 1000 cycles. (e) Schematic illustration of the stretchable aqueous rechargeable lithium-ion 
battery that was fabricated by using the GAP anode and cathode with coplanar layout. (f) Cycle 
























In summary, we developed the internal architecture-controlled GAP stretchable conductor by 
simple and scalable CbC assembly. This GAP stretchable multilayer conductor offers precise control 
not only over superior mechanical stretchability by adjusting the gradient concentration of each 
component, but also vertically directional conductivity by changing the number of interlayers. As a 
result, the high GAP conductors showed the in-plane structured stretchable metal conductor over 300% 
strain. The low GAP conductors exhibited an excellent electrical conductivity of vertical direction as 
well as parallel to surface over 50% strain. The in-depth study on the percolation network of Au NPs 
within PU matrix was further performed by in situ SAXS analysis and mechanical simulation to 
understand the stress-distributed behavior by propagation of cracks in multilayer architecture. We also 
demonstrated the stretchable ARLBs which delivered stable power with high rate capability under strain 
by using the GAP conductors. This novel approach for stretchable conductors is expected to encourage 
the design of the stretchable conductors showing high both mechanical and electrical performance for 
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Chapter 7.  
Summary and Outlook 
 
We anticipate that unexplored fundamental studies and design strategies for LbL assembly 
composites remain to be discovered, and some of their future endeavors are proposed in the following. 
Chemically exfoliated graphene has been extensively utilized in various fields as a versatile platform 
due to its superior intrinsic properties together with a facile preparation method. It is well known that 
the physicochemical properties of graphene sheets are highly dependent on their chemical compositions 
such as sheet size, density of functional groups, heteroatom doping, and defect density. The electronic 
and mechanical properties of the nanocomposites will be benefited from the larger sized graphene sheets 
with less defect density. On the other hand, smaller sized graphene sheets show high dispersion stability 
in various media, providing improved processability for composite applications (Chapter 3.2). Thus, 
more controlled synthesis of graphene with well-defined structures and compositions not only expands 
the versatility of composite materials for diverse applications but also helps to provide the fundamental 
understanding of graphene-based LbL assembly.  
Although most of LbL-assembled composites are based on the two-component assembly, 
multicomponent assembly beyond the conventional approach will be a subject of intensive research 
effort in LbL systems. Moreover, the internal architecture of composites is easily tunable by simply 
adjusting the layer sequence, resulting in various nanocomposites with controlled structures. For 
example, with a simple two component system composed of active species of A and B, one could 
produce the fully alternating structure (i.e., substrate/ABAB) or compartmented structure (i.e., 
substrate/ AABB or substrate/BBAA) (Chapter 3.1). This precise control of internal structure within 
the thin films can optimize the characteristics of the LbL-assembled graphene nanocomposites even 
under the identical composition, which is not attainable with a simple mixing method.  
Diverse materials are widely used for LbL components in architecture control, regardless of the 
chemical compositions (e.g., organic, inorganic, carbon, and metal) and their dimensions (e.g., 0-, 1-, 
2-, and 3D) (Chapter 2, 4, 5, and 6). Recent developments in materials science have continuously 
expanded the potential candidates for LbL components. Based on the discovery of novel nanomaterials 
and development of their surface modification techniques, numerous building blocks will be applied to 
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